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ABSTRACT 

ABSTRACT 

In metal cutting with continuous chips, severe friction exists over the cutting tool rake 

surface. High normal load of chip increases the real contact area and thus creating intimate 

contact with tool rake surface. Relative motion between the surfaces generates frictional 

heating to the cutting tool, resulting in high temperature at the tool-chip interface. As a result, 

crater wear develops on the tool rake surface. Thus, gradual tool wear (crater as well as flank 

wear) is commonly observed in metal cutting and the same is very difficult to eliminate. 

Cutting fluids are often applied in machining to alleviate the severe friction and wear 

conditions. The two primary functions of cutting fluids are lubrication and cooling. 

Lubrication is effective when cutting fluid is introduced to the tool-chip interface through 

either penetration or diffusion, which is more likely to happen at low cutting speeds. Also, 

petroleum-based cutting fluids have various detrimental effects due to harmful chemical 

constituents, causing harm to the system (operator) and surroundings (environment). 

Researchers are trying to develop alternate methodologies to reduce or eliminate cutting 

fluids during machining. Apart from conventional cutting fluids, surface textures on cutting 

tool surface, coating of cutting tools, application solid lubricants and minimum quantity 

lubrication (MQL) are probable techniques for smooth machining. 

The existing techniques should be improved as well as hybridised (combining two or 

more lubrication techniques) for more effective machining experience. The effectiveness of 

cooling and lubrication increases by providing micro-textures (dimple, grooves, and 

channels) on the cutting tool rake surface. Hybridisation of mechanical micro-textures on the 

cutting tools and minimum quantity nano-green cutting fluids enhances tribological 

performance between tool-chip interface, reduces machining forces, cutting temperature, 

workpiece surface roughness, tool-chip contact length and tool wear.  

In this study, mechanical micro-textures are fabricated on the rake face of the cutting 

tool. Initially, tribological studies of mechanical micro-textured plasma nitrided high-speed 

steel (PN-HSS) pins having varying area density textures were conducted. Experiments were 

performed with both uncoated as well as MoS2 coated pins. The coefficient of friction, wear, 

weight loss and wear rate of pins were investigated. The best results were obtained with 

MoS2 filled micro-textures having 10% texture area density. Afterwards, machining 

experiments with un-textured (UT), mechanical micro-textured (MµT) and MoS2 coated 

mechanical micro-textured (C-MµT) PN-HSS cutting tools were carried out. Performance of 
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C-MµT cutting tool is improved by mechanical micro textures due to the reduction in actual 

contact area between tool-chip interfaces and proper lubrication across the tool-chip contact 

area. C-MµT experiences 23.75 % lower tool-chip interface temperature, 41.06 % reduction 

in cutting force, and produces 14.37 % less workpiece surface roughness compared to UT 

cutting tool. 

 A comparative study of hard machining with different mechanical micro-textured 

(micro-dimple, parallel micro-groove and perpendicular micro-groove) and MoS2 coated 

mechanical micro-textured tungsten carbide cutting tools are carried out. Six different 

uncoated and MoS2 coated MµT are fabricated on the tungsten carbide cutting tool rake face, 

and their hard machining performance is compared with UT tool, during machining of AISI 

H-13 steel. MoS2 coated cutting tool having MµTs perpendicular to the main cutting edge 

showed least machining forces, tool-chip interface coefficient of friction, workpiece surface 

roughness and less redundant plastic deformation work (lesser chip thickness) among all 

tested cutting tools. 

 Environmental friendly green cutting fluid (GCF) was developed using mixtures of 

various vegetable oils and emulsifiers. Afterwards, biodegradation, thermal, rheological, 

storage stability and anti-corrosion properties of in-house developed GCF are compared with 

commercial bio-cutting fluid (BCF) and mineral oil (MO). GCF was found to be highly 

biodegradable, more thermally stable with higher viscosity, better storage stability as well as 

anti-corrosion properties. For minimising the cutting fluid quantity during machining 

experiments, an economic minimum quantity cutting fluid (MQCF) setup was fabricated. The 

MQCF input parameters such as emulsion composition, stand-off distance between the nozzle 

and machining zone as well as nozzle spraying angle are optimised experimentally. 

Afterwards using experimental optimised input parameters, hard machining performance of 

MO, BCF and GCF with MQCF technique were compared. Machining performance with 

BCF is best among three followed by GCF, MO and then dry machining (DM), respectively. 

 Nano-green cutting fluids with varying concentration (0.1−0.5 %) of MoS2 and CaF2 

based are prepared. The effect of the nano-solid lubricant (MoS2 nanoplatelet and CaF2 

nanoparticles) enhanced cutting fluids are studied by conducting absorbance tests, dynamic 

viscosity tests, thermal conductivity tests, volumetric specific heat test and wettability test. 

Afterwards, hard machining experiments are carried out to evaluate the performance of nano-

solid lubricant enhanced GCF using MQCF technique and it is found that 0.3 % MoS2 based 

nano-green cutting fluids showed least wettability (lower contact angle), less machining 

forces, minimum coefficient of friction and workpiece surface roughness.  
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 After experimentally optimising the above conditions, hybridisation of the above four 

individual sustainable machining processes is carried out to make machining more 

sustainable and environmentally friendly process. During hard machining, a combination of 

MµT tungsten carbide cutting tool with minimum quantity MoS2 based nano-GCF is used. 

Experimental results show that the hybridisation of above four individual sustainable 

machining techniques results in the reduction of cutting forces in the range of 38−59.5%, 

feed forces in the range of 15.9−39.2% and workpiece surface roughness in the range of 

15.9−61% compared to an untextured conventional tool (dry machining). Also, tool wear 

enormously reduces after hybridisation of all four sustainable techniques compared to 

untextured conventional cutting tool.  
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Chapter 1  

INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW  

1.1 Introduction 

1.2 Turning process 

1.3 Basics of turning 

1.4 Hard turning 

1.5 Friction in turning 

1.6 Friction reduction 

1.6.1 Coatings 

1.6.2 Cutting fluids 

1.7 Environmental aspects in turning 

1.8 Literature review 

1.8.1 Dry machining 

1.8.1.1 Surface textures 

1.8.1.1.1 Machining forces 

1.8.1.1.2 Cutting temperature 

1.8.1.1.3 Friction 

1.8.1.1.4 Workpiece surface roughness 

1.8.1.1.5 Anti-adhesion and tool wear 

1.8.2 Environmental friendly cutting fluids 

1.8.2.1 Vegetable oils 

1.8.2.2 Physico-chemical and rheological properties of vegetable oils 

1.8.2.3 Merits and applications of vegetable oils 

1.8.2.4 Vegetable oil as cutting fluid during turning applications 

1.8.3 Near-dry machining 

1.8.4 Minimum quantity nano-cutting fluids 

1.8.5 Gaps in the literature 

1.9 Objectives of the present work 

1.10 Organization of the thesis  

1.1 Introduction 

Machining is one of the oldest fundamental manufacturing processes. Before the industrial 

revolution in the 18
th

 century, hand tools were used for machining. Ever since the advent of 
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steam power, power-driven machine tools became common in industries. Some of the 

conventional machining processes are turning, milling, drilling and grinding. Among these, 

turning is the most widely used machining process. In view of its importance, the present 

thesis investigates the turning process from the viewpoint of sustainability in a green 

manufacturing environment. This chapter covers introduction about turning process, cutting 

tool, cutting fluid, environmental aspects in turning process. Also, relevant literature review 

about hard machining, sustainable machining, dry machining, near-dry machining, 

environmental friendly cutting fluids and cutting tool performance evaluation. 

1.2 Turning process 

Turning is a traditional machining process for obtaining cylindrical, conical or tapered parts. 

In this process a single point turning tool of relatively harder material compared to the 

workpiece and having a sharp cutting edge is fed to the rotating workpiece. The cutting action 

takes place due to fracture of the workpiece material at the shear zone to remove the 

unwanted part for producing the desired geometry. However, it is observed that under normal 

machining conditions at moderate and high speeds, the thickness of the shear zone is minimal 

and it can be idealised as a plane. The plane where the shear occurs is known as the shear 

plane, and its inclination with the machined surface is called the shear angle. Figure 1.1 

shows the schematic of the orthogonal turning operation.  

 

Figure 1.1. Geometry of the orthogonal turning 

Tool 
Machined 

surface 
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 Often, large amounts of data from experiments are needed for evaluation of 

machining performance. In the turning operation, the primary process parameters are cutting 

speed, feed and depth of cut, whose optimum value depends upon the cutting tool and 

workpiece material. The significant performance parameters are tool-chip interface 

temperature, cutting force, feed force, coefficient of friction, workpiece surface roughness 

and tool wear. Other relevant parameters are cutting fluid, cutting fluid application technique, 

cutting tool material, work material, tool geometry, workpiece dimension, machine stability, 

etc. that have the direct influence on the turning process. Tool geometry affects chip 

formation, tool strength, cutting force, feed force and workpiece surface roughness. The 

cutting force, feed force, cutting fluid and cutting fluid application technique has a direct 

influence towards the workpiece surface roughness and tool wear. It is always important to 

work with optimum process parameters to obtain better surface finish, minimise tool wear 

and to make machining more sustainable. 

1.3 Basics of turning 

In turning operation, there are three zones of deformation. Figure 1.2 shows the shear, friction 

and tertiary zones that influence the cutting response. In shear (primary deformation) zone, 

work material plastically deforms along the shear plane in continuous or discontinuous 

manner. In friction (secondary deformation) zone, chip moves over the rake surface of the 

cutting tool, which causes severe friction between sliding surfaces. Therefore, a high amount 

of heat is generated, which results in the high tool-chip interface temperature. Friction and 

temperature results in tool thermal softening and tool wear. In the tertiary zone, flank surface 

of the cutting tool comes in contact with the workpiece. In this zone, the deformation is 

mostly elastic. The maximum temperature in the secondary deformation zone can be up to 

1000°C depending on the workpiece and cutting tool materials as well as cutting conditions. 

Therefore, the tool-chip interface temperature must be moderated and controlled. The forces 

experienced in the friction and shear zones can also be quite significant, influencing the 

cutting process and chip formation. 
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Figure 1.2. Deformation zones in cutting 

 The friction in the secondary deformation zone further influences the chip formation 

at the shear zone. Two models are generally accepted in showing the influence of the friction 

on the shear zone: the Lee and Shafer Shear Angle relation and Merchants Shear Angle 

relation. If φ is the shear angle, β is the friction angle, and α is the tool rake angle, the 

following shear angle solutions show the relationship between friction and shear angle. 

Merchants Shear Angle relation 

     2φ + β − α = 90°    (1.1) 

Lee and Shaffer Shear Angle relation 

     φ+ β - α = 45°     (1.2) 

With the change in the friction angle (β) at a constant rake angle (α), the direct 

influence on cutting speed can be seen. The shear angle influences the force required to shear 

the chip as seen in the following equation, where Fs, Ff and Fc is the shear, feed as well as 

cutting force. τ is the shear strength of the workpiece material, t is the thickness of the 

material being cut and, b is the width of the cut. 

     Fs = 
   

     
            (1.3) 

A decrease in β causes an increase in φ and a corresponding decrease in the shear 

force required to form the chip.  

 tan (β−α) = Ff  /Fc    (1.4) 

Reduction in the tool-chip interface coefficient of friction leads to a decrease in the 

energy required for chip formation, thus improving the process efficiency. 

Tool 

Workpiece 
Tertiary deformation zone 

Secondary 

deformation zone 

Primary 

deformation zone 
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1.4 Hard turning 

The vast majority of components used in the automotive industry are machined to final 

geometrical form after hardening. Currently, grinding is the predominant method for 

finishing these parts, which include shafts, gears, pinions and bearing, due to its features like 

easy to operate and control. Grinding has some inherent problems like the use of fixed shape 

of bonded wheels taking the longer time to finish, which increases the cost of operation. 

Although, shaped wheels can be used to address the first problem, still, this alternative is 

quite expensive as for each product type it needs one shaped wheel. These problems gave rise 

to the efforts to develop a cost-effective and environmentally safe process to finish the 

hardened parts to the similar levels as grinding. The improvement in machine tools and 

tooling technology proved to be a shot in the arm of the solution seekers. 

 Nowadays, due to improvement in machine tool rigidity and the development of 

advanced tool materials like coated tungsten carbide, polycrystalline cubic boron nitride 

(PCBN) cutting tools, hard turning gained ground as a cost-effective alternative to grinding.  

 Hard turning is performed on the materials within the 45 to 68 HRC, using a variety 

of solid or tipped cutting inserts. Ever since its introduction in the mid-eighties, the process 

has dramatically gained popularity. More and more manufacturers are now recognising the 

advantages of hard turning over grinding. 

 Although grinding is known to produce good surface finish at relatively high or low 

feed rates, hard turning can produce as good or better surface finish at significantly higher 

material removal rates. Even though the process is performed within the small depth of cut 

and feed rates, the estimate of reduced machining is as high as 60% for conventional hard 

turning [1].  

1.5 Friction in turning 

Friction is the resistance force that opposes the sliding motion of surfaces that are in contact. 

Classical friction theory gives the coefficient of friction as the ratio of the tangential force 

and normal force between the surfaces in contact. In classical friction applications, due to the 

moderate normal forces, contact occurs only at very few asperities between the opposing 

surfaces, and as such the real area of contact is far less than the apparent surface area. Thus 

the apparent area of contact does not affect the coefficient of friction. Figure 1.3 shows a 

representation of two surfaces in contact under similar conditions. 
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Figure 1.3. Localized contacts of the asperities 

In the turning process, frictional force opposes the motion of the chip on the tool rake 

surface, accounting for approximately 25% of the specific cutting energy [2]. It leads to high 

tool temperatures that limit process productivity. High temperatures encountered due to 

friction causes several types of tool wear. Crater wear is experienced on the rake surface of 

the cutting tool. It can cause catastrophic failure on the cutting tool as it can lead to fracture 

of the tooltip if much material is worn away. Adhesion also occurs at the tool-chip interface 

due to the high pressure and temperature at junctions of the asperities in contact. 

Furthermore, asperities in contact may adhere to the cutting tool and subsequently fracture 

removing bits of the cutting tool and hardened chip. These hard pieces of metal can cause 

abrasive wear on the tool as they are embedded in the chip and moved along the rake surface 

that can cause cutting tool wear. Diffusion occurs between the cutting tool and chip, which 

increases exponentially with temperature. Diffusion refers to atoms moving from high 

concentration to low concentration from the tool to chip and chip to tool, causing a change in 

tool composition and reduction in hardness [2]. Therefore, friction reduction would improve 

tool life, and it also results in savings tool costs. 

1.6 Friction reduction 

Surfaces in sliding contact can be tailored to reduce friction with several methods. A popular 

method is to use coatings (non-stick coatings used on frying pans or coatings with low shear 

strength used) on tool surfaces that promote sliding between surfaces in contact by reducing 

adhesion. Another popular method is by using liquid (oil, emulsions, cutting fluids) and solid 

lubricants (molybdenum disulphide (MoS2), calcium fluoride (CaF2), graphite, etc.). 

1.6.1 Coatings 

Cutting tool coatings help for reduce adhesion at the tool-chip interface and chemical 

interactions between chip and cutting tool, improving tool life and reducing friction, tool-chip 

interface temperature and machining forces. Also, the temperature at which the tool starts to 

disintegrate can be increased through the use of coatings. It is estimated that approximately 

Asperity contact Local contact area 
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20% of the heat generated during cutting is transported into the tool [3]. Therefore, improving 

the thermal properties of the tool can also improve tool life. Furthermore, coatings also result 

in the reduction of workpiece adhesion to the cutting tool surface. These coatings influence 

the chip flow and formation, allowing the cutting tool for cutting at higher speeds.  

1.6.2 Cutting fluids  

Cutting fluids are generally used for friction reduction, cooling and chip evacuation in 

machining. Cutting fluids are classified as lubricants and coolants. Lubricants are primarily 

used for friction reduction at low cutting speeds with minimal cooling capacity whereas 

coolants are used at higher cutting speeds for heat dissipation with minimal friction reducing 

properties. 

In conventional turning, friction cannot be significantly reduced by the application of 

coolants. However, the heat generated between the tool and workpiece being machined by 

friction can be reduced by a lubricant. Coolants work primarily at higher speeds to cool the 

tool and workpiece that increases tool life. Dimensional accuracy of the workpiece and tool 

hardness is maintained by the removal of the heat generated during the process. Coolants are 

sufficiently stable to avoid its chemical breakdown due to the high temperatures. 

Lubricants work by chemically reacting with the fresh surface of the chip created 

during turning, forming a film of low shear stress separating the tool and the chip. Lubricants 

are primarily effective at low speeds for friction reduction and tend to break down during 

high-speed operations due to heat generation. Lubricants can reduce the forces experienced 

thus allowing work on less powerful machine tools with less energy used and less tool failure. 

Temperature has a substantial effect on the effectiveness of the lubricant being used. 

Lubricants can provide solid film protection until the temperature increases sufficiently such 

that the film melts and breakdowns completely decreasing the effect of the lubricant. 

Oils adhere better and react to high pressures than water-based lubricants and 

therefore offer better lubricity. However, water-based coolants have better capability to 

dissipate heat from the tool-chip interface region. 

1.7 Environmental aspects in turning  

Environmental concerns call for the reduction of cutting fluid in metal cutting practice and 

nowadays it has become an essential objective in industry. Efficient utilisation of cutting tool 

in machining is an essential focus of researchers. The performance of cutting tool depends on 

the process parameters and the cutting environment. Many times, cutting fluid is used to 
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enhance the tool life and to improve the surface integrity. The fluids that are used to lubricate 

in machining contains environmentally harmful or potentially damaging chemicals 

constituents. The airborne particle of cutting fluids can be inhaled by operators that cause 

respiratory irritation, asthma, pneumonia, dermatitis and several types of cancers 

(oesophagus, skin, lung, pancreas, colon etc.) [4, 5]. Figure 1.4 illustrates various diseases 

caused due to prolonged exposure to petroleum-based cutting fluids.  

 

Figure 1.4. Various diseases caused due to prolonged exposure of the petroleum-based 

cutting fluids: (a) oil acne [9], (b) skin cancer [10], (c) mild bronchiectasis [11] and (d) 

dermatitis [12] 

 The concept of dry machining has the advantages of non-pollution of the atmosphere 

and water, no residue on the swarf resulting in the reduction of the disposal and cleaning cost, 

and no danger to health such as skin rupture and allergy etc. As such, dry machining has 

become popular with regards to the safety of the environment as well as low production cost. 

However, sometimes the surface integrity of the finished product in dry turning is not 

superior as compared to wet turning. The concept of surface textures, minimal quantity fluid, 

green and nanofluids in turning seems to be a better alternative to conventional dry and wet 

turning [6−8]. Moreover, the combination of the above processes makes machining much 

more sustainable by reducing adverse environmental effects, associated costs and enhancing 

operators safety. Furthermore, it also enhances machining performance and final workpiece 

surface finish. 

(d) (c) 

(b) (a) 
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1.8 Literature review 

Nowadays “sustainable machining” has become very popular. Sustainable machining 

considers environmental, economic and social aspects.  The sustainable machining aims to 

develop technologies for transforming machining with the objectives of reducing the 

emission of greenhouse gases, avoiding the use of nonrenewable or toxic materials and 

avoiding generation waste.  

 Nowadays, there has been an increasing concern about environmental consideration in 

machining. Sustainable machining, in particular, and green machining, in general, has 

become popular in industries. Sustainable machining is crucial for the twenty-first century, 

integrating all the issues of machining with its ultimate aim of reducing and minimising 

environmental impact and resource consumption during a product life cycle. Sustainable 

machining is a method for minimising wastes and pollutions. These goals can be achieved by 

a proper strategy, which focuses on tool surface modification, coatings, minimal cutting fluid, 

as well as green and nanofluids.  

1.8.1 Dry machining 

Dry machining is ecologically desirable, and it will be considered as a necessity for 

manufacturing enterprises in the near future. Industries will be compelled to consider dry 

machining to enforce environmental protection laws for occupational safety and health 

regulations. The advantages of dry machining include non-pollution of the atmosphere (or 

water); no residue on the swarf which will be reflected in reduced disposal and cleaning 

costs; no danger to health; and it is non-injurious to skin and is allergy free. Moreover, it 

offers cost reduction in machining. 

 The various possible routes to achieve clean machining processes were analysed and 

discussed by Byrne and Scholta [13]. Elimination of the use of cutting fluids, if possible, can 

be a significant incentive. The costs connected with the use of cutting fluids are estimated to 

be many more times than the labour and overhead cost [14]. Hence the implementation of dry 

machining will reduce manufacturing costs. In the manufacturing industry, cutting fluids 

help: to remove the heat generated due to friction during cutting; to achieve better tool life, 

surface finish and dimensional tolerances; to prevent the formation of built-up edge and to 

facilitate the transportation of chips. Coolants are essential in the machining of materials such 

as aluminium alloys and most steels, which tend to adhere to the tool and cause a built-up 

edge. At the same time, the coolants produce problems in the working environment and also 
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create problems in waste disposal. It creates a large number of ecological problems, but 

which in turn result in more economical overheads for manufacturing industries [15, 16]. 

 If industries were to practice dry machining, then all of the problems as mentioned 

above should be addressed satisfactorily. The cutting fluid industries are reformulating new 

composites that are more environmentally friendly and which do not contain lead, sulphur or 

chlorine compounds. The use of cutting fluids will be increasingly more expensive as stricter 

enforcement of new regulation and standards are imposed. It leaves no alternative, but to 

consider dry machining [17]. 

 In dry machining, there will be more friction and adhesion between the tool and the 

workpiece, since they will be subjected to higher temperatures. It will result in increased tool 

wear and hence the reduction in tool life. Higher machining temperatures will produce 

ribbon-like chips, and this will affect the form and dimensional accuracy of the machined 

surface [18]. However, recent developments in dry machining can overcome the issues 

mentioned above and are capable of reducing friction, which ultimately reduces temperature 

and enhances overall machining performance. Some of these developments are applying 

coatings of solid lubricants or addition of solid lubricants with tool materials, tool geometry 

modifications, under cooling system, use of heat pipe, cryogenic cooling, etc. [6, 18−21]. 

Surface texturing is one such novel sustainable manufacturing methodology that can allow 

environmental friendly machining by altering the surface topography.  

1.8.2.1 Surface textures 

Surface texturing refers to the modification in the topography of surface to improve 

tribological performance between sliding pairs. It has been reported that friction and wear 

results in an economic cost of 5% of GDP of developed countries [22−25]. Researchers have 

found that surface texturing can help to improve load carrying capacity and better lubrication 

[26−28]. Moreover, the surface modifications have been found to decrease wear and friction 

in piston rings, piston pins and hydrodynamic bearings [29−31]. Recently, surface texturing 

has also been used in cutting tools. To provide lubrication to the inaccessible area of the tool-

chip contact zone and to decrease contact length of the chip on the tool, the research has been 

focused on the development of micro and nano textured cutting inserts to have a cleaner 

production with fewer carbon footprints [32−35]. 

 Electric discharge machining [36, 37], mechanical grinding [38], electron beam 

lithography [39], abrasive jet machining [40] and laser beam machining [41, 42] have been 

used to produce textures on the surface. Figure 1.5 illustrates few micro-textured cutting tools 
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fabricated using different techniques. Researchers [43−46] have reported that the modified 

surface of the cutting tool improves anti-adhesion, wear resistance, cutting forces, cutting 

temperature and friction coefficient [47−49]. The following section highlights a comparative 

analysis between conventional plane cutting tools and textured cutting tools.  

   

Figure 1.5. Various micro-textured cutting tools fabricated using (a) micro-electric discharge 

machining [36], (b) electron beam lithography [39] and (c) Ti-sapphire laser [42] 

1.8.1.1.1 Machining forces 

The effectiveness of a cutting process is governed by cutting forces, which are affected by 

cutting conditions (cutting velocity (v), feed (f) and depth of cut (d)), cutting tool geometry 

and workpiece material properties. Any method for the reduction of cutting force would 

result in an extension of the life of the tool and a better surface finish of the machined 

product. The cutting forces could be reduced with the use of textured tools in machining as 

discussed below. 

 During the cutting process, the average frictional force (Ff) between chip and tool 

rake surface has been related as per the following equation [50, 51]: 

f w cF A        (1.5) 

where Aw represents the area of tool-chip contact and τc denotes shear strength at tool-chip 

interface. The cutting force components (for Coulomb friction) in turning are related to 

frictional force as follows [51]: 

f

r

F
F

sin
       (1.6) 

( )y rF F cos         (1.7) 

sin( )z rF F         (1.8) 

(b) (c) 
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where Fr denotes resultant force, Fy is thrust force, Fz is the main cutting force, β denotes 

friction angle, α is rake angle. Thus, it can be deduced that cutting forces have a direct 

relation with shear strength at the interface and contact area.  

 Xie at al. [52] found a reduction of 32.7% in cutting forces for the micro-grooved tool 

in comparison to a conventional plane tool for different material removal rates while 

machining titanium alloy. They reported that the depth of micro-grooves significantly 

affected the force reduction. A deep groove resulted in more contact area between chip and 

rake surface of the tool and hence resulted in high cutting forces. However, Obikawa et al. 

[39] found that lubrication effectiveness of texture increased with small patterns having more 

depth while machining aluminium alloy A6061-T6. This trend could be accounted for the fact 

that pattern having shallow depth would quickly fill up with debris as chip flow over textured 

rake surface. However, if the depth of the groove is more, not only the lubricant storage 

capacity would increase, but it would also provide more space for debris entrapment. 

Therefore, shallow depth pattern when filled with debris would result in more frictional force 

between the tool-chip interface and hence would account for high cutting forces as compared 

to the pattern having more depth. 

 Lian et al. [53] and Xing et al. [54] related force reduction during metal cutting with 

shear strength and tool-chip contact length. The micro-grooves filled with MoS2 (having 

lower shear strength) reduced the cutting forces during turning of hardened steel. They 

reasoned the formation of a thin lubricating film between chip back and tool rake surface for 

the reduction in frictional forces. Moreover, micro-grooves were found to decrease the 

effective contact area between chip and tool, which also resulted in the force reduction. 

 Kawasegi et al. [55] showed nano-textured rake surface to be effective than the micro-

textured tool for force reduction while machining aluminium alloy. It was found that material 

adherence to tool surface was more in micro-textured pattern as compared to nano-textures. 

They reported that grooves oriented in a perpendicular direction performed better than 

parallel grooves. It can be accounted for the reason that because of the plastic deformation of 

work material in parallel grooves, there occurred severe adhesion and hence higher cutting 

forces. However, for grooves oriented at 90° phase difference to chip flow direction provided 

more restricted contact area and hence resulted in a reduction in frictional forces. 

 Few research works have also been focused on studying the effect of texturing on the 

flank surface. Researchers found that high cutting speed resulted in an ineffective 

performance of textured tool [37, 54]. It could be accounted for the reason that lubrication 

effectiveness decreases with a rise in cutting speed while machining hardened steel. It was 
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because the distance to which lubricant penetrated into the machining region was inversely 

proportional to cutting speed. 

 Texturing has also been found to decrease the variability of cutting forces during 

turning of hardened steel [37]. It is because of the textured cutting insert maintained more 

consistent tool-chip contact length as compared to the plane tool. They also reported 100% 

textured surface known as areal texture to be more beneficial in force reduction as compared 

to the linear grooves. 

 Similar to the findings of Jianxin et al. [46], another study reported the micro holes 

filled with solid lubricant on rake surface to be more effective in comparison to flank surface 

and un-textured tool while machining hardened steel [56]. Wenlong et al. [57] compared the 

effect of MoS2, CaF2 and graphite filled in micro holes. For cutting speed up to 100 m/min, 

MoS2 was found to be superior for force reduction while machining hardened steel. However, 

above 100 m/min, CaF2 was found to perform better. It may be because at the temperature 

above 450 °C, MoS2 began to get oxidised to form MoO3, which enhances the friction and 

hence high cutting forces were developed. 

 Thus, it can be inferred from the above literature that textured cutting tools can 

effectively help in reduction of cutting forces. However, the researchers have followed trial 

and discovery approach in the development of textured pattern, but the effectiveness of such 

pattern may be increased by ensuring less contact area between chip and tool rake surface. 

However, texturing should also ensure that strength of cutting edge is not reduced due to 

changes made on rake surface of cutting insert to prevent catastrophic tool failure. 

1.8.1.1.2 Cutting temperature 

The primary purpose of cutting fluid during the machining process is to provide lubrication 

and cooling. However, because of environmental obligations, there has been an evolution of 

new techniques for temperature control in machining. Due to the better effectiveness in 

temperature control, the surface textured tools have also been reported by several researchers. 

The average temperature of the chip near the cutting tip (θt) can be calculated using the 

following formula [58]: 

21
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sin 0.752 /
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t c

a l VR v
R
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       (1.9) 

where θ0 is ambient temperature, R1 represents ratio of heat flowing into chip to total heat 

generated by shear, R2 denotes ratio of heat flowing into chip to total heat generated by tool-
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chip friction, V is cutting speed, vs denotes shear velocity, ϕ is shear angle, τc represents shear 

strength at the tool-chip interface, τs is shear strength of workpiece. c1, ρ1, λ2, a2 represents the 

chip-specific heat, chip density, thermal conductivity and thermal diffusivity of the 

workpiece at temperature (θs+θ0)/2, respectively. θs is the average shear plane 

temperature, lf represents contact length of chip-tool interface and Ψ is the deformation 

coefficient of the chip. 

 From Eq. 1.9, it can be inferred that ambient temperature depends upon lf, which 

decreases due to the presence of textures and using solid lubricant in texturing further reduces 

the shear strength (τc) of the tool-chip interface. Thus, micro-textured cutting inserts were 

found to reduce the cutting temperature of the tool-chip interface during machining hard to 

cut materials. In case of the micro-textured tool without lubrication, the texturing provided 

aerodynamic lubrication and a decrease in the tool-chip contact length; whereas, for the 

lubricated textured tool, the smearing of solid lubricant on rake surface was found to decrease 

the cutting temperature effectively. Hence, self-lubricating tool helped to effectively control 

the temperature in the processing zone while machining hard to cut materials. 

 In another study, it was found that the temperature at cutting tip in micro-grooved 

cutting tool was less than a conventional plane tool [52]. The authors reasoned the grooves to 

provide the site for heat to be dissipated from rake surface when the chip travelled over the 

tool and prevented the temperature not to rise above 500 °C during machining titanium-based 

alloy. It resulted in better convective heat transfer and provided aerodynamic lubrication in 

case of textured cutting inserts. 

 Similar to the previous study, another study has also reported a rise in the temperature 

with rising cutting speed while turning carbon steel [51]. They reported that the elliptical 

grooves were able to reduce more temperature as compared to linear and inclined grooves. It 

was because the elliptical grooves provided more surface area on rake surface for heat 

dissipation. It is due to the air pockets created between textured rake surface and chip back 

surface resulted in aerodynamic lubrication, which helped to lower the machining 

temperature. 

 Ze et al. [56] found texturing on rake surface to result in lowest temperature rise when 

compared to texturing provided on the flank surface during machining of the Ti6-Al-4V 

alloy. It was because the chip carrying 80% of the heat generated during metal cutting 

travelled over the rake surface of the cutting tool. Thus, the grooves on rake surface 

decreased tool-chip contact length, which in turn decreased heat conduction between tool and 

chip. 
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 Research has also been carried out for studying the effect of soft coatings (MoS2, 

CaF2 and WS2) on textured surfaces. In this regard, it found that WS2 soft coated tool helped 

in more effective control of the tool-chip interface temperature as compared to textured and 

conventional plane tool [54]. A 10–20% reduction in the temperature was observed by the 

use of WS2 soft coated tool during machining of steel. It was due to the ultra-low friction 

coefficient and a high-temperature resistance of WS2 coating. 

 From the above discussion regarding machining zone temperature using textured 

cutting tools, it can be observed that temperature reduction occurs near the tool cutting edge. 

The lubrication regime developed between the sliding surfaces ensures a better temperature 

reduction, which helps to maintain the tool edge integrity and ensures less tool wear and chip 

adhesion as has been discussed in the following section. 

1.8.1.1.3 Friction 

It has been reported that 30% of the world's energy is used to overcome friction. In various 

automotive applications, the use of a highly smooth surface is required for reducing friction, 

which accounts for 40% of energy consumption in an engine [58]. However, due to material 

properties and machining constraints, the surface finish that can be achieved on a surface is 

limited. Another possible alternative used for reducing the coefficient of friction is texturing. 

The textured pattern has been extensively used not only in sliding contact but also in metal 

machining for storage of lubrication, which not only reduces friction; but, also prevents the 

excessive temperature rise in contact zone [40]. 

 A study reported banded grooves (having polished surface in between micro and nano 

texturing) provide lesser friction coefficient than parallel and perpendicular direction oriented 

grooves while machining medium carbon steel. It may be because the tool surface lubricity 

was enhanced by the creation of banded grooves [59]. 

 Another study reported a decreasing trend for friction coefficient with a rise in cutting 

speed during turning of Ti6Al4V. The texturing on rake surface was found to be more 

beneficial than on the flank surface. It might be due to the formation of the MoS2 lubricant 

layer which resulted in less friction as chip slide over tool rake surface [56]. 

 Surface texturing has also been found to shift the Stribeck curve, which results in less 

coefficient of friction between the contact of two solids [40, 60]. It may be because surface 

texturing provided micro pool lubrication regime (in case of boundary and mixed 

lubrication), which decreased friction. The authors also reported a decrease in coefficient of 

friction with a decrease in groove aspect ratio. Thus, use of the textured tool in turning helps 
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to provide better lubrication regime with less coefficient of friction by using appropriate 

lubricant. 

1.8.1.1.4 Workpiece surface roughness 

The poor thermal conductivity of advanced materials results in high temperature in the 

process zone, which affects tool wear and hence surface finish. The result of poor surface 

finish affects post-finishing operations, which ultimately increases the manufacturing cost of 

the product. The following section highlights the use of micro textured cutting inserts for 

reducing the surface roughness of the machined workpiece. 

 Micro-textured cutting inserts increased the surface roughness of titanium and steel 

parts, respectively as reported in [61, 62]. However, the deviation in surface roughness (ER) 

was decreased using textured cutting insert. The deviation (ER) in surface roughness (Ra) has 

been defined as the maximum fluctuation in surface roughness reading from the mean value 

of five points reading taken over the cylindrical workpiece. Xie et al. [61] used this term to 

signify that although conventional plane tool results in better surface quality than the grooved 

tool, it produced more uneven surface. It was accounted because of more chattering in the 

plane tool as compared to the textured tool. 

 However, contradictory to findings of [61, 62], Jiang [63] found that bio mimicked 

cutting inserts improved surface finish as compared to highly polished PCBN insert while 

turning 4340 hardened steel. The better surface finish of the machined workpiece can be 

accounted for the better anti-wear ability of textured tool. Such a phenomenon helped to 

maintain the integrity of cutting edge for an extended period [64]. 

1.8.1.1.5 Anti-adhesion and tool wear 

The production rate of any industry is highly dependent upon tool life and the number of 

parts that can be manufactured from a given tool. During metal cutting, the adhesion of work 

material with tool results in a decrease in the repeatability of the tool and hence leads to wear 

either at rake or flank surface. The following section highlights a comparative analysis of tool 

wear between the conventional plane and textured cutting inserts. 

 After machining of hardened steel, Jianxin et al. [51] performed elemental analysis of 

textured tool to confirm the fact that solid lubricant filled in elliptical grooves, having lower 

shear strength was smeared on the tool surface. It prevented adhesion of work material on 

rake surface and hence resulted in lesser tool wear. However, in the conventional plane tool; 
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the iron (Fe) particles (from workpiece material) could be located on WC insert, which 

indicated severe adhesion and tool wear with the progression of the cutting process. 

 Xie et al. [52] investigated the surface micrograph of worn rake surface of the 

conventional and grooved tool during turning of titanium alloy. The wear pattern on the 

grooved tool was found to be less, which could be accounted for rapid heat removal that 

occurred in the textured tool. However, wider grooves (123 μm) were found to result in more 

wear. It was because the wider grooves (with no lubrication) resulted in more friction 

between the tool-chip interface. 

 Sugihara and Enomoto [56] inspected the anti-adhesion properties generated by the 

textured tool while turning steel. The dry cutting was found to result in more adhesion and 

hence a large concentration of work material on rake surface. Moreover, the pockets provided 

by grooves for storage of lubrication resulted in less temperature rise and hence lesser 

adhesion for the developed tool. The banded nano textures were found to reduce the adhesion 

by 50% as compared to nano grooves on rake surface. 

 Lei et al. [65] found 28% reduction in contact area for micro pool lubricated cutting 

insert as compared to dry cutting during machining of mild steel. Due to micro pool 

lubrication, the direct tool-chip contact area is reduced from 1.8 mm to 1.3 mm. The 

decreased direct contact area resulted in less friction force. Moreover, due to high interface 

temperature during machining, the thermal expansion of solid lubricant stored in micro-holes 

make lubricant rise above the pattern and forms a thin lubricating layer at the tool-chip 

interface. Hence, due to the combined effect of less friction force and lubrication, tool wear is 

found to be reduced as compared to the un-textured tool. 

 Texturing on flank surface prevented the flank wear by 10–30% as compared to rake 

surface textured and conventional tool during turning of steel [56]. Also, it was found that the 

tool life decreased with a rise in cutting speed. It can be accounted for the reason that at 

higher cutting speed, an increase in temperature near the tool-chip interface resulted in 

localised welding of work material to the cutting tool. Thus, tool life of textured tool was 

found to be comparable with the conventional tool at cutting speed over 150 m/min. 

 Another study observes the effect of orientation of grooves during the turning process 

while performing the machining of titanium alloy. They reported that grooves oriented in the 

direction of chip flow helped in the fast removal of heat from the tool-chip interface and 

hence resulted in 6.7% lesser tool wear than textured orthogonal tool surface [61]. 
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1.8.2 Environmental friendly cutting fluids 

Over the past 200 years, cutting fluids are extensively used in metalworking operation [66]. 

Survey estimation says that the United States uses 100 million gallons of metalworking oil 

each year [67]. In ancient times, cutting fluids constituted of only water which was used on 

grindstones. About 100 years ago, tallow (animal fat rendered form) was applied as 

lubricating wax. Then, cutting fluids were comprised of simple oils which were applied with 

brushes for lubricating the cutting tool. Later, lard oil was used, but it became rancid. 

Sometimes, directly whale oil or animal fat was included to enhance the cutting fluid 

lubricating properties. In the initial years of the 20
th

 century, soap was mixed in water [68]. 

Straight cutting fluids were the popular choice for specific machining operations in the past. 

Soluble oils were introduced in 1936 and cutting fluids made of chemicals came into 

metalworking operation in 1944 [69]. Gradually, compositions of the cutting fluids became 

more complicated, as the cutting actions became more difficult. These days to fulfill the 

required performance demands of the manufacturing industries, cutting fluids are an 

enhanced combination of oil, water, emulsifiers and chemical additives [70]. Therefore, 

environmental friendly cutting fluid is the viable alternative for solving above issues. The 

environmental friendly cutting fluid generally comprises of vegetable oils, bio-cutting fluid 

and some chemically synthesised fluids as esters including phosphate esters, polyalkene 

glycols, polyalphaolefins (PAOs), alkylated aromatics and polybutenes that dominates the 

market among for the same. However, vegetable oils are highly biodegradable and 

sustainable. 

1.8.2.1 Vegetable oils 

In due course of time, the conventional mineral oil based cutting fluids started causing 

problems for the manufacturers as the substances present in them caused severe health effects 

on the workers and the surrounding environment [71]. Along with the economic and technical 

aspects of the manufacturing processes, the environmental safety of the products has also 

become an essential area of concern, and it is triggered by the fact that environmental 

agencies and government have imposed strict measures when it comes to protecting the 

employees’ health and environment [72, 73]. Subsequently, there is a need to analyse the 

measures that can be taken to reduce the harmful effects of cutting fluids as much as possible. 

 Availability of mineral-based oils is limited as they are the finite source and 

decreasing steadily, whereas vegetable based cutting fluids are sustainable. Literature studies 
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about machining using vegetable based cutting fluids are limited. Vegetable oils are evolving 

as metal cutting fluids due to its higher biodegradability and ability to minimise the waste 

treatment costs. It also reduces the health risks to operators, which are quite familiar with 

petroleum-based mineral oils due to their lower toxicity [74]. Cleaner and healthier work 

environment having less mist in the air is the primary point. For the reasons mentioned 

above, vegetable oils as cutting fluids are environmentally friendly. Furthermore, they are 

also better lubricants as compared to others [75]. Above all, they are extracted from 

renewable sources and thus unlimited and sustainable. 

 All these factors have pushed the industries, research centres and universities for 

studying the process in detail and come up with the better optimal solution. Several of them 

have proposed various methods for reducing the exposures of cutting fluids while some have 

advised in changing its composition [76]. Vast quantities of cutting fluids are still in use in 

the industries releasing harmful gases into the atmosphere, causing numerous skin and 

respiratory diseases to the workers and increasing disposal costs [77]. Thus, a research study 

has been conducted to analyse the vegetable oils that act as an eco-friendly cutting fluid, so 

that the industries can find alternative answers and use protective measures.  

1.8.2.2 Physico-chemical and rheological properties of vegetable oils 

Vegetable oils mostly consist of triglycerides, which are long chain fatty acids having the 

number of unsaturated double bonds [78, 79]. Most vegetable oils have a minimum four to 

maximum 12 different fatty acids. Weather and geo-climate mostly affect the proportion of 

individual fatty acids. 

 Cutting at high speed and feed leads to high temperature. Use of cutting fluid at high 

temperature has possibilities of smoke formation and fire hazard. Vegetable oils have a 

higher flash point compared to mineral oils which reduce the smoke formation and fire 

hazard [80, 81]. Vegetable oils have a high viscosity index. The viscosity of oil also affects 

machining productivity [80]. As the viscosity index of vegetable oil increases, viscosity drops 

more slowly than that of mineral oils with the increase in temperature. Therefore, with a fall 

in temperature, vegetable oils remain more viscous than mineral oils, which lead to early 

drainage from workpiece and chips. Vegetable oils higher viscosity ensures more stable 

lubricity across the operating temperature range [81]. Molecule sizes of mineral oils are 

varying, but vegetable oil molecules sizes are quite homogeneous resulting in less variation 

of its properties concerning physical parameters [80]. Vegetable oil has higher molecular 
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weight and higher boiling point, and this reduces misting and vaporisation [82]. They are 

much better substitutes for the petroleum-based cutting fluids which make them the probable 

candidate for industrial use. 

 Apart from the properties as mentioned above, oxidation stability of vegetable oils 

depends on the amount of unsaturated products present. For high melting point and even 

better oxidation stability, the presence of unsaturated product should be low. To reduce 

friction and wear, long and polar fatty acid carbon chains perform better to interact with 

metallic surfaces actively.  

 Micro-organisms have the ability to metabolised and ingest vegetable oils base stock 

which creates problems toxic mists environment affecting operators health. Various 

researchers are investigating and exploring oils from vegetables and seeds such as canola, 

rapeseed, palm, jatropha, olive, neem and coconut to use for metal cutting fluids as the base 

stock. Table 1.1 shows the physicochemical and rheological properties of various vegetable 

oils [83]. 

Table 1.1 Physico-chemical and rheological properties of vegetable oils [83] 

Properties  Soy

bea

n 

[84

] 

High 

oleic 

soyab

ean 

[85] 

Sunflo

wer 

[86] 

Rapes

eed 

[87] 

Jojo

ba 

[88] 

Pongammiap

innata [89] 

Jatrophacu

rcass [87, 

90] 

Nee

m 

[91

] 

Cast

or 

[87, 

90] 

Kinematic 

viscosity@

40 ºC (cSt) 

32.

93 

41.34 40.05 45.60 24.9 43.0 47.48 68.

03 

220.

60 

Kinematic 

viscosity@

100 ºC 

(cSt) 

8.0

8 

9.02 8.65 10.07 6.43 8.30 8.04 10.

14 

19.7

2 

Viscosity 

index  

219 - 206 216 233 172 208 135 220 

Saponoficat

ion 

value(mgK

OH g
-1

)  

189 - - 180 94.6

9 

179 196.80 166 180 
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Total acid 

value(mgK

OH g
-1

)  

0.6

1 

0.12 - 1.40 1.10 22 3.20 23  

1.40 

Iodine 

value(mg l 

g
-1

)  

144 85.9 - 104 98 78 97 66 87 

Pour 

point(0 ºC)   

−9.

0 

- −12.0 −12.0 9.0 −9.0 0 9.0 -

27.0 

Flash 

point(0 ºC)  

240 - 252 240 - - 240 - 250 

 

1.8.2.3 Merits and applications of vegetable oils 

Vegetable oils have numerous advantages over petroleum-based mineral oils apart from 

being sustainable. Table 1.2 shows the merits and demerits of vegetable oils over mineral oil 

properties. Demerits of vegetable oils can be tackled using chemical and genetic modification 

as well as the reformulation of base stock.  

Table 1.2 Merits and demerits of vegetable oils over mineral oils [84, 92−94] 

Merits Demerits 

 Sustainable and highly biodegradable  Low thermal and oxidative stability 

 Least toxic compare to mineral oils  High pour point 

 High viscosity and viscosity index  More corrosive behaviour 

 Environmental friendly  

 High flash point  

 Additives compatible  

 Less volatile  

 

1.8.2.4 Vegetable oils as cutting fluids during turning applications 

Vegetable based cutting fluids associated with machining literature are presented in this 

section. Most of the researchers have used vegetable oils as cutting fluid with minimum 

quantity lubrication (MQL) technique. In a study, during turning of AISI 1060 steel, authors 

found that the tool wear, surface roughness and cutting temperature were reduced in 
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comparison to dry machining. On an average of 5-12% reduction of cutting temperature was 

observed while using MQL with vegetable oil as compared to dry machining. Cutting forces 

were also reduced by using MQL with vegetable oil [82, 95].  

 In another study, the experimental performance of sunflower oil, canola oil, 

semisynthetic and mineral based cutting fluids including different concentration (8 and 12%) 

of extreme pressure additives were compared during turning of AISI 304L stainless steel. 

Machining forces, tool life and surface roughness with all four types of cutting fluids were 

measured and found that vegetable oils have shown better machining performance. It is due 

to the presence of the long chain fatty acid content in vegetable oils. Canola-based cutting 

fluids are found to be best as compared to all three including sunflower oil-based cutting 

fluids. It is attributed to the fact that canola oil has three more carbons in its fatty acid chain, 

which can perform better at higher cutting temperature. Moreover, canola oil has the high 

viscosity which provides more effective lubrication at the tool-chip interface, reducing 

cutting temperature and removing heat efficiently. Higher concentration of pressure additives 

in vegetable oils results in higher surface roughness values. Canola-based cutting fluid with 8 

% of extreme pressure additive has shown better performance than others [96].  

 Furthermore, another study compared machining performance of four different 

vegetable based cutting fluids (coconut oil, palm kernel oil, groundnut oil and shear butter 

oil) during turning of copper, mild steel and aluminium. Cutting forces were measured and 

compared with four different cutting fluids during cutting of various materials. It was found 

that the effects of vegetable-based cutting fluid are material dependent. Out of the four, 

groundnut oil showed the best machining performance [97]. 

 Moreover, tool wear and surface roughness were analysed during turning of AISI 304 

stainless steel using bio-based cutting fluid as well as neat cutting oil emulsion. Reduction in 

tool wear and better surface finish was observed with bio-based cutting fluid compared to 

other oils due to its high viscosity and better lubricating properties [98].  

 From the broader prospect of cutting fluids literature, it was found that, in the fifties, 

correct viscosity was the most crucial requirement of cutting fluids. In the sixties, specific 

additives were mixed to enhance properties of lubricants while in seventies few synthetic 

fluids stated challenging mineral oil for performing even better, but former was challenged 

due to its high cost. In the eighties, hydrocracked quasi-synthetic oils made by British 

Petroleum, Shell, Fuchs was economical and also enhanced working performance. In the 

nineties, criteria for cutting fluids took the significant shift towards the environment and eco-

friendly fluids. In the 21
st
 century, more compatible working fluids with greater performance 
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trend is in continuation with much more development to come in the future to make it more 

environmentally friendly and economical. 

1.8.3 Near-dry machining 

Hard machining of difficult-to-cut material generates significant heat, which results in high 

temperatures. In manufacturing processes using conventional fluid application methods, 

15−17% of product cost is associated with cutting fluid cost [99]. Research has shown that 

the costs associated with cutting fluids are frequently higher than those for cutting tools [13]. 

Therefore, the elimination or minimisation of cutting fluids is desirable from both economic 

and environmental perspectives. Therefore, for these applications, the concept of near-dry 

machining came into existence [100]. 

Near-dry machining (NDM) or MQL or micro-lubrication, also known as minimum 

quantity cutting fluid (MQCF), is an alternative solution for reducing detrimental 

environmental effects and improving machining performance [101−103]. In MQCF 

applications, a minute amount of cutting fluid is used at a flow rate of 5–600 mL/h. A cutting 

fluid with a high convective heat transfer coefficient is mixed with compressed air to form a 

uniform atomised mist. This generated mist is injected directly into the chip-tool interface in 

the machining region [104, 105]. MQCF reduces occupational hazards, addresses 

environmental issues, and produces economic benefits by reducing cutting fluid costs. MQCF 

is an accepted eco-friendly machining method that can improve workpiece surface finish, and 

reduce tool wear and cutting forces relative to dry machining [106, 107]. Gunter and 

Sutherland [108] concluded that a mist generated by mixing soluble oil and air showed better 

machining performance than flood cooling (FC). Sohrabpoor et al. [109] used soluble oil as 

the cutting fluid in wet and MQL turning while comparing four different cooling conditions 

(dry, air cooling, wet and MQL technique) during turning of AISI 4340 stainless steel. They 

observed that MQL outperformed others concerning the cutting tool flank wear and 

workpiece surface roughness. Dhar et al. [110] confirmed similar results during machining 

for both AISI 1040 and AISI 4340 steel. Heat reduction at the tool-chip interface because of 

MQL mist is considered as one of the main reason to reduce the growth of the flank wear as 

MQL mist penetration ability in between tool-chip interface is higher as compared to wet 

cooling. MQL machining studies related to difficult-to-machine materials have also shown 

great potential to reduce generated heat, tool wear and to improve the surface finish of the 

workpiece. Park et al. [111, 112] compared electric power consumption by dry machining 

(DM), FC, cryogenic machining (liquid nitrogen), MQL machining and laser-assisted 
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machining (LAM) during surface milling operation of Ti-6Al-4V. Results showed that FC 

consumes the maximum electrical power of 2.75 kW, whereas it was followed by LAM, 

cryogenic, DM and MQL machining technique (only 1.53 kW). In the case of MQL, lower 

tool wear was the primary factor that leads to the least electrical power consumption among 

all.   

Beatrice et al. [113] predicted the surface roughness using an artificial neural network 

(ANN) technique during the machining of AISI H13 steel using minimal cutting fluid. The 

surface roughness predicted by the ANN model matched the experimental results reasonably 

well. Sarikaya and Gullu [114] investigated the flank wear, notch wear, and surface 

roughness of a cobalt-based superalloy (Haynes 25) during turning with MQL. A Taguchi-

based grey relational analysis (GRA) was used to simultaneously optimise cutting fluids, 

fluid flow rates, and cutting speed. The results showed that flank wear, notch wear, and 

surface roughness were enhanced during the turning of Haynes 25 using the Taguchi-based 

GRA. Another study showed that feed was the most effective parameter concerning surface 

roughness and that MQL successfully improved surface finishes during the machining of 

AISI 1050 steel [115]. Sharma and Sidhu [116] compared dry machining and NDM using 

vegetable oil on AISI D2 steel. The results showed that work–tool interface temperatures and 

surface roughnesses reduced with NDM. Further surface roughness was reduced even more at 

higher speeds. 

Heinemann et al. [117] compared the performance of synthetic ester with and without 

alcohol as well as the mixture of oil-free synthetic lubricant and water concerning tool life 

during deep-hole drilling. The result showed that the oil-free synthetic lubricant and water 

mixture performed better as compared with others due to its low viscosity and high cooling 

ability. In end milling, lower cutting forces were observed due to improved cooling and better 

lubricating properties of a new oil film on water type lubrication [118, 119]. Furthermore, 

storage stability, oxidation, biodegradability and cutting performance was improved for 

synthetic polyesters as compared to vegetable oil [120, 121].  

 MQCF provides several benefits during machining. MQCF techniques have existed 

since the past decade; however, the effectiveness of its input parameters has not been 

discussed. The efficiency of an MQCF system depends upon mist (the mixture of pressurised 

air and cutting fluid) formation and quality, which are controlled by the MQCF input 

parameters, namely, emulsion composition, stand-off distance between the nozzle and 

machining zone, nozzle spraying angle, and air pressure. No clear guidelines have been 

created by researchers for selecting or optimising these parameters. 
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1.8.4 Minimum quantity nano-cutting fluids 

Minimum quantity cutting fluids (MQCF) is an alternative for dry machining and flood 

cooling. However, use of MQCF is limited to mild machining conditions due to high heat 

generation during machining of hard materials. The applicability of MQCF can be extended 

in aggressive machining conditions by using vegetable-based cutting fluids with 

nanoparticles as potential additives. A colloidal mixture of nanometer-sized metallic and non-

metallic particles in the conventional cutting fluid is called nanofluid. Nanofluids are 

considered to be potential heat transfer fluids because of their superior thermal and 

tribological properties.  

 A new class of cutting fluids can be synthesised by mixing metallic, non-metallic, 

ceramics, or carbon nanoparticles in a conventional cutting fluid because as compared with 

suspended milli-sized or micro-sized particles, nanofluids show better stability, rheological 

properties, excellent thermal conductivity, and no adverse effect on pressure drop [122]. 

Saidur et al. [123] and Kakac and Pramuanjaroenkij [124] reviewed the work of many 

researchers and found that nanofluids may possess outstanding heat extraction capabilities 

(thermal conductivity) over conventional cutting fluids. They concluded that this enhanced 

thermal conductivity might be an essential factor for better performance in various 

applications. The inclusion of nanoparticles of metal oxides into any base fluid enhances its 

thermal conductivity [125]. Chen and Ding [126] reviewed the literature regarding the 

improvement in thermal conductivity of metallic, carbon, inorganic and carbide materials and 

concluded that thermal conductivity of nanofluids increases with an increase of nanoparticle 

concentration. Srikant et al. [127] found that the addition of nanoparticles in cutting fluids 

improved their coolant properties. Further, Eastman et al. [128] noticed an increment of up to 

40% in thermal conductivity of ethylene glycol by mixing Cu nanoparticles into it. Liu et al. 

[129] noticed 23.8% improvement in thermal conductivity at 0.1 vol% Cu nanoparticles in 

cutting fluid due to the increased surface area. Yoo et al. [130] concluded in his investigation 

that ratio of surface area and volume of nanoparticles might be the primary factor that the 

affects thermal conductivity of nanofluids. It is well understood that this ratio will always be 

increased by the addition of smaller size nanoparticles into base fluid. Chon et al. [131] also 

observed an enhancement of thermal conductivity of nanofluids at higher temperatures due to 

the Brownian motion of nanoparticles. Choi et al. [132] found that nanoparticles increase the 

rate of heat transfer without an increase in pumping power. Vajjha and Das [133] observed 

that 6% Al2O3 in base fluid increases the thermal conductivity by 22.4% at room temperature. 

Qiang and Yimin [134] found that nanofluid with 2 vol %, Cu nanoparticles have 60% more 
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convective heat transfer coefficient compared with the base fluid. He et al. [135] discovered 

that the addition of nanoparticles into base fluid improves the thermal conduction. It was also 

found that the thermal conduction improved with the increasing particle concentration and 

decreasing particle size. Choi et al. [136] reported an unusually high improvement in thermal 

conductivity of nanofluid by adding multi-walled carbon nanotube (MWCNT) up to 150% as 

compared to base fluid. 

 Besides thermal conductivity, the friction between tool and workpiece may also be an 

important factor responsible for the high-temperature generation at the cutting zone that 

affects the workpiece dimensional accuracy, surface quality, and, more importantly, the tool 

life during machining. Lee et al. [137] found that the addition of graphite nanoparticles 

improves the lubricating property of conventional lubricants due to the reduction in the 

friction coefficient. Because of their low friction behaviour, the graphite and MoS2 solid 

lubricants may contribute to the reduction of cutting force and reduce the surface roughness 

in machining [138]. Also, the addition of nanoparticles into base fluid can enhance their 

convective heat transfer coefficient, lubricating properties, and wettability. On the other hand, 

it can reduce tool wear, surface roughness, cutting force, and chip thickness compared with 

dry machining and conventional fluid machining [105, 139–151]. Various nanofluids and 

their effect on different machining processes are listed in Table 1.3.  

Table 1.3 Nanofluids and their effect on machining parameters during different machining 

processes 

S. 

No. 

Refer

-ences 

Types of 

nanoparticles 

Base fluid Size 

(nm) 

Process Remarks 

1 [105] Al2O3 Servo-Cut-S −− Turning Nanofluid reduced cutting 

force, crater wear and 

surface roughness and also 

produced tiny segmented 

chips of low thickness 

2 [139] CNT −− −− Turning Up to 2% CNT inclusion, 

nodal temp was decreased, 

but beyond 2%, the change 

was minimal. High CNT % 

lowered the flank wear 

3 [140] Nanoboric acid SAE-40 oil 50 Turning 0.5% nano boric acid in 
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and coconut 

oil 

coconut oil performed 

better concerning cutting 

temperature, tool wear, and 

surface roughness. 

4 [141] MoS2 

GF 

Cu 

CuO 

Grease 1000 

150 

200 

48 

Turning Copper nanoparticle (10%) 

mixed in grease generated 

surface with lowest 

roughness and yielded 

minimum tool wear. 

5 [142] SiO2 Mineral oil 5–15 Turning 0.5 wt% SiO2 with 2 bar air 

pressure and 60 nozzle 

angle recorded minimum 

tool wear and with low air 

pressure and 30 nozzle 

angle produced best surface 

6 [143] Nano graphite Water 

soluble oil 

80 Turning % inclusion of nano 

graphite decreased the 

cutting force, surface 

roughness, tool wear, and 

temperature. 0.3% graphite 

at 15 mL=min flow rate 

showed best performance 

7 [144] ND Paraffin oil 

and 

vegetable 

oil 

30 Drilling Paraffin with 1% ND and 

vegetable oil with 2% ND 

recorded the lower torque 

and thrust force. Nanofluid 

enhanced the tool life and 

drilled good quality holes. 

8 [145] Al2O3 Deionized 

water 

40 Grindin

g 

Reduction in grinding 

temperature, grinding 

force, and surface 

roughness 

9 [146] CNT SAE- 10–20 Grindin Increased the flash and the 
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20W40 oil g fire point of fluid. 

Improved surface 

roughness 

10 [147] MWCNT SAE-

20W40 oil 

10–20 Grindin

g 

Surface quality improved 

from micro level to nano 

level. 

11 [148] xGnP IPA, TRIM 

SC200 

5–10 Grindin

g 

Large size platelets were 

found to be more effective 

than small ones. 1 wt% 

graphite platelets produced 

best surface finish 

12 [149] xGnP Vegetable 

oil 

10 Milling 0.1 wt% xGnP with 1 mm 

dia. and 10 nm thickness 

showed lowest friction 

coefficient 

13 [150] Carbon onions Alumicut 

oil 

5–20 Milling Highest carbon onion 

concentration (1.5 wt%) 

yielded minimum cutting 

force and surface 

roughness 

14 [151] MoS2 ECOCUT 

HSG 905S 

oil 

20–60 Milling 0.5 wt% MoS2 produced 

the best surface and surface 

quality deteriorated as 

MoS2 concentration 

increased to 1 wt% 

 

 Nanofluids provide several benefits during machining. Nanofluids have existed since 

the past decade; however, most of the research is carried out with metallic or ceramic 

nanoparticles, which are too costly. Solid lubricants based nano cutting fluids such as MoS2, 

CaF2, WS2, can enhance thermal conductivity, specific heat and lubricating properties of 

cutting fluid. Also, solid lubricant nanoparticles are economical as compared to metal and 

ceramic-based nanoparticles. Furthermore, the concentrations of nanoparticles in cutting 

fluids are also vital in machining. No clear guidelines have been created by researchers for 

selecting or optimising these parameters. 
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1.8.5 Gaps in the literature 

Based on the literature survey on dry machining, environmental friendly cutting fluids, 

minimum quantity cutting fluids and nano-cutting fluids in various fields, major gaps are:  

1. Almost in all previous studies, surface textures are fabricated using thermal based 

texturing methods. However, thermal-based texturing methods have various 

drawbacks such as heat affected zone of textures, recast layers, inferior qualities of 

textures that causes more abrasive wear.  

2. Not much attention is paid to optimizing area density of textures (number of textures 

per unit area) between sliding surfaces. 

3. The researchers have followed trial and discovery approach in the development of 

textured pattern, but the effectiveness of such pattern may be increased by ensuring 

less contact area between chip and tool rake surface. The detailed comparison 

between micro-indent and micro-channel textures needs to be studied in depth. 

4. The focus on cutting fluids has shifted from only machining performance to 

environmental friendliness and its biodegradability over the years to protect our 

precious environment. Extensive comparative analysis of thermal, rheological, 

biodegradation, storage stability and anti-corrosion property of mineral oil, bio-

cutting fluid and vegetable-based green cutting fluids still needs to be done. 

5. MQCF techniques have existed since the past decade; however, the effectiveness of 

its input parameters has not been discussed. The efficiency of an MQCF system 

depends upon mist (the mixture of pressurised air and cutting fluid) formation and 

quality, which are controlled by the MQCF input parameters namely, emulsion 

composition, stand-off distance between the nozzle and machining zone, nozzle 

spraying angle, and air pressure. No clear guidelines have been proposed by 

researchers for selecting or optimising these parameters. 

6. Nanofluids have existed since the past decade; however, most of the research is 

carried out with metallic or ceramic nanoparticles, which are too costly. Solid 

lubricants based nano cutting fluids are not given much attention. Due to the low cost 

and outstanding properties of solid lubricants, they have enormous potential to be an 

innovative, effective alternative to metallic or ceramic nanoparticles for nano cutting 

fluid applications. 

7. Hybridization of surface textured cutting tool, environmental friendly cutting fluid 

and minimum quantity nano cutting fluid has not been attempted until now.  
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1.9 Objectives of the present work 

As discussed in the literature above, mineral oil based cutting fluids have various 

disadvantages. The overall objective of this thesis is to make machining more sustainable for 

the environment, economic and social benefits. It can be achieved by elimination or 

minimization of cutting fluid usage, shifting towards highly biodegradable and environmental 

friendly cutting fluids and optimized use of nano cutting fluids. Furthermore, hybridisation of 

all above process makes machining more sustainable. 

The research tasks of the current work are as follows: 

1. Fabrication of micro-textured cutting tools using the conventional mechanical method 

such as Vickers hardness tester and scratch tester to avoid various disadvantages of 

thermal based surface texturing. 

2. Optimization of the of texture area density (number of textures per unit area). 

3. Comparative machining performance of micro-indent and micro-groove based 

textured cutting tool. 

4. Comparison of thermal, rheological, biodegradation, storage stability and anti-

corrosion property of mineral oil, bio-cutting fluid and in-house developed vegetable 

based green cutting fluids. 

5. Optimization of the MQCF input parameters such as emulsion composition, stand-off 

distance between the nozzle and machining zone, nozzle spraying angle as well as to 

compare hard machining performance using MO, BCF and GCF. 

6. Development of solid lubricant based nano cutting fluids and to investigate its 

dispersion, dynamic viscosity, thermal conductivity, volumetric specific heat, 

wettability and hard machining performance.   

7. Combination of four different individual sustainable machining techniques to create 

hybrid and advanced sustainable process for making machining more sustainable: 

 Textured tools (economic and conserve energy) 

 Green cutting fluids (minimise adverse environmental impact and ensure safety to 

employees and consumers) 

 Minimum quantity cutting fluids (minimise cutting fluid usage and minimise adverse 

environmental impact) 

 Nano cutting fluids (to enhance hard machining performance and conserve energy) 
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1.10 Organization of the thesis 

Current thesis is organised into nine chapters with references and appendices at the end. 

Figure 1.6 shows the plan of work carried out in this thesis. 

 Chapter 1 discusses the need for elimination or minimisation of conventional cutting 

fluids in machining processes. A brief literature review of the dry machining, 

environmental friendly cutting fluids, near dry machining and nano cutting fluids are also 

discussed. Finally, gaps in the literature, different challenging issues, scope and detailed 

objectives of the present thesis are described. 

 Chapter 2 includes discussion about the fabrication of mechanical micro-textures on the 

surface of the high-speed steel pin with different area density. Tribological performance of 

MoS2 coated mechanical micro-textured cutting tools during the dry sliding test are 

investigated. The area densities of textures (number of textures per unit area) between the 

sliding surfaces are also optimised. 

 Chapter 3 presents preliminary experimentation to find the area for texturing on the rake 

surface of the tool. Afterwards, mechanical micro-textures are fabricated on the rake 

surface of the tool. In order to check the effect of micro-textures on the strength of the 

tool, static structural finite element analysis is done in the Ansys
®

 workbench. Later, 

comparative study of machining performance with un-textured, mechanical micro-textured 

and MoS2 coated mechanical micro-textured high-speed steel cutting tools are carried out. 

 Chapter 4 deals with the comparative study of hard machining with various mechanical 

micro-textured and MoS2 coated mechanical micro-textured tungsten carbide cutting tools. 

Six different uncoated and MoS2 coated mechanical micro-textures are fabricated, and 

their hard machining performance is compared. For comparison, machining is also carried 

out using the conventional cutting tool. 

 In Chapter 5, environmentally friendly green cutting fluid was developed using the 

mixture of various vegetable oils and emulsifiers. Afterwards, biodegradation, thermal, 

rheological, storage stability and anti-corrosion properties of in-house developed green 

cutting fluids are compared with commercial bio cutting fluid and mineral oil. 

 Chapter 6 discusses the development of minimum quantity cutting fluid setup. The 

MQCF input parameters such as emulsion composition, stand-off distance between the 

nozzle and machining zone as well as nozzle spraying angle are optimised experimentally. 

Afterwards, using optimised input parameters, hard machining performance of MO, BCF 

and GCF with MQCF technique are compared. 
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Figure 1.6. Plan of work carried out in this thesis 
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 In Chapter 7, MoS2 and CaF2 based nano-green cutting fluids with varying concentration 

are developed. The effect of the nano-solid lubricant (MoS2 nanoplatelet and CaF2 

nanoparticles) enhanced cutting fluids are studied by conducting absorbance tests, 

dynamic viscosity test, thermal conductivity test, volumetric specific heat test and 

wettability test. Afterwards, hard machining experiments are carried out to evaluate the 

performance of nano-solid lubricant enhanced GCF using MQCF technique. 

 Chapter 8 deals with the hybridisation of the above four individual sustainable machining 

processes.  For hard machining, the combination of the mechanical-micro-textured cutting 

tool with in-house fabricated minimum quantity cutting fluid using in-house developed 

nano-green cutting fluid is used.  

 Chapter 9 represents the main findings of the present work, important conclusions and 

future scope in the field of sustainable machining. The outcome of the present work in the 

form of various journal papers, book chapter and conferences is reported. 

 

References and appendices are included at last. 
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 Chapter 2  

TRIBOLOGICAL PERFORMANCE OF MECHANICAL MICRO-

TEXTURED PINS 

2.1 Introduction to the tribological aspects of micro-textured cutting tools in machining 

2.2 Experimental details 

2.2.1 Fabrication of mechanical micro-textured pins and coating with solid lubricant  

2.2.2 Sliding friction and wear test 

2.3 Results and discussion 

2.3.1 Friction coefficient of the test material 

2.3.2 Surface temperature of the test material 

2.3.3 Wear, weight loss and wear rate of the test material 

2.3.4 Wear morphology and elemental composition of the test material 

2.4 Findings from the research work 

Chapter 2 contains the fabrication of mechanical micro-textures on the surface of the high-

speed steel pin with different area density. Also, the tribological performance of MoS2 coated 

mechanical micro-textured cutting tools during the dry sliding test are investigated. The area 

density of textures (number of textures per unit area) between sliding surfaces are also 

experimentally optimised in this Chapter. 

2.1 Introduction to the tribological aspects of micro-textured cutting tools 

in machining 

As found out from the literature survey (Chapter 1), surface texturing is an established 

method for enhancing the tribological properties. Researchers used a wide range of processes 

to fabricate surface textures such as laser-based texturing [152−155], focused ion beam [156], 

electrical discharge machining [157], photolithography and photochemical texturing [158]. 

Most of these processes are thermal energy and chemical based texturing methods. These 

processes produce recast layer, heat affected zone, residual stresses, chemically affected 

layers and cracks. Texturing can also be fabricated by inexpensive mechanical methods, 

avoiding the defects as mentioned above. 

 In self-lubricating composites, solid lubricants are applied either as fillers or as 

surface coatings [159]. Filling of solid lubricants is easy, and they do not alter characteristics 

of the parent material. MoS2 has various advantages such as low volatility, non-toxic, non-
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radioactive, chemical inertness, strong adhering ability, good load bearing capacity and 

resistance against wear [160]. 

 It is crucial to correlate machining with tribology of sliding interface for the better 

understanding of friction and wear at tool-chip interfaces. In this study, a mechanical 

texturing process was used to create micro-indents on the surface of the plasma nitrided high-

speed steel (PN-HSS) workpiece by indenting using Vickers hardness tester. Micro-indents 

were filled with MoS2 in a grease base. The objective of this study is to study the effect of 

texture area density (2 to 14%) on the COF, pin surface temperature, wear, weight loss of the 

pin and wear rate. Friction and wear tests were carried out using pin-on-disc tribometer on 

both types of pins (with and without MoS2 filled pins). For comparison purpose, experiments 

were also carried out on un-textured (UT) pin. 

2.2 Experimental details 

Plasma nitrided HSS was chosen as work material in the form of pins for this study due to its 

number of application in sliding interfaces of many cutting tools viz drill bit, milling cutters, 

taps, saw blades, gear cutters, etc. HSS material had a hardness of 65−67 HRC, density of 

8.16 g/cm
3
, Young’s modulus (E) of 210 GPa, yield strength (Sy) of 2750 MPa, Poisson’s 

ratio () of 0.27 and thermal conductivity of 54.6 W/m.C. MoS2 is having an average 

particle size of 0.3 µm manufactured by Loba Chemie, Mumbai, India was used as a solid 

lubricant.  

2.2.1 Fabrication of mechanical micro-textured pins and coating with solid lubricant 

Pins for friction and wear test were fabricated using wire cut electrical discharge machining 

from plasma nitride HSS cutting tool blank as shown in Figure (2.1). An array of mechanical 

micro-indents were fabricated on the pin surface using Vickers hardness tester (Make: Fuel 

Instruments & Engineering Private Limited, India, Figure 2.2 (a-c)) with texture area density 

of 2 to 14%. Pins having 2%, 4%, 6%, 8%, 10%, 12% and 14% texture area density are 

named as A2, A4, A6, A8, A10, A12 and A14, respectively (Figure 2.3). The MoS2 solid 

lubricant of average particle size of 0.5 µm was mixed with graphite-based grease such that 

the concentration of MoS2 is 70% by volume. Micro-indents were smeared with this mixture 

and then compacted. Uniformity of MoS2 burnishing was cross-checked using dial gauge. 

The MoS2 filled textured pins were dried for 2 hours before starting the friction and wear test.  

Pins filled with MoS2 having 2%, 4%, 6%, 8%, 10%, 12%  and 14% texture area density are 

named as A2-M, A4-M, A6-M, A8-M, A10-M, A12-M and A14-M, respectively.  
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Figure 2.1. (a) Fabrication of pins using a wire-cut electrical discharge machine, (b) plasma 

nitride high-speed steel cutting tool blank and (c) fabricated pin 

 

 Figure 2.2.  (a) Overview of Vickers hardness tester, (b) close up view of Vickers 

hardness tester and (c) diamond indenter and high speed steel pin 

 

Figure 2.3. Fabricated mechanical micro-textured high-speed steel pins with varying textures 

area density 
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Figure 2.4. Unfilled and MoS2 filled textured surfaces of HSS pins: (a) macroscopic view of 

unfilled texture, (b) surface micrograph of unfilled texture, (c) 3-D profile of unfilled texture, 

(d) macroscopic view of MoS2 filled textured pin, (e) MoS2 filled texture surface micrograph, 

(f) 3-D profile of MoS2 filled texture, (g) 2-D profile of an unfilled texture and (h) 2-D profile 

of MoS2 filled texture 

2.2.2 Sliding friction and wear test 

Friction and wear performance of mechanical textured pins were carried out using pin-on-

disc tribometer (Make: DUCOM, Model: TR-201) under the dry sliding condition as per 

ASTM G99 standard. MoS2 filled and unfilled textured pin specimens of 20 6 6 mm having 

an initial surface roughness (Ra) of 0.65 0.05 µm were prepared.  The silicon carbide 

abrasive sheet having 220 grit size was fixed on the tribometer steel disc. In general, sliding 
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interfaces experience abrasive, adhesive and diffusive wears. Abrasive wear is the most 

common in HSS tools. Friction and wear tests were carried out at elastic and plastic loading 

condition with the normal load of 19.6 N (elastic loading of asperities) and 49 N (plastic 

loading of asperities) with sliding speed of 30 m/min. All tests were carried out for 30 

minutes at dry conditions. 

 A rough estimate of the type of loading was made as follows. Considering von Mises 

yield criterion, the critical load (
cP ) for a single-asperity contact is given by [161] 

2 3
4

,
3 2

c y

R C
P S

E


   
                 (2.2)  

where R is the radius of asperity and C is the critical yield stress coefficient given by 

1.295e
(0.736 )

. E is the Hertz elastic modulus defined as 

2 2

1 2

1 2

1 11
,

'E E E

  
 

     (2.3) 

where E1, E2 are Young’s moduli of two contacting materials and 1, 2 are corresponding 

Poisson’s ratios. Taking E2 as 410 GPa and 2 as 0.14 for silicon carbide, E came out to be 

164 GPa. From the measurement by a non-contact profilometer, the number of asperities on 

the pin surface was obtained as 3.3910
5
 and R as 0.67 m. From a code developed on the 

basis of the multi-asperity friction model of Mao et al. [162], the asperities under contact 

were estimated as 5.08510
4
 and 1.27110

5
 for 19.6 N and 49 N normal load, respectively. 

It was assumed that all contacting asperities equally share the total load. Using this 

methodology, with 19.6 N normal load, the load on an asperity came out to be 3.8510
4

 N, 

which is less than the critical load of 9.3910
4

 N. With 49 N normal load, the load on an 

asperity came out to be 9.610
4

 N, which is more than the critical load. Hence, the light 

load is considered to cause elastic deformation, and high load is considered to cause plastic 

deformation of asperities.  

 Friction force and wear were recorded continuously using strain gauge based load cell 

and linear variable differential transducer (LVDT), respectively. Pin surface temperature of 

each specimen was measured using infrared thermography camera (Make: InfraTec hr Head, 

Model: VarioCam 480SL). The weight of pins were measured before and after tests using 

weighing balance (0.1 mg accuracy). Figure 2.5 shows an experimental setup with pin 

specimen, abrasive sheet and thermal infrared camera. Wear rate (W) of specimens were 

calculated using the following formula: 
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,
V

W
FL


      (2.4) 

where W denotes the wear rate (mm
3
/N.m), V denotes the volume loss due to wear (mm

3
), F 

is the normal load (N), and L is the sliding distance (m). More precisely, W is called the 

specific wear rate coefficient. 

 

 

Figure 2.5. Experimental setup of pin-on-disc tribometer along with thermal imaging camera 

2.3 Results and discussion 

Sliding tests were conducted without lubrication following ASTM G99 standard. Each sliding 

test was carried out against the new abrasive sheet. All tests were repeated thrice, and the 

average (mean) result is reported.  

2.3.1 Friction coefficient of the test material 

There are various measures of friction, e.g., friction (or shear) factor and Coulomb’s 

coefficient of friction. In this section, equivalent Coulomb’s coefficient of friction is denoted 

by COF. It is the ratio of friction force to normal load. Figure 2.6 shows the variation of COF 

with respect to sliding time. It is observed that initially, COF for all pins increases gradually 

and after certain sliding time period a steady state is reached. The observed behaviour is due 

to increase in sliding contact area till uneven and weak surface asperities of an abrasive sheet 

as well as pin surface are worn-out. COF during the sliding time from 200 to 1800 s is 

considered as a representative COF. UT pin specimen exhibited a COF in the range of 
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0.44−0.51, whereas the A10 pin had COF in the range of 0.31−0.39, which was the least 

among all unfilled textured pins (Figure 2.6 a).  

 

 

Figure 2.6. Variation of coefficient of friction of the HSS pin with sliding time at constant 

speed of 30 m/min for loads of (a) 19.6 N (without MoS2), (b) 19.6 N (with MoS2), (c) 49 N 

(without MoS2) and (d) 49 N (with MoS2) 

 During sliding test, MoS2 burnished 10% texture area density (A-10M) pins shows 

least coefficient of friction (COF). With the increase in texture area density from 0% to 10%, 

COF decreased. This is due to the number of abrasive particles taking part in friction and 

wear reduces because of presence of increasing number of micro-textures in contact with 

abrasive sheet, which is the reason for decreasing COF. However, with further increase in 

texture area density from 10% to 14%, a slight increase in COF is observed. It is due to the 

accumulation of number of abrasive particles in-between sliding surface in contact because of 

increasing number of micro-indents, which form a slight bulge near its vicinity that leads to 

increased penetration of the abrasive particles leading towards higher coefficient of friction.
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 COF of A2-M pin was in the range of 0.35−0.37, which is even less than A10 pins 

(Figure 2.6 b). With further increase in texture area density from 2% to 10% of MoS2 filled 

textured pins, COF further decreased. A10-M pin exhibited the minimum COF amongst all. 

As per the test, the 10% texture area density samples provided the minimum COF in unfilled 

as well as MoS2 filled pins.  

 A similar trend is observed for COF at the higher load of 49 N as shown in Figure 2.6 

(c) and (d). However, the magnitude of COF reduces with increase in load. An asperity based 

model predicts the same behaviour [162]. A10-M pin shows COF around 0.12−0.14, the least 

among all (Figure 2.6 d).  

2.3.2 Surface temperature of the test material 

Figure 2.7 shows the variation of the pin surface temperature of all specimens with respect to 

sliding time. Upto 200 s sliding time, the interaction of silicon carbide particles with pin 

surface causes an increase in COF. Therefore, the surface temperature of the pin increases 

rapidly initially.  
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Figure 2.7. Variation of HSS pin surface temperature with sliding time at constant speed of 

30 m/min for the normal load of (a) 19.6 N (without MoS2), (b) 19.6 N (with MoS2), (c) 49 N 

(without MoS2) and (d) 49 N (with MoS2) 

 After 200 s of sliding time, a steady-state value of COF is achieved. It also provides 

the constant surface temperature of pins. Wu et al. [163] also observed similar behaviour for 

cemented carbide material. UT pin exhibits the maximum surface temperature of around 103 

ºC during steady state with the normal load of 19.6 N (Figure 2.7 a). Surface temperature 

with unfilled textured pins was less than that for UT pins. With the increase in texture area 

density of micro-indents from 2% to 10%, surface temperature decreased. A10 pin showed 

the minimum surface temperature of 74 ºC among all unfilled textured pins (Figure 2.7 a). 

With MoS2 filled textured pins, surface temperature further decreased and reached the 

minimum of 50 ºC for the A10-M pin (Figure 2.7 b). However, similar to COF increase in 

texture area density beyond 10% resulted in an increase in pin surface temperature.  

   

(a) Load = 19.6 N 

   

(b) Load = 49 N 

Figure 2.8. Thermal images of pin surface temperature of UT, A10, A10-M pins during the 

sliding test with sliding speed of 30 m/min for the normal load of (a) 19.6 N and (b) 49 N 

 

 The similar trend was observed for pin surface temperature at a higher load of 49 N as 

shown in Figure 2.7 (c) and (d). However, the magnitude of the pin surface temperature is 

more with the load of 49 N. A10-M pin showed the pin surface temperature of around 81 ºC, 
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the least among all (Figure 2.7 d). This behaviour is expected because although the COF is 

less for 49 N load as compared to 19.6 N load, the overall frictional stress is more for 49 N 

load. Thermal images of the pin surface temperature of UT, A10 and A10-M pins with 

normal loads of 19.6 N and 49 N are shown in Figure 2.8 (a) and (b), respectively. 

2.3.3 Wear, weight loss and wear rate of the test material 

Figure 2.9 shows the variation of wear of pins with respect to sliding time at normal loads of 

19.6 N and 49 N. During the test, change in the position of a pin is continuously measured 

using LVDT sensor; the deflection from initial position gives wear. Initial and final weights 

of the pins are measured using weighing balance.  

 

 

Figure 2.9. Variation of wear of the HSS pin with sliding time at constant speed of 30 m/min 

for the load of (a) 19.6 N (without MoS2), (b) 19.6 N (with MoS2), (c) 49 N (without MoS2) 

and (d) 49 N (with MoS2) 

 

 Figure 2.10 shows the average weight loss of the unfilled and filled MoS2 pins having 

varying texture area density after friction and wear tests at the normal load of 19.6 N.  Figure 
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2.11 shows the wear rates of tested pins, which are calculated using Eq. (2.4). UT pin 

specimen shows the maximum wear, weight loss and wear rate, whereas A10-M pin shows 

the least among all. Actual contact area reduction with textured pins and formation of MoS2 

self-lubricating film between sliding interfaces are two main reasons for minimum wear, 

weight loss as well as wear rate. At 49 N load, pin wear and weight loss were more as 

compared to 19.6 N load as expected.  

 

Figure 2.10. Variation of weight loss of the HSS pin with respect to texture area density 

 

Figure 2.11. Variation of wear rate of the HSS pin with respect to texture area density 

 For the observed mean values of the small sample, a confidence interval (CI) may be 

estimated using the following formula based on t-distribution [164]:  
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                           (2.5) 

where CI  represents the confidence interval for any individual population parameter, y  is 

the mean value, n is the sample size, df is the degree of freedom (n1), s is the standard 

deviation of sample and ( ; )ft d  is the critical value of t-test, which is obtained from a 

statistical table for a given df and level of significance ().  In this work, for n=3, 95% 

confidence intervals (=5%) were estimated. For a typical case, the results are presented in 

Table 2.1. It is seen that due to the good repeatability of the data, confidence intervals are 

small and all the estimates can be considered to have an accuracy of the order of 5 to 10%.  

Table 2.1. Confidence intervals of coefficient of friction, pin surface temperature and wear 

for a typical case  

Pin UT (COF) 
UT (T 

in ºC) 

UT (W in 

µm) 

A10-M 

(COF) 

A10-M (T 

in ºC) 

A10-M 

(W in µm) 

y  0.48 103 232 0.26 45 96 

s 0.011 1.2 1.24 0.007 1.32 1.29 

CI 0.45-0.50 106-100  229-235 0.24-0.28 42-48 92-99 

 

2.3.4 Wear morphology and elemental composition of the test material 

A mechanism for the formation of the self-lubricating film between sliding interfaces is 

hypothesised. Figure 2.12 (a) shows a schematic of UT pin and abrasive sheet sliding 

interface. Figure 2.12 (b) shows MoS2 filled textured pin, which releases MoS2 from micro-

indents during sliding test. With the increase in temperature and sliding velocity, MoS2 

particles smear in-between sliding interfaces and create a self-lubricating film as shown in 

Figure 2.12 (c). Due to this, reduction of COF is observed with the MoS2 filled textured pin.  

           

Figure 2.12. (a) Un-textured pin (b) MoS2 filled textured pin and (c) formation of the 

lubricating film between sliding interfaces 

  

MoS2 filled 

textured pin  

(a) (b) (c) 
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 Unfilled textured pin micro-

indent after sliding test  

MoS2 filled textured pin micro-indent 

after sliding test 

Surface 

micrograph 

at 500X 

magnification  

  

EDS map of 

Iron (Fe) 

  

EDS map of 

Molybdenum 

(Mo) 

  

EDS map of 

Sulphur (S) 

  

Figure 2.13. Surface micrograph of (a) tested unfilled textured pin micro-indent, (b) tested 

MoS2 filled textured pin micro-indent, (c) EDS map of iron for tested unfilled textured pin 

micro-indent, (d) EDS map of iron for tested MoS2 filled textured pin micro-indent, (e) EDS 

map of molybdenum for tested unfilled textured pin micro-indent, (f) EDS map of 

molybdenum for tested MoS2 filled textured pin micro-indent, (g) EDS map of sulphur for 

tested unfilled textured pin micro-indent and (h) EDS map of sulphur for tested MoS2 filled 

textured pin micro-indent at 500X magnification 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

(e) (f) 

(g) (h) 
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 Figure 2.13 (a-b) shows surface micrograph of a micro-indent on the tested A8 and 

A8-M pins at 500X magnification, respectively after five minutes of sliding test with a load 

of 19.6 N.  Figure 2.13 (c-h) shows energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) mapping of 

iron (Fe), molybdenum (Mo) and sulphur (S) on the tested unfilled and MoS2 filled pins, 

respectively. From EDS mapping, it is observed that Fe is everywhere in the mapped area of 

tested unfilled and the MoS2 filled pins because HSS contains 85 % of it. However, it is 

clearly visible that Mo and S are much more in the mapped area of MoS2 filled pin as 

compared to unfilled pin. Therefore, it is confirmed that MoS2 solid lubricant is able to get 

released and smeared on the sliding surface and create a self-lubricating film as shown in 

Figure 2.12.  

 To properly understand the wear morphology, tested pin surfaces are observed under 

FESEM and EDS. Figure 2.14 (a-f) shows the surface morphology and elemental 

composition analysis of UT, A8 as well as A8-M pins, respectively. Figure 2.14 (a) shows the 

abrasion wear and pits formation due to ploughing effect. Hard abrasive silicon carbide grits 

and less hardness of test material cause high friction. Therefore, abrasion wear is dominant on 

the surface of UT pin. Harder silicon carbide asperities are also able to cause the formation of 

pits, which are clearly visible. Figure 2.14 (b) shows elemental composition analysis of 

highlighted area on UT pin after sliding test. 

  Figure 2.14 (c) shows the surface morphology of unfilled textured pin after sliding 

test. The presence of micro-indents on the surface of pin reduced the number of abrasive 

particles taking part in friction. Therefore, only mild abrasion wear was observed. No pit-

formation was observed in case of unfilled textured pins. Micro-indents also entrap wear 

debris. The small amount of entrapped wear debris does not come in contact between sliding 

interfaces. Therefore, they are not able to take part in enhancing the wear. This is another 

reason due to which COF and wear of unfilled textured pins reduce. Figure 2.14 (d) shows 

elemental composition analysis of highlighted area on the unfilled textured pins after the 

sliding test. Figure 2.14 (e) shows the surface morphology of MoS2 filled textured pin after 

the sliding test. Surface morphology of MoS2 filled textured pin showed very less damage 

due to the release of MoS2 particles and formation of the lubricating film further reduces 

COF. Very mild abrasion wear was seen on the surface of MoS2 filled textured pin as 

compared to unfilled textured pin and UT pins. No pit-formation was observed. Figure 2.14 

(f) shows elemental composition analysis of highlighted area on MoS2 filled textured pins 

after sliding test. Areas A, B and C are selected on the sliding side of micro-indent of UT, 

unfilled textured and MoS2 filled textured pins. Elemental composition analysis provides 
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weight percentage of iron (Fe), cobalt (Co), molybdenum (Mo), tungsten (W) and sulphur (S) 

at three different areas. 

 

Figure 2.14. (a) Surface morphology of un-textured pin, (b) elemental composition of un-

textured pin at corresponding area A, (c) surface morphology of unfilled textured pin micro-

indent, (d) elemental composition of unfilled textured pin micro-indent at corresponding area 

B, (e) surface morphology of MoS2 filled textured pin micro-indent and (f) elemental 

composition of MoS2 filled textured pin micro-indent at corresponding area C after sliding 

test 
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2.4 Findings from the research work 

The mechanical texture was fabricated on the sliding surface of the plasma nitrided HSS 

cutting tool with Vickers hardness tester. MoS2 solid lubricant with graphite-based grease 

was filled in the micro-indents. Friction and wear tests were carried out with un-textured, 

unfilled textured and MoS2 filled textured pins having varying texture area density. The 

salient findings are as follows: 

 Coefficient of friction between MoS2 filled textured A10-M pin was reduced by 

51.37% and 53.33% as compared to UT pins under 19.6 N and 49 N loads, 

respectively. 

 MoS2 filling of textured tools reduced the pin surface temperature, wear, weight loss 

of pin and wear rate. 

 MoS2 filled pins with 10% texture area density showed the best tribological 

performance amongst all investigated samples. 

 Surface morphology and elemental mapping analysis confirmed the formation of the 

self-lubricating film between sliding surfaces for MoS2 filled micro-textured pin. 
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Chapter 3  

MACHINING PERFORMANCE OF MECHANICAL MICRO-

TEXTURED CUTTING TOOLS 

3.1 Introduction to machining with micro-textured cutting tools 

3.2 Experimental details 

3.2.1 Materials 

3.2.2 Preliminary experimentation 

3.2.3 Fabrication of mechanical micro-textures on the rake surface of the cutting tools 

3.2.4 Experimental design 

3.2.4.1 Design of experiments 

3.2.4.2 Quadratic response surface 

3.2.4.3 Central composite rotatable design 

3.2.5 Machining experiments 

3.3 Results and discussion 

3.3.1 Effect of mechanical micro-textures on the cutting tools strength 

3.3.2 Tool-chip interface temperature 

3.3.3 Cutting forces 

3.3.4 Feed forces 

3.3.5 Tool-chip interface coefficient of friction 

3.3.6 Workpiece surface roughness 

3.4 Findings from the research work 

Chapter 3 presents preliminary experimentation to find the area for texturing on the rake 

surface of the tool. Afterwards, 10 % area density mechanical micro-textures (experimentally 

optimised in Chapter 2) are fabricated on the rake surface of the cutting tool. In order to 

check the effect of micro-textures on the strength of the tool, static structural FE analysis is 

done in the Ansys
®

 workbench. Later, comparative study of machining performance with un-

textured, mechanical micro-textured and MoS2 coated mechanical micro-textured high-speed 

steel cutting tools are carried out. 

3.1 Introduction to machining with micro-textured cutting tools 

As discussed in the literature, nowadays, dry machining is preferred due to hazardous health 

and environmental concerns. Researchers have tried to improve the tribological properties of 
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tools in dry machining through the use of a variety of methods. Researchers have used coated 

Ni-P (h), Ti+Nb or diamond-like coating on to substrates to enhance its tribological 

properties [165−167]. Self-lubricating tool, which has low friction between the tool and 

workpiece were also developed to enhance tribological properties by in-situ film formation 

[168]. Deng et al. [169] added CaF2 solid lubricants to ceramic cutting tool inserts to improve 

its machining performance. 

Surface texturing over cutting tool surface have emerged for sustainable machining 

for further improvement in last decade. Surface texturing is a reliable technique to enhance 

tribological properties and to reduce tool wear of lubricated surfaces. Various physical 

mechanisms, such as reduction in the real contact area of tool-chip, wear debris entrapment, 

increase in the supply of lubricants by the creation of fluid reservoir and hydrodynamic effect 

are responsible for the improvement in load carrying capacity and better performance [170].  

Various techniques such as laser [55, 171], micro-EDM [172], wet etching, 

photolithography and spattering [39] are used for creating micro-texture over the surface of 

the cutting tool. Micro-textures were fabricated over rake surface of the cutting tool using a 

femtosecond laser by irradiating the DLC coated tool surface. Results indicate that adhesion 

of work surface to the tool material and friction coefficient between tool-chip interfaces 

reduces [55, 171]. Deng et al. [172] used micro-EDM to create micro holes on the flank as 

well as the rake surface of carbide tools, and micro holes were filled by molybdenum 

disulphide solid lubricants. Results indicate that these kinds of self-lubricating tools reduce 

maximum cutting force up to 35% and tool-chip interface friction up to 29 % when compared 

to the un-textured (UT) tool insert. Obikawa et al. [39] developed four different micro-

textures at the cemented carbide tool face through wet etching, photolithography, and 

spattering. They found that micro-textures were more successful in enhancing lubricating 

conditions when texture pattern became smaller and more in-depth. However, mechanical 

texturing has not been employed until recently, despite having various merits. 

Mechanical micro-texturing has some when compared to thermal-based processes 

such as electric discharge machining (EDM), and laser beam surface texturing. Thermal-

based texturing methods have various disadvantages such as heat affected zone formation, 

recast layer formation, crack formation and thermal stress development. Moreover, thermal-

based texturing cannot assure relative precision (same size) with the same input parameter.  

However, mechanical texturing is easy, repeatable and much more accurate when compared 

to other thermal-based texturing.  
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In this study, an alternative approach is used to fabricate textures over the cutting tool 

surface through mechanical indentation using a Vickers hardness tester rather than texturing 

by thermal based advanced machining processes. In this work, structural analysis was 

conducted on the cutting tool using an ANSYS
®

 workbench to evaluate the micro-textures 

effect on stress generation at the tool cutting edge. Tool-chip interface temperature, cutting 

force, feed force, coefficient of friction and workpiece surface roughness are the evaluating 

responses of machining. The purpose of this research is to investigate the mechanical 

texturing technique potential during machining for industrial applications. 

3.2 Experimental details 

3.2.1 Materials  

In order to achieve mechanical micro-texturing, plasma-nitrided high-speed steel (PN-HSS) 

grade M2 tools were selected. Plasma nitriding is a surface treatment process which can 

enhance tribological properties such as wear and friction coefficient and also improve fatigue 

and corrosion resistance by diffusing nitrogen using thermo-chemical treatment. AISI 1040 

steel was used as the workpiece material. The cylindrical bars of the diameter 50 mm and 

length 250 mm were selected to have L/D ratio less than 10 (ISO 3685 standards). The length 

of cut was 200 mm. Table 3.1 shows the properties of tool and workpiece material. 

Table 3.1. Properties of plasma nitrided M2 high-speed steel tool material and AISI 1040 

steel as workpiece material 

Material 
Density 

(g/cm
3
) 

Young's 

modulus 

E (GPa) 

Hardness 

(HRC) 

Poisson's 

ratio 

Thermal 

conductivity 

(W/m
°
C) 

Thermal 

expansion co-

efficient(µm/

m
°
C)

 

PN-HSS M2 8.16 210 62−65 0.27 54.6 12.2 

AISI 1040 steel 7.18 200 15−18 0.3 47.7 11 

3.2.2 Preliminary experimentation 

Preliminary experimentation was carried out to find out wear zone on the UT cutting tool and 

to select proper input cutting parameters. Tool-chip contact region on the rake surface of the 

UT cutting tool (Figure 3.1 a−b) was identified using an optical microscope (Make: Zeiss
®
, 

Model: AxioCam MRc) and non-contact 3-D surface profilometer (Make: Taylor Hobson
®
, 

Model: Talysurf CCI 600). 10% area density mechanical micro-textures were fabricated on 

the new cutting tools in an area that can encompass the probable tool-chip contact region with 

sufficient margin. Area for texturing was kept constant for all the cutting tools. 
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Figure 3.1. Sticking and sliding zone over rake surface of the un-textured tool after 

machining (a) 3D surface and (b) surface micrograph showing the sticking zone 

3.2.3 Fabrication of mechanical micro-textures on the rake surface of the cutting tools 

Mechanical micro-textures were created using a Vickers hardness tester (Make: Fuel 

Instruments & Engineering Private Limited, India; Experimental setup is shown in Chapter 2) 

on the rake surface of the PN-HSS cutting tool in three different zones. The surface 

topography of texture generated on the cutting tool rake surface is illustrated in Figure 3.2.  

Figure 3.2 (a) shows the rake surface of mechanical micro-textured (MµT) cutting tool. 

Figure 3.2 (b) shows the parent tool material, whereas Figure 3.2 (c) shows field emission 

scanned electron micrograph of the MµT cutting tool. Figure 3.2 (d) illustrates a 3-D surface 

profile of the mechanical micro-texture, having an average width of 200 µm and a depth of 

50 µm. Figure 3.2 (e−f) shows a field emission scanning electron micrograph of the MµT 

tool and MoS2 coated mechanical micro-textured (C-MµT) cutting tools, respectively. Width 

and depth of mechanical micro-textures are measured using the optical microscope and non-

contact 3-D surface profilometer. The MoS2 solid lubricant of the average particle size of 0.5 

µm was mixed with graphite-based grease such that the concentration of MoS2 was 70 % 

volume. The micro-textures were filled and compacted with this mixture. The filled textured 

tools were dried at room temperature for 2 hours before starting the machining. 

 

Sticking zone 

(b) 

Sticking zone 

Sliding zone 

zone 

(a) 
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Figure 3.2. Mechanical micro-textured cutting tool (a) overview of mechanical micro-

textures on the rake surface of cutting tool (b) surface morphology of un-textured tool rake 

surface, (c) array of mechanical micro-textures on tool rake surface, (d) 3-D surface profile of 

single mechanical micro-texture along with dimension, (e) surface morphology of a single 

uncoated mechanical micro-texture, and (f) surface morphology of a single MoS2 solid 

lubricant filled mechanical micro-texture 
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3.2.4 Experimental design 

Expected conclusions have been drawn by using a design of experiments (DOE), an 

analytical tool which ensures that a minimum number of experiments are planned and 

performed. 

 

3.2.4.1 Design of experiments 

Design of experiments (DOE) is used to evaluate the impact of input process parameters on 

the output response. Applied statistical techniques ensure a proper output response. If the 

response (output) is nominated as ‘Y’ and the experimental process input variables as ‘x’, 

then it may be written as: 

Y = Φ(x , x , L x ) + e
j 1j 2j Nj j          (3.1)

 

where, j = 1,2,3…N represents N observations in the factorial experiment  is the function, 

which is known as the response surface. The experimental error of the j
th 

observation is 

measured by ej [173]. 

3.2.4.2 Quadratic response surface 

The function Φ  has to be approximated in the range of the experimental parameters, using 

polynomial functions in ‘x’ as its mathematical form is not known. In general, first or second 

order functions are used. Appropriate statistical methods are applied for fitting the function to 

the experimentally obtained results. The basic form of the quadratic equation (second-degree 

polynomial) is 

      (3.2) 

where k = Number of variables. 

xij represents the i
th 

factor in the j
th

 observation. The surface contains linear terms in (xij), 

square terms (xij
2
) and the cross product terms (xij.xjj). 

3.2.4.3 Central composite rotatable design (CCRD) 

CCRD is a modified version of the 2k factorial design. A factor is assigned two values 

(levels), one lower and other higher (coded as +1 and -1, respectively) in a factorial design of 

experiment. Therefore, this design is known as 2k design. This design consists of experiments 

with the combination of the input parameters at these two levels. The design also includes 

extra levels (star or axial levels) to ensure that the system is rotatable, i.e., the standard error 

is equal to all points composite design. A central composite design possesses double star 

k k k2
Y = β + β x + β x + β x x

0j i ij ii ij ij ij iji=1 i=1 i< j
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points then factors (i.e., 2*k) in design [173]. As per CCRD technique, experiments number = 

2
k
 + 2k + central runs. In this study, input variables are two (cutting speed and feed) i.e., k = 

2. As per CCRD technique [173], experiments required for two input parameter are (4+4+5), 

i.e., 13. Preliminary experiments were carried out to find the proper range of input 

parameters: feed is varied in the range of 0.04-0.20 mm/rev and cutting speed 7−44 m/min at 

the constant depth of cut 0.3 mm. Coded and the original value of input parameter as per 

CCRD are listed in Table 3.2. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) is carried out for obtaining 

estimations of various output responses for a particular model. A significance test was also 

carried out to check the fitness model and to determine the coefficient of determination (R
2
), 

which provides the measure of goodness of fitted model. 

Table 3.2. Coded and the original values of input parameters as per central composite 

rotatable design 

Coded values −1.414 −1.000 0.000 1.000 1.414 

Cuting speed 

(m/min) 
7 9 15 26 44 

Feed (mm/rev) 0.04 0.06 0.12 0.16 0.20 

 

3.2.5 Machining experiments 

The turning experiments were performed on a lathe (Make: HMT
®
, Model: NH 26) equipped 

with UT, MµT and C-MµT tool having 0° rake angle, 6° clearance angle, 0° inclination 

angle, 75° cutting edge angle, and 0.8 mm nose radius. A piezoelectric dynamometer (Make: 

Kistler
®
, Model: 9272B) connected with charge amplifier was used to measure machining 

forces, and infrared thermography camera (Make: Infratech
®
, Model: VARIOCAM hr-400) 

was used for measuring tool temperature. The cutting zone temperature was measured at the 

tool-chip interface. The cutting tools rake surface regions after machining was examined 

using field emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM; Make: Zeiss
®
, Model: Sigma). 

For each test, averages of three experiments were undertaken. An overview and magnified 

view of the experimental setup is detailed in Figure 3.3 (a-b), respectively. 
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Figure 3.3. (a) Overview of the experimental machining setup and (b) closeup view of the 

machining region along the dynamometer, tool post and tool-workpiece interaction 

3.3 Results and discussion 

In this section, the results of finite element simulations for assessing the strength of the tools 

are reported. Afterwards, the experimental results on the performance during dry machining 

are presented. All experiments are repeated at least thrice, and average values are reported. 

3.3.1 Effect of mechanical micro-textures on the cutting tool strength 

Finite element analysis (FEA) was undertaken using ANSYS® 14.0 Workbench to determine 

the effect of mechanical micro-texture on the strength of tools, under the influence of 
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respective cutting forces. A simplified version of the cutting tool was modelled as cuboid, 

and 10-noded tetrahedral elements were used. Cutting force and feed force components from 

experiments were applied on the tool-chip contact area (1 mm  1mm) as average normal 

pressure with the assumption that the forces are uniformly distributed to the cutting edge. The 

cutting tool was kept constrained in all direction to restrict its movement. Table 3.1 shows the 

properties of the cutting tool material. Figure 3.4 shows the von Mises stress distributions 

under respective cutting and feed force for UT and MµT cutting tools. The stresses and 

strains experienced by both the tools are in safe limit. However, Figure 3.4 (a−b) suggest that 

the MµT tool has less generated von Mises stress when compared to the UT tool, due to the 

reduction of machining forces in the later. Therefore, it can be considered that the mechanical 

strength of the tools does not have as much influence as expected due to the presence of the 

mechanical micro-textures on the rake surface of the tool.  

    

    Figure 3.4. von Mises stress field distribution in (a) un-textured cutting tool, and (b) 

mechanical micro-textured cutting tool 

3.3.2 Tool-chip interface temperature 

Table 3.3 shows the plan of experiments and obtained results for the C-MµT cutting tool. All 

measurements were taken thrice for the length of cut of 200 mm and average values are 

reported. With the regression analysis, the response surface models for Tc-MµT, Fc-C-MµT, Ff-C-

MµT, µC-Mµt, and RC-MµT are obtained and are given in Eq. (3.5), (3.9), (3.12), (3.16) and (3.19) 

are in terms of actual factor values (Table 3.2).  

(a) (b) 
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Table 3.3. Plan of experiments and summary of responses for coated mechanical micro-

textured cutting tool 

S.No 

Cutting 

velocity 

(m/min) 

Feed  

(mm/rev

) 

Cutting 

force 

(N) 

Feed 

force 

(N) 

Friction 

coefficient 

Surface 

roughness 

(μm) 

Cutting 

temperatur

e (ºC) 

1 7 0.12 102.4 42.69 0.43 3.07 63.97 

2 9 0.06 60.24 31.75 0.41 3.12 79.06 

3 44 0.12 84.78 35.52 0.24 5.43 174.13 

4 15 0.04 40.00 14.11 0.35 4.00 91.29 

5 9 0.16 146.65 69.37 0.42 3.56 89.14 

6 15 0.20 179.3 78.76 0.41 4.43 105.41 

7 15 0.12 90.11 37.12 0.40 4.28 111.56 

8 15 0.12 90.11 37.12 0.40 4.28 111.56 

9 15 0.12 90.11 37.12 0.40 4.28 111.56 

10 15 0.12 90.11 37.12 0.40 4.28 111.56 

11 26 0.06 58.67 29.56 0.33 4.46 121.56 

12 26 0.16 125.6 55.98 0.36 5.05 194.58 

13 15 0.12 90.11 37.12 0.40 4.28 111.56 

 Equation models for tool-chip interface temperature as per CCRD are given below 

(Eq.3.3−3.5). 

2 245.9 0.684 215.69 4.04 0.002057 1276.1T v f vf v f
UT

      
   

(3.3) 

2 279.718 0.281 244.37 6.071 0.001399 244.814M TT v f vf v f      
  

(3.4) 

2 2

-  38.139 0.645  4.336 7.012 0.003271 1878.955C M TT v f vf v f        
 

(3.5) 

where f, v represents the feed and cutting speed respectively, and TUT, TMµT, and TC-MµT are 

the tool-chip interface temperatures of the tool-chip interface for UT, MµT, and C-MµT. 

 Table 3.4 shows ANOVA analysis for the tool-chip interface temperature of UT 

cutting tool. It has been found that among the cutting speed (B and B
2 

terms from ANOVA)
 

has the highest contribution (68.97 %) followed by feed (A and A
2
 terms from ANOVA) has 

30.93 % contribution for tool-chip interface temperature of the UT cutting tool. The R
2 

value 

was found to be 0.9712, whereas the adjusted R
2 

value was 0.9591. The CCRD terms are 

considered in the regression models to improve its predictive accuracy. R
2 

value for UT and 

MµT cutting tools was found to be more than 0.95 for all output results.  
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Table 3.4. ANOVA for cutting temperature of the coated mechanical micro-textured cutting 

tool 

Source F Value p-value Prob>F Contribution (%) 

Model 7.11 0.0007  

A-Feed 18.61 0.0041 18.74 

B-Speed 31.89 0.0064 32.10 

AB 0.08 0.8137 0.08 

A2 12.10 0.0046 12.19 

B2 36.62 0.0002 36.87 

Lack of Fit 1.12 0.5321  

 

 Figure 3.5 illustrates the variation distribution of cutting tool temperature of the UT, 

MµT, and C-MµT cutting tools with respect to varying feed and cutting speed respectively. It 

is observed that as the feed and cutting speed increases, the tool-chip interface temperature 

increases. With an increase in cutting speed, the tool surface feed increases resulting in more 

friction, which in turn causes an increase in tool-chip interface temperature (Figure 3.5 a).  

 At the cutting speed of 15 m/min, feed of 0.12 mm/rev and depth of cut of 0.3 mm, 

tool-chip interface temperature is 140 ºC using UT cutting tool. However, the tool-chip 

interface temperature is reduced up to 125 ºC and 116 ºC using MµT and C-MµT cutting 

tools. Reductions in tool-chip interface temperatures by micro-texturing of the tool rake 

surface might be possible, due to the reduction of the contact area between tool-chip 

interfaces over the rake surface of mechanical micro-textured tools. Reduction in tool rake 

surface and chip direct contact area leads to less friction force which results in lower tool-

chip interface temperature with MµT cutting tool. In C-MµT cutting tool, lubricant entrapped 

within mechanical micro-textures starts flowing along the chip flow direction. The presence 

of lubricant reduces the friction between the tool-chip interfaces.  

' .f fl l n d            (3.6) 

where l’f is real tool-chip length in contact, lf is apparent tool-chip contact length, n is a 

number of mechanical micro-textures in contact area and d is the average length of texture. 
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Figure 3.5. Tool-chip interface temperature variation with respect to (a) cutting speed, and 

(b) feed 

 As the feed increases, the tool advancement per revolution increases which means 

contact between tool and workpiece per unit time increases. More amount of material 

removal per unit time leads to higher temperature generation on the rake surface (Figure 3.5 

b). Figure 3.6 (a−c) illustrates thermographic images captured during machining using UT, 

MµT, and C-MµT cutting tools. 
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Figure 3.6. Thermal micrographs during machining with (a) un-textured cutting tool, (b) 

mechanical micro-textured cutting tool and (c) coated mechanical micro-textured cutting tool 

3.3.3 Cutting forces 

Equation models for cutting force as per CCRD are given below (Eq. 3.7-3.9). 

2 2= 18.556 0.0836 1153.253 1.7998 0.0000248 441.492c UTF v f vf v f         (3.7) 

2 2= 42.875 0.05814  581.527 2.825 0.0009046 1976.70c M TF v f vf v f     
 

(3.8) 

2 2

- = 36.447 0.057  238.005 2.158 0.0008367 3370.317c C M TF v f vf v f     
 

(3.9) 

where f, v represents the feed and cutting speed respectively, and Fc-UT, Fc-MµT, and Fc-C-MµT 

are the cutting forces for UT, MµT, and C-MµT cutting tools. 

 The temperature in primary as well as secondary shear zones increases as the cutting 

speed increases. Flow stress of workpiece material decreases with a rise in secondary shear 

zone temperature. Therefore, with an increase in cutting speed reduction of cutting forces are 

observed (Figure 3.7 a). At the cutting speed of 15 m/min, feed of 0.12 mm/rev and depth of 

cut of 0.3 mm, cutting force is 137 N using UT cutting tool. However, cutting force is 

reduced up to 113 N and 92 N using MµT and C-MµT cutting tools. With an increase in 

cutting speed, the effective tool-chip interface friction reduces. The thickness of chips also 

decreases with an increase in cutting speed, which in turn leads to an increase in shear plane 

angle resulting in friction reduction. The effective friction is higher in case of UT and 

minimum with C-MµT cutting tool. Thus the cutting forces are maximum in UT and 

minimum in C-MµT (Figure 3.7 a). Shear angle decreases and the chip thickness increases 

corresponding to feed due to increase in chip thickness, chip load increases which lead to 

more friction on the tool rake surface. Therefore, the cutting force increases with feed (Figure 

3.7 b). Since the mechanical micro-textures and mechanical micro-textures with the coating 

are provided to decrease the friction on the rake surface, the cutting force will reduce. 

(a) (b) (c) T= 241 
0
C T= 185 

0
C T= 171 

0
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Therefore, cutting force observed in C-MµT cutting tool is lower when compared to MµT 

and UT cutting tool (Figure 3.7b). 

 

 

Figure 3.7. Cutting force variation with respect to (a) cutting speed, and (b)  feed 
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Figure 3.8. Surface morphology and metallurgical characterization, (a) trapped chip particles 

in mechanical micro-textured cutting tool, (b) other trapped chip particles in mechanical 

micro-textured cutting tool, (c) resolidified entrapped chip particles, (d) point at resolidified 

chip particle for energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy, and (e) elemental analysis of 

resolidified chip particle 

 Lower cutting forces were also observed in case of MµT and C-MµT cutting tools due 

to micro-wear debris from chips entrapped within these micro-textures which were created by 

welding and rupture phenomena during dry cutting operations, as shown in Figure 3.8 (a−b). 

Figure 3.8 (c) illustrates resolidified chip particles entrapped inside micro-textures. Figure 3.8 
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(d) shows a magnified resolidified chip particle at which energy dispersive x-ray 

spectroscopy (EDX) point analysis of point ‘A’ is carried out. EDX analysis (Figure 3.8 e) 

shows the presence of Fe at point A, which confirms the fact that micro-debris and 

resolidified particles from the workpiece are entrapped in micro-textures.  

3.3.4 Feed forces 

Equation models for feed force as per CCRD are given below (Eq. 310−3.12). 

2 25.683 0.081  978.16 0.928 0.000405 1462.412f UTF v f vf v f       
   

(3.10) 

2 2= 18.089 0.123  382.019 1.157 0.000550121 816.997f M TF v f vf v f     
  

(3.11) 

2 2

- = 20.752 0.041 26.047 1.289 0.00055251 1949.539f C M TF v f vf v f     
  

(3.12) 

where f, v represents the feed and cutting speed respectively, and Ff-UT, Ff-MµT and Ff-C-MµT are 

the feed forces for UT, MµT, and C-MµT cutting tools. 

 With an increase in cutting speed, feed force increases (Figure 3.9 a). At the cutting 

speed of 15 m/min, feed of 0.12 mm/rev and depth of cut of 0.3 mm, feed force is 77 N using 

UT cutting tools. However, feed force is reduced up to 57 N and 39 N using MµT and C-

MµT cutting tools. Increase in cutting speed leads to an increase in tool-chip interface 

temperature, which results in crater wear and built up edge (BUE) formation as shown in 

Figure 3.10 (a). Figure 3.10 (b) illustrates the magnified area of built-up edge and Figure 3.10 

(c) confirms the brittle fracture of the BUE and adhering from workpiece material over the 

tool rake surface due to high tool-chip interface temperature. Micro-cracks present in the 

BUE are shown in Figure 3.10 (d). Therefore, the feed motion of the tool as opposed to 

increasing the size of the BUE, i.e., increases the feed force. When compared to UT cutting 

tool, feed force is lower in case of MµT tool because some portion of BUE is accommodated 

in mechanical micro-textures which are confirmed by the 2-d surface profile of indent having 

9.78 µm differences before and after machining (Figure 3.11). Prior to machining, air is 

trapped inside mechanical micro-textures which improve convection when compared to the 

UT cutting tool. Therefore, the observed increase in the feed force is minimal in MµT cutting 

tool.  
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Figure 3.9. Feed force variation with respect to (a) cutting speed and (b) feed 

 In C-MµT cutting tool, due to proper lubrication of MoS2, feed force reduces. 

Therefore, feed force is 31.5% and 49.3% lower in C-MµT when compared to MµT and UT 

cutting tools (cutting speed = 15 m/min, feed = 0.12 mm/rev and depth of cut = 0.3 mm). As 

the feed increases, the tool advancement per revolution increases which means contact 

between tool and workpiece per unit time increases. An increase in the amount of material 

removal per unit time leads to higher temperature generation on the rake surface (Figure 3.9 
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b). With the UT cutting tool, the complete rake surface is in contact with the chips. Therefore, 

due to the high tool-chip contact length, friction will be high, which in turn results in higher 

temperature and forces. In case of MµT cutting tool, the contact area between tool rake 

surface and chip decreases. However, for C-MµT cutting tools, the contact of the chip surface 

is with MoS2. Therefore, there is no restriction to the flow of chip. Entrapped MoS2 solid 

lubricant enhances the lubrication effect, and the tool-chip interface temperature as well as 

forces reduce significantly (Figure 3.9 b).   

      

Figure 3.10. Surface morphology of  (a) un-textured tool having built up edge on the rake 

surface, (b) magnified view of build-up edge, (c) brittle fracture and adhered workpiece 

material on the rake surface and (d) micro-cracks present on the rake surface of the cutting 

tool 
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Figure 3.11. 2-D surface profile of mechanical micro-texture before and after machining and 

corresponding 3-D views 

3.3.5 Tool-chip interface coefficient of friction 

Friction angle can be related to feed force and cutting force by Merchant’s circle diagram. 

The average coefficient of friction (µ) can be evaluated using the following formula [174]: 

 tan tan( arctan( / ))f cµ F F  
       

 (3.13) 

where α is the rake angle and β is the angle of friction. During this study, when creating 

mechanical micro-textures flat cutting tools are used (α = 0°). Fc denotes cutting force and Ff 

illustrates feed force. The decrease in tool-chip interface friction leads to reduce the energy 

required for formation of the chip, which improves the efficiency of the machining process.
 

Equation models for the coefficient of friction as per CCRD are given below (Eq. 3.14−3.16).
 

2 20.583 0.000646  0.782 0.00101 0.0000028 2.829UT v f vf v f      
  (3.14) 

2 20.476 0.0005385  0.862 0.0014958 0.000003219 1.573M T v f vf v f      
 

(3.15) 

2 20.411 0.0006868  0.548 0.00227508 0.00000166456 1.978C M T v f vf v f       
 

(3.16) 

where f, v represents the feed and cutting speed respectively, and µUT, µMµT and µC-MµT 

represent the friction coefficient of UT, MµT, and C-MµT cutting tools. 

 At the cutting speed of 15 m/min, feed of 0.12 mm/rev and depth of cut of 0.3 mm, 

coefficient of friction between tool-chip interface is 0.56 using UT cutting tool. However, it 

is reduced up to 0.502 and 0.422 using MµT and C-MµT cutting tools. At the tool-chip 

interface, the frictional force is linearly proportional to average shear stress and tool-chip 

length of contact [175]. Mechanical micro-textures can reduce the tool-chip length of contact 

for MµT and C-MµT tools. In the case of MµT cutting tool, real contact area reduction 

results in the lesser coefficient of friction and solid lubricants presence in C-MµT reduces the 
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magnitude of the coefficient of friction even more (Figure 3.12).  

 

 

Figure 3.12. Variation of coefficient of friction with (a) cutting speed and (b)  feed 

 Mechanical micro-textures act as a lubricant reservoir for the C-MµT cutting tool. 

With an increase in the cutting speed, tool-chip interface temperature increases. The trapped 

lubricant starts to flow in chip flow direction, which results in the creation of a self-lubricant 

film due to the higher temperature during machining. The presence of lubricant reduces the 

friction between the tool-chip interfaces (Figure 3.12 a). As the feed force is less compared to 

cutting force when varying the feed, the friction coefficient is less in magnitude when 
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compared to its variation against cutting speed (Figure 3.12 b).  

  Figure 3.13 (a−b) shows the micrograph of C-MµT after machining at feed (f) = 0.12 

and 0.2 mm/rev respectively with a cutting speed (v) = 15 m/min and depth of cut (d) = 0.3 

mm. Dense and deep wear tracks were observed in the vicinity of mechanical micro-textures 

at high feed as shown in Figure 3.13 (b). It is due to less interaction time between the chip 

and mechanical micro-textures, only a fraction of solid lubricant was able to smear and create 

a lubricating film at a higher feed when compared to lower feed (Figure 3.13 a), which leads 

to higher friction coefficient. 

 

Figure 3.13. Morphology of tribological mechanical micro-textured rake surface filled with 

MoS2 after machining at different feeds, (a) feed = 0.12 mm/rev, and (b) f = 0.2 mm/rev (At 

constant v=15 m/min, d = 0.3 mm) 

3.3.6 Workpiece surface roughness 

Equation models for surface roughness (Ra) as per CCRD are given below (Eq. 3.17−3.19): 

2 2= 3.063 0.004875  9.069 0.013 0.00000082 1.384UTR v f vf v f    
 (3.17) 

2 2= 2.008 0.03  6.7 0.04 0.0000793203 24.799M TR v f vf v f     
 

(3.18) 

2 2

- 1.716 0.026 5.538 0.027 0.00006644 17.699C M TR v f vf v f      
 

(3.19) 

where f, v represents the feed and cutting speed respectively, and RUT, RMµT and RC-MµT are the 

Ra for UT, MµT, and C-MµT. Figure 3.14 (a−b) shows the Ra of the workpiece machined 

with UT, MµT, and C-MµT cutting tools with respect to feed and cutting speed.  

 It was observed that workpiece Ra increases with increasing feed irrespective of the 

type of cutting tool (Figure 3.14 b). At the cutting speed of 15 m/min, feed of 0.12 mm/rev 

and depth of cut of 0.3 mm, Ra of the workpiece is 4.35 µm using UT cutting tool. However, 

it is reduced up to 4.21 µm and 4.01 µm using MµT and C-MµT cutting tools. Due to the 

higher temperature during machining with UT when compared to MµT and C-MµT cutting 
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tools, the magnitude of adhesion of tool material on the workpiece is dominant. Also, friction 

between the tool-chip interface is higher, which results in greater Ra of the workpiece in the 

UT. However, during machining with C-MµT cutting tool, due to lesser cutting and feed 

force comparatively less cutting tool vibration occur leading towards the better surface finish. 

 

 

Figure 3.14. Centre line average surface roughness of workpiece variation with respect to (a) 

cutting speed, and (b)  feed 
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3.4 Findings from the research work 

The mechanical micro-texturing method was used to fabricate mechanical micro-textures 

(10% area density) over the rake surface of PN-HSS cutting tools, and molybdenum 

disulphide solid lubricant was coated over mechanical micro-textures. Cutting tests were 

performed using UT, MµT, and C-MµT and the obtained conclusions are detailed as follows: 

 Finite element analysis shows that von-Mises stress generation at the cutting edge 

of UT and MµT cutting tools are in safe limits. Also, the presence of the 

mechanical micro-textures on the tool rake surface had very less influence on the 

mechanical strength of the cutting tool. 

 Tool-chip interface temperature, machining forces and tool-chip interface 

coefficient of friction were reduced significantly for MµT and C-MµT as 

compared to UT cutting tools. 

 Workpiece surface roughness decreases with MµT and C-MµT cutting tools as 

compared to UT cutting tool. 

 In C-MµT cutting tool, the formation of the self-lubricating film during machining 

reduces friction, which is the prime reason for the improvement in its cutting 

performance. 
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Chapter 4  

COMPARATIVE HARD MACHINING PERFORMANCE OF VARIOUS 

MECHANICAL MICRO-TEXTURED CUTTING TOOLS 

4.1 Introduction 

4.2 Experimental details 

4.2.1 Materials 

4.2.2 Selection of texturing area  

4.2.3 Fabrication of various mechanical micro-textures on the rake surface of the tungsten 

carbide cutting tools 

4.2.4 Experimental design 

4.2.5 Machining experiments 

4.3 Results and discussion  

4.3.1 Effect of various mechanical micro-textures on the cutting tool strength 

4.3.2  Tool-chip interface temperature 

4.3.3 Machining forces  

4.3.4 Tool-chip interface coefficient of friction 

4.3.5 Surface morphology of cutting tool rake surface  

4.3.6 Chip morphology 

4.4 Findings from the research work 

In Chapter 4, a comparative study of hard machining with various mechanical micro-

textured and MoS2 coated mechanical micro-textured tungsten carbide cutting tools are 

carried out. Six different uncoated and MoS2 coated mechanical micro-textures were 

fabricated, and their hard machining performance is compared. For comparison, machining is 

also carried out using the conventional un-textured cutting tool. 

 

4.1 Introduction 

In Chapter 3, machining experiments are conducted using PN-HSS cutting tools. However, 

for hard machining applications, PN-HSS cutting tools are not suitable. Particularly for hard 

machining, cutting tool inserts made of tungsten carbide (WC) are the viable option. 

Therefore, for hard machining applications, WC inserts are used. 

 As investigated in Chapter 3, micro-textures have the ability to reduce tool-chip interface 

friction and tool wear. Although surface texturing has several merits, however, it is also 
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reported that textures fabricated using thermal based methods have some problems. Heat 

affected zone of textures was obvious one of the main problem. Inferior quality of textures 

fabricated using focused energy beam causes more abrasive wear [54]. 

 Fabricating micro-textures using conventional mechanical method is an effective way 

to solve the above mention problem. Traditional methods such as Vickers hardness tester and 

scratch tester can fabricate micro-textures. These mechanical methods are free of harmful 

gases and are environment-friendly. Figure 4.1 (a-d) shows surface morphology, and 3-d 

surface profile of a micro-texture fabricated using thermal based CO2 laser and scratch tester. 

These textures are given the name as mechanical micro-textures (MµTs). Micro-textures are 

free from heat affected zone, thermal stresses, or poor surface finish (Figure 4.1 a-b). MµTs 

are also precise, repetitive and easy to fabricate. 

 

Figure 4.1. Surface morphology of (a) laser micro-texture, (b) mechanical micro-texture, (c) 

3-d surface profile of laser micro-texture and (d) 3-d surface profile of mechanical micro-

texture 
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Figure 4.2. Schematic diagram of the tool-chip interface in (a) un-textured cutting tool, (b) 

coated micro-textured cutting tool, (c) Worn out tool (tungsten grains are plucked out), (d) 

MoS2 lubricated micro-textured cutting tool, (e) formation of MoS
2-

 and (f) formation of iron-

molybdenum sulphide-bridge 

 In this study, MµTs are fabricated on the rake surface of the tungsten carbide cutting 

tool insert using a Vickers hardness tester and scratch tester. MoS2 solid lubricants are coated 

in textures. Figure 4.2 explains the hypothesis of MoS2 coated MµT cutting tools. Figure 4.2 

(a-b) shows schematic of the tool-chip interface of the un-textured cutting tool and MoS2 
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coated micro-textured cutting tool. Figure 4.2 (c) shows that chips sliding over rake surface 

of the un-textured cutting tool can pluck out tungsten grains and break the bond with cobalt 

binder due to high temperature and pressure during machining. Thus, un-textured tool rake 

surface worn out, which results in crater wear. Figure 4.2 (d) shows that chips sliding over 

the rake surface of MoS2 coated micro-textured cutting tool can pluck out MoS2 lubricant. 

MoS2 released from textures have a low shear strength (30−35 MPa), whereas the shear 

strength of tungsten carbide is about 700−800 MPa. Figure 4.2 (e) shows the formation of 

MoS
2-

 due to interaction with Fe
2+

 ions that lead to the formation of iron-molybdenum 

sulphur-bridge (Figure 4.2 f) in-between the tool-workpiece interface, which reduces the 

friction. Due to the lubricating properties of MoS2 than tungsten carbide, the tool-chip 

interface temperature, cutting force and feed force will be lower.  

 In this Chapter, machining experiments are performed using MoS2 coated and 

uncoated MµT cutting tool. Experiments are also carried out using un-textured cutting tool 

for comparison purpose. Tool-chip interface temperature, cutting force, feed force, the 

coefficient of friction (COF) and workpiece surface roughness is measured. After 

experiments, surface morphology, elemental composition analysis and elemental mapping of 

the cutting tool are analysed using scanning electron microscope and energy dispersive 

spectroscopy. The purpose of this research work is to compare the performance of various 

mechanical texturing processes for improving the machining performance. It is a step towards 

green manufacturing. 

4.2 Experimental details 

4.2.1 Materials 

For this study, uncoated rake surface and coated flank surface tungsten carbide (WC/Co) 

cutting tool inserts were selected. Coated flank surface inserts were chosen to reduce flank 

wear, as mechanical micro-textures were not fabricated on the flank surface. Sandvik 

Coromant
®
 make ISO TNMA220412 insert was chosen for the machining of hardened AISI 

H-13 steel having an average hardness of 56 HRC. The cylindrical bars of the diameter 50 

mm and length 250 mm were selected to have L/D ratio less than 10 (ISO 3685 standards). 

The length of cut was 200 mm. Its main composition is C 0.32–0.4%, Cr 5.13–5.25%, Mo 

1.33–1.4%, V 1%, Si 1 %, Fe remaining. Table 4.1 shows the properties of the cutting tool 

and workpiece material. 
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Table 4.1. Properties of tungsten carbide tool and hardened AISI H-13 steel workpiece 

Material Density 

(g/cm
3
) 

Young's 

modulus 

 (GPa) 

Flexural 

strength 

(MPa) 

Hardness 

(HRC) 

Poisson’s 

Ratio 

Co-efficient 

of thermal 

expansion  

µm/(m. C)
 

WC+CO  14.5 550 2000 89 3 0.23 4.51 

H-13 steel 7.8 210 950 56 2 0.30 7.42 

 

4.2.2 Selection of texturing area 

Initially turning experiments were conducted with the un-textured cutting tool. Machining 

was carried out for 900 seconds with a cutting speed of 125 m/min and feed of 0.28 mm/rev 

to get maximum affected rake surface area as shown in Figure 4.3 (a). Figure 4.3 (b-d) shows 

worn out rake surface of the cutting tool. Adhesion and abrasion wear region on the rake 

surface of the un-textured cutting tool is identified (Figure 4.4 a). MµTs were fabricated on 

the new cutting tools in an area that can encompass the probable wear zone with sufficient 

margin (Figure 4.4 b). Textures are fabricated 250 µm away from cutting edge and 400 µm 

from the nose of the insert such that the strength of the tool is not affected that much (Figure 

4.4 b). 

 

Figure 4.3. Surface morphology of rake surface of un-textured cutting tool showing (a) 

adhesion and abrasion wear region, (b) tool-chip contact length region, (c) formation of notch 

wear and (d) tool-chip contact length measurement after 900 seconds of machining  

Chip flow direction 

(a) 

Tool-chip contact 

length 

(b) 

(d) (c) 
Notch wear 
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Figure 4.4. (a) Rake surface region for mechanical micro-texturing and (b) fabricated rake 

surface mechanical micro-textured cutting tool 

4.2.3 Fabrication of various mechanical micro-textures on the rake surface of the 

tungsten carbide cutting tool 

The MµTs are fabricated using Vickers hardness tester (Make: Fuel Instruments & 

Engineering Private Limited
®
, India; Experimental setup is shown in Chapter 2) and scratch 

tester (Make: DUCOM
®
, Model: TR-101). Figure 4.5 (a-b) illustrates the overview and 

magnified view of the scratch tester (Make: DUCOM
®
, Model: TR-101).  

 

Figure 4.5. (a) Overview of the scratch tester and (b) magnified view of tungsten carbide 

insert and diamond indenter 

 The MµT cutting tool with micro-dimples on its rake surface is given the name as VT 

(Figure 4.6 a). Cutting tool having MµTs parallel to the main cutting edge is given the name 

as PT (Figure 4.6 b). Cutting tool having MµTs perpendicular to the main cutting edge is 

given the title as PDT (Figure 4.6 c). The MoS2 solid lubricant average particle size of 0.3 

µm are smeared in the MµT cutting tool as well as then compacted and are named as VT-M, 

Abrasion and adhesion wear zone with 

sufficient margin for textures 

(a) (b) 

Tungsten carbide insert 

Diamond 

indenter 

(b) (a) 
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PT-M and PDT-M, respectively (Figure 4.6 d−f, respectively). An un-textured cutting tool 

named UT is used for comparison purpose. Figure 4.7 (a−b) shows the surface morphology 

of the PT and PT-M cutting tools, respectively. Figure 4.7 (c−d) shows the 3D surface profile 

of uncoated and MoS2 coated MµTs, respectively. 

 

Figure 4.6. Rake surface of mechanical micro-textured tools: (a) uncoated micro-dimple 

textured cutting tool, (b) uncoated parallel micro-textured cutting tool, (c) uncoated 

perpendicular micro-textured, (d) MoS2 coated micro-dimple textured cutting tool, (e) MoS2 

parallel micro-textured cutting tool and (f) MoS2 coated perpendicular micro-textured  

         

Figure 4.7. Surface morphology of (a) uncoated parallel micro-textured cutting tool, (b) 

MoS2 coated parallel micro-textured cutting tool, (c) 3-D surface profile of uncoated parallel 

micro-textures and (d) 3-D surface profile of MoS2 coated parallel micro-textures 

PDT-M 

(f) 

PT-M 

(e) (d) 

VT-M 

PDT 

(c) 

PT 

(b) 

VT 
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4.2.4 Experimental design 

Experiments are planned in such a way that useful inferences could be obtained by 

performing the minimum number of experiments using the central composite rotatable design 

(CCRD). Based on preliminary experiments, cutting speed is varied in the range of 55–125 

m/min and feed are in the range of 0.04–0.28 mm/rev with a constant depth of cut of 0.5 mm. 

All these experiments are carried out with VT, PT, PDT, VT-M, PT-M, PDT-M and UT 

cutting tools (Total experiments = 91). The coded and original value of the input parameter as 

per CCRD for the single tool is listed in Table 4.2. All experiments were repeated thrice, and 

the average value is reported. Influence of control variables on the output response is also 

determined. 

Table 4.2. CCRD coded and actual values of input parameters for the machining process 

CCRD coded values  1.414  1.000 0.000 1.000 1.414 

Cutting speed 

(m/min) 
55 65 90 115 125 

Feed (mm/rev) 0.04 0.08 0.16 0.24 0.28 

 

4.2.5 Machining experiments 

Machining experiments are conducted on a lathe (Make: HMT
®

, Model: NH 26) fitted with a 

PTGNR 2525 M 22 (Make: Sandvik Coromant
®

) commercial tool holder. Tool holder has 

rake angle (γo) of −6°, clearance angle (αo) of 0°, inclination angle (λs) of −6°, angle of 

approach (Kr) of 91° and nose radius (rε) of 1.2 mm. VT, PT, PDT, VT-M, PT-M and PDT-M 

MµT cutting tools were used. For comparison, UT (un-textured) cutting tool is also used. 

Cutting force and feed force are measured using a piezoelectric quartz dynamometer (Make: 

KISTLER
®
, Model: 9272 B). After machining, surface morphologies of the cutting tools are 

observed using field emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM) and optical 

microscope (Make: Zeiss
®
, Model: AxioCam MRc). Elemental mapping and composition 

analysis of the tool rake surface is done using energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS). Figure 

4.8 shows the experimental setup of machining. 
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Figure 4.8. (a) Overview of experimental machining setup and (b) magnified view of 

dynamometer, tool-post and workpiece 

4.3 Result and discussion 

In this section, the results of finite element simulations for assessing the strength of the tools 

are reported. Afterwards, the experimental results on the performance during dry machining 

are presented. Explanations are provided for the observed behaviour. 

 

4.3.1 Effect of various mechanical textures on the cutting tool strength 

Rake surface micro-texturing influences the stresses and their distribution. Finite element 

method (FEM) based ANSYS 14.0
®
 Workbench is used to estimate stresses and strain 

distribution under the action of respective cutting and feed forces. 10322 Solid 92 (10-noded 

tetrahedral) elements are used for cutting tool gridding model. The bottom face of the cutting 

tool is constrained for movement in all directions. Experimentally obtained maximum cutting 

force and feed force at cutting speed of 55 m/min and feed of 0.28 mm/rev for UT cutting 

Dynamometer 

Workpiece Tool-post 

Micro-textured  

tool insert 

(a) 

(b) 

Infrared camera 
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tools are used for stress analysis. Force components are applied to the contact area of 1 mm  

1mm as average normal pressure. The static analysis method is used. Few assumptions are 

made to reduce calculation time. Forces are considered uniformly distributed on the cutting 

edge. Cutting tool self-weight is neglected. Thermal stresses are not considered. Mechanical 

properties of the tool materials used for simulations are shown in Table 4.1. Figure 4.9 shows 

the FEM gridding model for VT, PT, PDT and UT cutting tools.   

 

Figure 4.9. FEM gridding model of (a) uncoated micro-dimple textured cutting tool, (b) 

uncoated parallel micro-textured cutting tool, (c) uncoated perpendicular micro-textured and 

(d) un-textured cutting tool 

 Static analyses are done for VT, PT, PDT and UT cutting tools. Figure 4.10 shows the 

von Mises stress distributions for uncoated MµT and un-textured cutting tools, respectively. 

It is witnessed that the von Mises stresses experienced by the MµT cutting tool are higher as 

compared to UT cutting tool. VT cutting tool shows maximum von Mises stress of 188 MPa 

(Figure 4.10 a), whereas PT and PDT cutting tools show maximum von Mises stress of 183 

MPa (Figure 4.10 b) and 149 MPa (Figure 4.10 c), respectively. However, UT cutting tool 

shows the maximum von Mises stress of 127 MPa (Figure 4.10 d). Maximum von Mises 

stresses happen close to the MµTs. Due to the presence of MµTs on the cutting tool, stress 

concentration factor occurs. Thus, more stresses are observed with the MµT cutting tool as 

(d) 

UT 

(c) 

PDT 

(b) 

PT 

(a) 

VT 
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compared to UT cutting tool. Thus, static analyses conclude that stresses experienced by 

micro-textured tools are slightly higher as compared to UT cutting tools. However, the 

stresses experienced by all the cutting tools are in safe limit. During experiments, no 

catastrophic failure of the cutting tool is observed, which confirms the static analyses 

conclusion.  

 

Figure 4.10. von Mises stress field (MPa) of (a) uncoated micro-dimple textured cutting tool, 

(b) uncoated parallel micro-textured cutting tool, (c) uncoated perpendicular micro-textured 

and (d) un-textured cutting tool 

4.3.2 Tool-chip interface temperature 

Tool-chip interface temperature is measured using the thermal infrared camera (Make: 

Infratech hr-400
®
, Model: Variocam). Table 4.3 shows the plan of experiments and obtained 

temperature responses with the different cutting tool. With the regression analysis, the 

obtained response surfaces models for TUT, TVT, TPT, TPDT, TVT-M, TPT-M, and TPDT-M, are given 

in Eq. 4.1−4.7. 

(d) UT (c) PDT 

(b) PT (a) VT 
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Table 4.3. Plan of experiments and measured temperature with different cutting tools 

S. 

No. 

Cutting 

speed 

(m/min) 

Feed  

(mm/rev) 

TUT 

(ºC) 

TVT 

(ºC) 

TPT 

(ºC) 

TPDT 

(ºC) 

TVT-M 

(ºC) 

TPT-M 

(ºC) 

TPDT-

M 

(ºC) 

1 115 0.24 615 590 555 502 488 441 417 

2 90 0.16 513 498 466 429 412 377 358 

3 90 0.16 509 492 469 424 415 372 357 

4 125 0.16 636 612 578 529 504 454 411 

5 90 0.28 695 655 619 514 528 470 431 

6 115 0.08 342 319 297 260 241 212 199 

7 65 0.24 537 490 461 417 390 357 326 

8 90 0.16 510 535 472 427 415 378 359 

9 90 0.04 159 141 133 149 153 145 133 

10 55 0.16 382 358 332 297 271 247 225 

11 90 0.16 512 496 466 426 411 375 358 

12 65 0.08 232 211 192 184 169 157 144 

13 90 0.16 508 494 469 429 413 375 360 
 

The tool-chip interface temperature empirical models are as follows: 

2 2572.39 4809.86 9.029 1.0012 8672.6 0.03346UTT v f vf v f      
   (4.1) 

2 2449.96 4658.13 6.6831 4.06752 7058.24 0.018      VTT f v vf v f
  (4.2) 

2 2531.119 4462.911 8.23 1.44 7772.55 0.0292      PTT f v vf v f
  (4.3) 

2 2437.045 3891.67 7.13 1.085 7766.81 0.026      PDTT f v vf v f
  (4.4) 

2 2496.375 3271.73 9.18 3.41 6451.13 0.0401       VT MT f v vf v f
  (4.5) 

2 2441.766 2952.04 8.33 3.522 6001.79 0.0374       PT MT f v vf v f
  (4.6) 

2 27.418417.81 2814.03 3.642 5709.36 0.03512       PDT MT f v vf v f
  (4.7) 

where v and f represent the cutting speed (m/min) and feed (mm/rev) respectively. The 

subscript in the temperature (T) denotes the type of cutting tool. 

 Table 4.4 shows ANOVA for the tool-chip interface temperature of PDT-M cutting 

tool, and it has been found that the cutting speed terms (B and B
2
) have the highest combined 

contribution (64.72 %) followed by the combined feed terms (A and A
2
,
 
35.1 %) for the tool-

chip interface temperature. The coefficient of determination (R
2
)
 
is found to be 0.9644, 

whereas the adjusted R
2 

value is 0.9389. All the CCD (central composite design) terms are 

considered in the regression models to improve its prediction accuracy. R
2 

values for the other 

six cutting tools are found to be more than 0.95 for all output responses.  
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Table 4.4. ANOVA for tool-chip interface temperature of the MoS2 coated perpendicular 

mechanical micro-textured cutting tool 

Source F-Value 
p-value 

Prob>F 

Percentage 

contribution 

Model 8.75 0.0004  

A-Feed 18.32 0.0036 18.51 

B-Speed 29.41 0.0048 29.72 

AB 0.09 0.9412 0.09 

A2 16.41 0.0036 16.59 

B2 34.72 0.0007 35.09 

Lack of Fit 1.05 0.5128  
  

 Figure 4.11 (a−b) shows variations of tool-chip interface temperature with respect to 

varying feed and cutting speed. As per the experimental results, feed has a profound effect on 

the tool-chip interface temperature. As feed increases, the shear angle decreases and chip 

thickness increases. The increase in chip thickness increases the chip load and friction on tool 

rake surface. Therefore, the tool-chip interface temperature rises with feed (Figure 4.11 a). 

With the increase in cutting speed, the tool-workpiece interaction time during machining is 

less but the material removal rate (MRR) is high. More amount of MRR per unit time causes 

a rise in temperature with an increase in cutting speed (Figure 4.11 b). 

 With the UT cutting tool, tool-chip contact length is more, which leads to high heat 

generation resulting in higher temperature. In the case of VT-M, PT-M and PDT-M cutting 

tools, tool-chip contact reduces due to the presence of many micro-channels on the rake 

surface of the cutting tool causes lesser heat generation. Reduction of tool-chip interface 

temperature by MµTs of tool rake surface is likely due to decrease in the contact area 

between tool-chip interfaces on the rake surface of MµT tools. Reduction in tool rake surface 

and chip direct contact area leads to less COF, which results in lesser temperature with VT, 

PT and PDT tools.  

.r al l n d             (4.8) 

where lr is the real tool-chip length in contact, la is the apparent tool-chip contact length, n is 

the number of MµTs in contact length and d is the average width of texture. 
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Figure 4.11. Variation of tool-chip interface temperature with (a) feed and (b) cutting speed 

 In the case of VT-M, PT-M and PDT-M cutting tools, the contact of the chip back 

surface is with MoS2. Thus, there is no restriction to the flow of chips due to the low shearing 

ability of solid lubricant. At higher temperature and pressure, MoS2 has the ability to come 

out from the textures and form a thin film having lubricating properties on the rake surface of 

the tool. Entrapped MoS2 enhances the lubrication effect, and the temperature reduces 

significantly. Figure 4.12 (a-c) shows thermo-graphic images with PDT, PDT-M and UT 

cutting tools captured during machining, respectively. 
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Figure 4.12. Thermal micrographs during machining with (a) uncoated perpendicular 

micro-textured cutting tool (b) MoS2 coated perpendicular micro-textured cutting tool and (c) 

un-textured cutting tool 

4.3.3 Machining forces 

The empirical relation between the cutting force (Fc) and feed force (Ff) for VT, PT, PDT, 

VT-M, PT-M, PDT-M and UT cutting tools are as follows: 

Equations models for cutting force as per CCRD are as follows (Eq. 4.9−4.15): 

2 2= 521.43 1436.19 7.79  1.79 207.5 0.05    cVTF f v vf f v
     (4.9)  

2 2= 502.42 1556.00 7.72  2.97 222.97 0.03    cPTF f v vf f v
    (4.10) 

2 2= 323.66 2220.36 5.85  7.67 254.61 0.03    cPDTF f v vf f v
   (4.11) 

2 2= 400.29 1918.84 6.35  3.62 602.4 0.03cVT MF f v vf f v     
   (4.12) 

2 2= 308.17 2284.53 6.17 9.96 325.61 0.03     cPT MF f v vf f v
    (4.13) 

2 2= 264.46 2301.38 5.65 10.295 484.361 0.03     cPDT MF f v vf f v
   (4.14) 

TPDT = 421 ºC 

(a) 
Machining region 

TPDT –M = 331 ºC 

(b) 

Cutting tool 

(c) 

TUT = 511 ºC 

Workpiece 
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2 2= 529.18 1302.57 7.45  2.48 644.81 0.03cUTF f v vf f v    
   (4.15) 

where the subscript in the cutting force denotes the type of cutting tool. 

Equations model for feed force as per CCRD are as follows (Eq. 4.16−4.22):  

2 2= 10.73 1.018 0.766 9 699.61 0.003.9 69     f VTF f v vf f v
    (4.16) 

2 2= 11.01 0.62 1.0658.89 8 665.30 0.004    f PTF f v vf f v
    (4.17) 

2 2= 35.74 0.25 1.56 8 415.849.2 4 0.00167    f PDTF f v vf f v
    (4.18) 

2 2= 4.19 0.759 1.75608.6 439.64 0.04 03f VT MF f v vf f v           (4.19) 

2 2= 13.78 0.41 1.51 406.09 0.00556 2. 2 617     f PT MF f v vf f v
   

(4.20) 

2 2= 9.79 0.79 1.50 296.95 04 .7 038 01. 35      f PDT MF f v vf f v
   

(4.21) 

2 2= 18.61 0.55 0.69563 643.79 07.72 .004f UTF f v vf f v         (4.22) 

where the subscript in the feed force denotes the type of cutting tool. 

 Figure 4.13−4.14 show the effect of cutting speed and feed on the cutting force and 

feed force using seven different cutting tools. As per the experimental results, feed has an 

intense influence on the cutting force. As feed increases, the shear angle decreases and chip 

thickness increases. The increase in chip thickness increases the chip load and tool-chip 

friction. Therefore, the cutting force increases with feed (Figure 4.13 a).  

 As cutting speed increases, the tool-workpiece interaction time during machining is 

less but the material removal rate (MRR) is high. Therefore, the temperature in primary as 

well as secondary shear zones increases. Due to the good thermal conductivity of workpiece, 

there is a probability of preheating, which is slightly ahead of the current machining region. 

Thus, thermal softening of workpiece surface takes place. The temperature rise in the 

secondary shear zone causes the decrease of flow stress of the workpiece material, thereby 

reducing the cutting force with increasing cutting speed (Figure 4.13 b).  
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Figure 4.13. Variation of cutting force with (a) feed and (b) cutting speed  

 Figure 4.14 (a) shows the variation of feed force with respect to feed at a constant 

depth of cut (0.5 mm) during machining. As the feed increases, the advancement per 

revolution by the tool increases, i.e., the amount of workpiece material comes in contact with 

the tool per unit time increases. Therefore, the load on the tool increases. Thus, the feed force 

increases irrespective of any type of cutting tool. As cutting speed increases feed force 

reduces due to the rise in MRR (Figure 4.14 b). Increase in MRR leads to the rise in 

temperature, which results in thermal softening of the workpiece. Thus, feed force reduces. 
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Figure 4.14. Variation of feed force with (a) feed and (b) cutting speed 

 It is also observed that uncoated and coated MµT cutting tools reduce cutting 

force as well as feed force. Ernst and Merchant proposed relations between machining force 

and shearing force as follows [50, 174]:  
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                       (4.25) 

0cos( )z rF F                   (4.26) 

0sin( )y rF F                    (4.27) 

where Fs, Fr, Ff1, Fy and Fz represents shearing force, resultant force, tool rake surface 

frictional force, feed force as well as main cutting force, respectively. s  denotes material 

shear strength,   is the shear angle, Ac represents the shearing area which is mathematically 

defined as αcαw, ca  represents undeformed chip thickness, wa  denotes cut width, 0  is rake 

angle and   is friction angle. Figure 4.15 illustrates the force diagram for the shear plane 

showing various machining forces and machining angles.  

 

Figure 4.15. Schematic of force diagram for the shear plane 

 In case of tool coatings or dry lubrication between the tool-chip interface (MµT 

cutting tools), the frictional force is calculated as [175]: 

1f w a cF a l 
          

(4.28) 

where la denotes the contact length of the tool-chip and c represents lubricant shear strength 

at the tool-chip interface 

 After combining Eq. (4.25−4.28), the machining forces can also be represented as: 
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 From Eq. (4.29–4.31), it is observed that all machining forces (Fr, Fz and Fy) have a 

linear relationship with the contact length of the tool-chip (la) and the shear strength of the 

material in contact. With the use of MµT cutting tools, the real contact length (1r) of the tool-

chip interface reduces as shown in Eq. 4.32.  

lr= la – nd           (4.32) 

 where lr is the real chip-tool length in contact, la is the apparent tool-chip contact 

length, n is the number of MµTs in contact length and d is the average width of texture.  

 For a typical case (v = 90 m/min, f = 0.16mm/rev and d = 0.5mm) as studied with 

PDT cutting tools, chip flow direction is at 18º from principal cutting edge (Figure 4.16). 

Therefore, keeping the chip flow direction constant, n depends on the micro-textures type and 

their position. Figure 4.16 shows chip flow direction over various mechanical micro-textured 

cutting tools. It was observed that the number of mechanical micro-textures in contact with 

chip varies are least with VT cutting tools and maximum with PDT cutting tools (nVT< nPT< 

nPDT, where subscript denotes the type of the cutting tool). Therefore, cutting and feed forces 

are less in case of PDT cutting tools as compared to other uncoated MµT cutting tools. 

 

Figure 4.16. Representation of chip flow direction over various mechanical micro-textured 

cutting tools 

 In addition, the shear strength of tungsten carbide tool is about 700–800 MPa, 

however, the shear strength of MoS2 at the tool-chip interface is in the range of 30–35 MPa 

[176]. Therefore, with the formation of self-lubricating film in-between tool-chip interface, 
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cutting force and feed force reduces as compared to uncoated MµT cutting tools due to the 

lower shear strength of MoS2.  

It is also observed that at low cutting speed and feed reduction of machining forces 

are high using MµT cutting tools as compared to UT cutting tool. However, for the high 

cutting speed (125 m/min) and feed (0.28 mm/rev) reduction of machining force using MµT 

tools is less as compared to UT. It is mainly due to two reasons. First, at higher feed and 

cutting speed flow of chips on the rake surface is at high speed. Therefore, the interaction of 

chip with micro-textures will be very less per unit time, which results in very less difference 

in machining force. Another reason is that at high feed and cutting speed, the tool-chip 

interface temperature is high. MoS2 solid lubricant oxidised with atmospheric oxygen at 450 

ºC and converted into MoO3, which does not have lubrication properties. Therefore, 

machining force is less affected at higher feed and cutting speed. PDT-M cutting tool shows 

the best performance among others by reducing 6−18 % of cutting force and 12−43 % feed 

force as compared to UT cutting tool. 

4.3.4 Tool-chip interface coefficient of friction 

Tool-chip interface COF is calculated using experimental values of cutting and feed forces. 

The COF is given as follows [174]: 

csin os

cos sin

f

f

c

c

F F
µ

F F

 

 






         
(4.33)

 
where Ff  is the feed force, Fc is the cutting force, α is the rake angle and µ is the COF. 

 

 

Figure 4.17. Variation of coefficient of friction with cutting speed  
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 Figure 4.17 shows the average COF of different MµT and UT cutting tools with 

respect to cutting speed. The frictional force at the tool-chip interface depends on the tool-

chip contact length. The MµT cutting tools reduce the tool-chip contact length. Therefore, 

observed COF is lower with MµT cutting tools and with the presence of solid lubricants in 

VT-M, PT-M and PDT-M the magnitude of COF decreases further (Figure 4.17). In the case 

of UT cutting tool, the heat generated due to increase in cutting speed is partially injected into 

tool rake surface by chips. Thus, adhesion is dominant and tool-chip interface COF is high. 

However, for MoS2 coated MµT cutting tools, micro-textures act as a lubricant reservoir. As 

the cutting speed increases, the tool-chip interface temperature rises. Therefore, in high 

temperature and pressure, the entrapped MoS2 lubricant starts to flow in chip flow direction 

and create a self-lubricant film. The presence of lubricant reduces the tool-chip interface 

COF.  

 Results also show that the geometry of the MµTs profoundly influences the variation 

of temperature, cutting force, feed force and COF. The PDT-M cutting tool has shown the 

best machining performance as compared to others, and the VT-M cutting tool has shown 

least improvement among all coated MµT cutting tools. It is due to inability to release of 

MoS2 lubricant due to its trapezoidal geometry shape. In the case of PT-M tool, the direction 

of micro-texture is nearly parallel to the chip flowing direction, whereas for the PDT-M tool, 

the direction of micro-texture is approximately perpendicular to the chip flowing direction. 

The back side of chip carries MoS2 particles and creates a lubricating film on the rake surface 

of the cutting tool. Therefore, MoS2 is readily released from PDT-M cutting tool as compared 

to PT-M cutting tool. COF for PDT-M cutting tool is reduced by 13−16 % as compared to 

CT cutting tool. 

4.3.5 Surface morphology of cutting tool rake surface 

Figure 4.18 shows the surface morphology of the rake surface of UT cutting tool after 900 

seconds of machining at cutting speed of 90 m/min, feed of 0.16 mm/rev and depth of cut of 

0.5 mm. In the case of UT cutting tool, abrasion marks are observed on the rake surface 

(Figure 4.18 a). Due to high-temperature workpiece material sticks to the back side of the 

chip which slides over the rake surface of the tool. Repetitively severe adhesion of chip and 

the rake surface of the UT tool cause loss of the tool materials from the rake surface, which is 

also known as the catastrophic failure as shown in Figure 4.18 (b). Figure 4.18 (c) shows 

fractured surface on the rake surface of the un-textured cutting tool. Shredding of tungsten 
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carbide particles are observed from the interface of fractured surface and parent tool surface 

(Figure 4.18 d). 

        

Figure 4.18. Surface morphology of un-textured tool after 900 seconds of machining (a) rake 

surface morphology, (b) crater wear formation, (c) fractured surface and (d) shredding of 

tungsten carbide  

 Figure 4.19−4.22 shows the surface morphology, elemental maps of iron (Fe), 

molybdenum (Mo) and sulphur (S) as well as composition analysis on the rake surface of 

VT-M, PT-M and PDT-M cutting tools, respectively after 900 seconds of machining (v = 90 

m/min, f = 0.16 mm/rev and d = 0.5 mm). Figure 4.19 (a) shows wear track of rake surface on 

the VT-M cutting tool. Figure 4.19 (b-d) shows the elemental mapping of Fe, Mo and S on 

the tested VT-M cutting tool rake surface. From elemental mapping, it is observed that Fe 

particles are in a few places, which confirms the presence of adhered material from the 

workpiece. However, it is clearly visible that the presence of Mo and S on the rake surface of 

VT-M cutting tool is everywhere. Therefore, it can be confirmed that MoS2 solid lubricant is 

able to release and create a self-lubricating film on the rake surface of the tool.   
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Figure 4.19. MoS2 coated Vickers mechanical micro-textured cutting tool rake surface after 

900 second of machining: (a) surface micrograph of the cutting tool, (b) elemental map 

distribution of Fe, (c) elemental map distribution of Mo, (d) elemental map distribution of S, 

(e) elemental composition of point A and (f) elemental composition of point B  

 Figure 4.19 (e-f) shows the elemental composition of highlighted point A and B, 

respectively (Point A and B in Figure 4.19 a). Point A is selected on the micro-texture, 

whereas point B is selected near to cutting edge. The weight percentage of Fe is much higher 

in point B as compared to point A. It confirms that adhesive wear is predominant near cutting 

edge of the tool.  
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Figure 4.20. MoS2 coated parallel mechanical micro-textured cutting tool rake surface after 

900 second of machining: (a) surface micrograph of the cutting tool, (b) elemental map 

distribution of Fe, (c) elemental map distribution of Mo, (d) elemental map distribution of S, 

(e) elemental composition of point C and (f) elemental composition of point D  

 Figure 4.20 (a) shows wear track of rake surface on the PT-M cutting tool. Figure 

4.20 (b-d) shows the elemental mapping of Fe, Mo and S on the tested VT-M cutting tool 

rake surface. Figure 4.20 (e-f) shows the elemental composition analysis of highlighted point 
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C and D, respectively (Point C and D are shown in Figure 4.20 a). In this case also, elemental 

mapping and elemental composition analysis confirm the formation of a thin lubricating film 

of MoS2. 

  

        

    

Figure 4.21. MoS2 coated perpendicular mechanical micro-textured cutting tool rake surface 

after 900 second of machining: (a) surface micrograph of the cutting tool, (b) elemental map 

distribution of Fe, (c) elemental map distribution of Mo, (d) elemental map distribution of S, 

(e) elemental composition of point E and (f) elemental composition of point F 
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 Similar analysis is carried out for PDT-M cutting tool as illustrated in Figure 4.21. It 

is observed that the tool-chip interface contact area on PDT-M cutting tool is slightly 

different from PT-M cutting tool wear track. PDT-M cutting tool wear track is quite smaller 

and shows comparatively smooth rake surface than other cutting tools. Also, less adhesion of 

workpiece material is observed with PDT-M cutting tool as compared to VT-M and PT-M 

cutting tool (Figure 4.21 a-b). Corresponding elemental maps of Mo and S for PDT-M cutting 

tools shows more uniform and better formation of the thin-lubricating film as compared to 

VT-M and PT-M cutting tools as shown in Figure 4.21 (c-d).  Figure 4.21 (e-f) shows the 

elemental composition analysis of highlighted point E and F, respectively (Point E and F are 

shown in Figure 4.21 a).  

 

Figure 4.22. (a) Rake surface of the parallel micro-textured cutting tool after 900 

seconds of machining, (b) individual mechanical micro-texture groove, (c) front and back 

edge of texture groove and (d) severe ploughing marks 

Figure 4.22 shows surface morphology of rake surface of PT-M cutting tool after 900 

seconds of machining (ʋ = 90 m/min, f = 0.16 mm/rev and d = 0.5 mm). Severe adhesion of 
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workpiece material is observed on the rake surface of PT-M cutting tool as shown in Figure 

4.22 (a). Individual MµT groove is shown in Figure 4.22 (b). Figure 4.22 (c) shows the front 

and back edge of the MµT groove. Severe ploughing marks and shredding of tungsten 

carbide particles are observed near the front edge of MµT groove due to abrasion of chips on 

the rake surface of the PT-M cutting tool as shown in Figure 4.22 (d). However, in the case of 

PDT-M cutting tool ploughing marks and shredding of tungsten carbide particles are not 

observed. 

4.3.6 Chip morphology  

After machining, chips produced from all experiments were collected. Surface micrographs 

of chips were obtained using an optical microscope as well as FESEM, and average chip-

thickness was measured. Experimentally obtained average values of chip thickness for 

various experimental runs are plotted. The average is taken for minimum three readings. Chip 

reduction ratio ( ) is also plotted which is defined as the ratio of cut chip thickness to uncut 

chip thickness. Figure 4.23 shows the schematic of serrated chips formation. 

 

Figure 4.23. Schematic of serrated chips formation 

 The variation of chip thickness and chip reduction ratio with different feed at constant 

cutting speed (v = 90 m/min) and depth of cut (d = 0.5 mm) are shown in Figure 4.24 (a-b). It 

is observed that chip thickness and chip reduction ratio has a significant effect with respect to 

feed. As the feed increases, chip thickness and chip reduction ratio are also increasing trend 

irrespective of the type of micro-texture tool inserts whereas it is also observed that at the 

constant feed, chip thickness and chip reduction ratio are showing a downward trend with the 
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micro-textured tool with and without solid lubricant coating. Out of all PDT-M cutting tool 

performs best among all.  

 

 

Figure 4.24. Effect of feed on (a) chip thickness and (b) chip reduction ratio  

 Collected chip micrographs of machined AISI H-13 tool steel at cutting speed v = 90 

m/min, depth of cut d = 0.5 mm with two different feeds of 0.04 and 0.28 mm /rev and seven 

different MµT cutting tool are illustrated in Figure 4.25. For the lower feed, metallic colour 

continuous chips with small serrations were observed. Chip morphologies with different 
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MµT cutting tools at lower feed are almost similar to the UT cutting tool chips apart from 

chip thickness and related parameters. 

 With the increase in feed, dark blue colour discontinuous chips with large serrations 

were formed with UT cutting tools. However, uncoated and coated MµT cutting tools chips 

were light blue in colour having lesser segmentation. With solid lubricant coated MµT, chip 

thickness and chip reduction ratio were reduced much more that indicates better 

machinability of high hardiness AISI H-13 tool steel.  

f= 0.04mm/rev, v = 90 m/min, d = 0.5 mm f = 0.28mm/rev, v = 90 m/min, d = 0.5 mm 

    

    

    

  

Figure 4.25. Chip morphologies of AISI H-13 tool steel machined with various cutting tools 

at cutting speed v = 90m/min, depth of cut d = 0. 5 mm with two different feed f = 0.04 and 

0.28 mm/rev 

 Figure 4.26 illustrates the chip surface morphology for UT, PDT and PDT-M cutting 

tools. It was observed that severe chip serrations occur in the top (free) surface of the chip, 

which is caused due to periodic crack propagation and severe plastic deformation of chips. Due 

to the large angle of the cutting tool, high compressive stresses are experienced, which results in 
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plasticization. Dogra et al, 2010 also observed similar behaviour [177].  

In the case of PDT-M cutting tool, the longitudinal strain is low as compared to PDT and 

UT cutting tools. Cut chip thickness is the least for chip during machining using PDT-M cutting 

tool as compared to PDT and UT cutting tool. It suggests that less chip thickening occurs and 

redundant plastic deformation work is the least in the case of machining using PDT-M cutting 

tool. It is due to the less friction between tool-chip interfaces of PDT-M cutting tools, which 

provide less resistance to flow to chip in width direction.  

UT PDT PDT-M 

   
 

   
 

   
 

Figure 4.26. Surface micrograph of machined chips top surface using (a) untextured tool, (b) 

uncoated perpendicular textured tool and (c) coated perpendicular textured tool (cutting speed 

of 90 m/min, feed of 0.16 mm/rev and depth of cut of 0.5 mm)  
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4.4 Findings from the research work 

Three different environmental friendly mechanical textures were fabricated on the rake 

surface of tungsten carbide cutting tool with Vickers hardness tester and mechanical scratch 

tester. MoS2 solid lubricants were coated in the micro-textures. Dry machining experiments 

are carried out with VT, PT, PDT, VT-M, PT-M, PDT-M and UT cutting tools. Following 

observations are made: 

 Finite element analysis confirms that MµTs affects the overall stress distribution in 

the cutting tool. However, the overall stresses on the MµT cutting tool are also well 

within safe limits. 

 Tool-chip interface temperature, machining forces and tool-chip interface COF are 

reduced significantly for VT, PT, PDT, VT-M, PT-M and PDT-M as compared to UT 

cutting tools. 

 The improvements in machining performance of uncoated MµT cutting tools are due 

to reduced contact length. 

 During machining with MoS2 coated MµT cutting tools, the formation of a self-

lubricating film of MoS2 reduces friction, thus enhancing its machining performance. 

 The cutting force was reduced in the range of 4.23−10.82 % and 7.31−17.41 %, 

respectively, with PDT and PDT-M as compared to UT cutting tools.  

 Amongst all, PDT-M cutting tool machining performance is best in terms of reducing 

tool-chip interface temperature, machining forces and tool-chip interface COF. 

 Less chip thickness and least redundant plastic deformation work were observed in 

the case of machining using PDT-M cutting tool. 
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Chapter 5  

SYNTHESIS OF GREEN CUTTING FLUID AND ITS COMPARATIVE 

STUDY WITH COMMERCIAL BIO-CUTTING FLUID AND MINERAL 

OIL 

5.1 Introduction to environmental friendly cutting fluids 

5.2 Experimental details 

5.2.1 Synthesis of green cutting fluid 

5.2.2 Materials 

5.2.3 Physical and chemical properties of the cutting fluids 

5.2.4 Biodegradation study 

5.2.5 Thermal gravimetric analysis study 

5.2.6 Rheological study 

5.2.7 Determination of apparent activation energy 

5.2.8 Corrosion study of the cutting fluids 

5.2.9 Storage stability of the cutting fluids 

5.3 Results and discussion 

5.3.1 Biodegradability of the cutting fluids 

5.3.2 Thermal stability of the cutting fluids 

5.3.3 Shear stress and viscosity of the cutting fluids 

5.3.4 Apparent activation energy of the cutting fluids 

5.3.5 Anti-corrosion properties of the cutting fluids 

5.3.6 Storage stability of the cutting fluids 

5.4 Findings from the research work 

 

In Chapter 5, environmental friendly green cutting fluid was developed using mixtures of 

various vegetable oils and surfactants. Afterwards, biodegradation, thermal, rheological, 

storage stability and anti-corrosion properties of in-house developed green cutting fluids are 

compared with commercial bio cutting fluid and mineral oil. 

5.1 Introduction to environmental friendly cutting fluids 

In due course of time, the conventional cutting fluids shown problems for the manufacturers 

as the chemicals present in them caused severe health effects on the workers and the 

surrounding environment [71]. Along with the economic and technical aspects of the 
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manufacturing processes, the environmental safety is also an important area of concern, and it 

is triggered by the fact that environmental agencies and government have imposed strict 

measures when it comes to protecting the employees’ health and environment [72, 73]. 

Therefore, there is a need to analyse the measures that can be taken to reduce the harmful 

effects of metalworking fluids as much as possible. 

 Availability of mineral oil (MO) based cutting fluids is limited as they are the finite 

source and decreasing, whereas vegetable based cutting fluids are sustainable. Vegetable oils 

are evolving as metalworking fluids due to its higher biodegradability and ability to minimise 

the waste treatment costs. It also reduces the health risks to operators ho were quite prone to 

petroleum-based mineral oils due to their lower toxicity [74]. Cleaner and healthier work 

environment having less mist in the air is the primary point. For reasons as mentioned above, 

vegetable oils as metalworking fluids are environmental friendly and are also better lubricant 

as compared to others [75]. Above all, they are extracted from renewable sources and thus 

unlimited and sustainable. 

 All these factors have pushed the industries, research centres and universities for 

studying the process in detail and come up with the better optimal solution. Several of them 

have proposed various methods for reducing the exposures of cutting fluids while some have 

advised in changing its composition [76]. Vast quantities of metalworking fluids are still in 

use in the industries releasing harmful gases into the atmosphere, causing numerous skin and 

other diseases in the workers and increasing disposal costs [77]. Thus, a research study has 

been conducted to analyse the vegetable oils that act as an environmental friendly cutting 

fluid, so that the industries can find alternative answers and use protective measures. 

 In this Chapter, vegetable-based green cutting fluid (GCF) is synthesised. Various 

physical properties of GCF, commercial bio-cutting fluid (BCF) and MO are investigated. 

Also, biodegradable potential, thermal, rheological, apparent activation energy, anti-corrosion 

and storage stability characteristics of all cutting fluids are investigated and compared.  

5.2 Experimental details 

5.2.1 Synthesis of green cutting fluid 

Green cutting fluid is synthesised using biodegradable, non-toxic, environmental friendly 

base materials. Raw coconut oil (without chemical refining) was used as base oil. Three 

commercially available food grade emulsifiers (Polysorbate 85 (E1), Polysorbate 80 (E2) and 

Triethanolamine (E3), 99.98 % purity) were also added to stabilise the cutting fluid emulsion. 
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Two essential environmental friendly additives extracted from Azadirachta indica (A1) and 

Cymbopogon citratus (A2), respectively were obtained from Falex International Export and 

Import, Bangalore, India. Another green additive was extracted from stem and leaf of 

Centella asiatica (A3). Commercially obtained jaggery syrup (A4) was also added to 

improve anti-corrosion property of GCF. Mass % of various ingredients is as follows: 

 Coconut oil base (50%)  

 Emulsifiers (E1+E2+ E3; 40%) - [Polysorbate 85 (77%); Polysorbate 80 (20%); 

Triethanolamine, (3%)] 

 Additives - A-1 (1%), A-2 (3%), A-3 (3%), A-4 (3%) 

 Mixing of various cutting fluid ingredients was carried out at room temperature, i.e., 

25   °C (above pour point of all ingredients) using a magnetic stirrer. The mixing 

continued for a stipulated time period until the proper mix was achieved. A proper mix of 

cutting fluid was ensured by the visual colour inspection and observed no separation among 

its ingredients. Figure 5.1 shows the flowchart for the synthesis of GCF.  

 

Figure 5.1. Flow chart for the synthesis of green cutting fluid  
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5.2.2 Materials  

The cutting fluids used in this study are in-house synthesised GCF, commercial 

environmental friendly BCF and petroleum-based MO. The BCF used in this study was 

supplied by CORTEC Corporation, India and MO by Servo Lubricants and Greases, Indian 

Oil Corporation Limited, India. 

 

5.2.3 Physical and chemical properties of the cutting fluids 

Various physical and chemical properties of cutting fluids are measured. The kinematic 

viscosity of cutting fluids are measured using a rheometer (Make: ANTON Paar
®
, Model: 

MCR 101) equipped with a concentric cylinder tool master at 40 °C. Varian digital pH meter 

was used to measure pH of cutting fluid. Flash point of cutting fluid was measured using 

Pensky-Martens closed cup flash point setup following EN ISO 2719 (ECS, 2003) standard. 

Pensky-Martens closed-cup method applies to cutting fluids, highly viscous liquids, liquids 

that tend to form a surface film under the test conditions, liquids with suspended solids, 

combustible liquids, etc. The only requirement is that liquid must have a flash point higher 

than 30 ºC.  

 

5.2.4 Biodegradation study 

The chemical breakdown or transformation of any substance by micro-organisms like 

bacteria, enzymes, fungi, etc. is known as biodegradation. The ability of a substance or 

matter to biodegrade is known as biodegradability. Biodegradation has two significant 

extents: 

 Primary biodegradation: Change in chemical and physical properties of the substance 

caused by micro-organism activity. 

 Ultimate biodegradation: Complete utilisation of substance resulted in its conversion 

into methane (CH4), carbon dioxide (CO2), water (H2O), biomass (microbial cellular 

constituents) and mineral salts. 

 The primary objective of biodegradation studies is to measure ultimate 

biodegradability. Generally, oil or cutting fluid biodegradability tests are performed in a free 

environment with ample amounts of oxygen and water (aerobic aquatic biodegradation). 

Dissolved oxygen in any liquid substance is an essential element for measuring its life cycle. 

Biological oxygen demand (BOD) tests measure only the biodegradable portion of the 

organic matter in cutting fluid, whereas chemical oxygen demand (COD) tests measure the 
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oxygen demand for both biodegradable substances/matter and non-biodegradable oxidisable 

substances/matter. Therefore, the BOD/COD ratio is the quantitative measure of the degree of 

biodegradation. 

 Standard Methods 2005 (American Public Health Association) [178] are followed to 

conduct BOD and COD tests with BCF and MO using 1:100000 (lubricant: aerated water) 

diluted samples. 

5.2.5 Thermal gravimetric analysis study 

Twenty mg of each cutting fluids in alumina crucible are tested for thermal degradation 

studies using thermal gravimetric analysis setup (Make: NETZCH Instruments, Model: STA 

F4913). Samples are tested in the range of 50–700ºC with the heating rate of 10ºC min
-1

. 

Tests are carried out under argon atmosphere (argon flow rate = 60 mL min
-1

). 

 

5.2.6 Rheological study 

The flow and lubricant behaviour of cutting fluid depends on its shear stress and viscosity. 

Therefore, shear stress and viscosities of cutting fluids are measured as a function of shear 

rate using a rheometer (Make: ANTON PAAR
®

, Model: MCR-101) with coaxial cylinder 

tool master (Figure 5.2). To obtain shear flow conditions, measurement were carried out 

under steady flow state. Measurements were carried out by the linear increase in shear rate 

from 1−1000 s
-1

 at four different temperatures of 20 ºC, 50 ºC, 80 ºC and 100 ºC. Average 

values of three tests are reported. 

 

Figure 5.2. (a) Overview of the rheometer setup and (b) close view of nano-green cutting 

fluid along with tool master 
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5.2.7 Determination of apparent activation energy 

The term activation energy is defined as the minimum necessary energy required for the 

occurrence of a specific chemical reaction. Arrhenius type equation relates the viscosity (µ) 

and the activation energy (Ea) as follows: 

( )
exp

aE

RTA        (5.1) 

where T is the absolute temperature, R refers to real gas constant and A is a constant. 

Activation energy is determined using the temperature dependence of viscosity with the help 

of Eq. 5.1 [179, 180]. Eq. (5.1) can be rewritten as:  

1
ln( ) ln( ) aE

A
R T


 

   
       

(5.2) 

5.2.8 Corrosion study of the cutting fluids 

Cutting fluids corrosion tests are performed in accordance with ASTM D 4627 standard 

[181]. Figure 5.3 (a) illustrates 47 mm diameter filter paper made of glass fiber (1.5 µm 

particle retention) placed inside the petri dish. Cutting fluid with ten different oil 

concentration (0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 4, 5, 7 and 10 %) of each BCF and MO were mixed with 

synthetic hard water (calcium chloride dehydrate in distilled water). As per the standard, grey 

cast iron chips are selected for corrosion tests. Chips were sieved using a 18 mesh screen. 

Figure 5.3 (b) illustrates 4 g of chips sprinkled on the top of glass fiber filter paper. 

Afterwards, different petri dishes were filled with 25 mL of ten different oil concentration of 

BCF and MO each.  

 

Figure 5.3. Overview of corrosion test method setup (a) filter paper with the petri dish, (b) 

grey cast iron chips on the filter paper and (c) cutting fluid poured into the petri dish 

submerging chips 
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 Figure 5.3 (c) shows chips submerged in cutting fluids. All petri dishes were covered 

with the top lid. After an incubation time of 24 h, cutting fluids were drained from petri dish. 

Afterwards, corroded chips were collected separately. Chips were cleaned by sonication 

using acetone for 20 minutes and dried. Weight loss of chip because of its corrosion was also 

calculated. Moreover, glass fiber filter paper was rinsed. The amount of rust stain over the 

filter paper gives the measure of cutting fluid anti-corrosion properties that helps in 

identifying breakpoint. ASTM D4627 defined breakpoint as the weakest concentration of 

cutting fluid tested, which shows no rust stain on the glass fiber filter paper.  

 

5.2.9 Storage stability of the cutting fluids  

Cutting fluids are used in the form of an emulsion to reduce generated heat and friction 

during machining. Ten different compositions (1:2−1:20, 1 part of oil for 2 to 20 part of 

water) of cutting fluid emulsions were tested for storage stability. ASTM D 3707 standard 

was followed to perform a storage stability test for cutting fluid emulsions [182]. As per the 

guidelines, emulsions were prepared and 50 ml of each sample was kept in glass graduated 

cylinder as shown in Figure 5.4 (a). Test samples were kept inside convection oven for 48 h 

at 85 1 ºC. Afterwards, samples were withdrawn from the oven and allowed to stand at room 

temperature for one hour. After incubation, the samples were measured for the amount of 

separated oil, water and the remaining emulsion (Figure 5.4 b).   

 

 

Figure 5.4. Cutting fluid emulsion (1:16) for the storage stability test (a) before (b) after 

48 h @85ºC 

(85 ºC) 

(48 hours) 
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5.3 Results and discussion 

The properties of GCF, BCF and MO are presented in Table 5.1. GCF has more density and 

less pH as compared to BCF and MO that suggest that GCF is less basic among them. GCF 

has a higher viscosity and flash point than BCF and MO, which suggests that GCF possesses 

better lubrication ability. Additionally, these properties suggest that GCF is safer, even for the 

higher temperatures that occur during the hard machining of hardened AISI H-13 steel. 

Table 5.1. Properties of various cutting fluids 

Metal cutting fluid pH Density (g/mL) Viscosity 40 °C (mm
2
/s) Flash point (°C) 

Green cutting fluid 8.55±0.05 0.953±0.05 82.154±1.04 325–340 

Bio-cutting fluid 8.65±0.06 0.942±0.04 64.721±0.74 310–320 

Mineral oil 9.05±0.08 0.890±0.07 33.082±0.52 206–214 

 

5.3.1 Biodegradability of the cutting fluids 

The biodegradation of cutting fluids were assessed using BOD/COD ratio measurements 

taken at varying times. BOD tests were measured for a period of only five days. The 

BOD/COD ratio indicates the degradation percentage (%) of biodegradable substances 

(Figure 5.5). 

 

Figure 5.5. Biodegradability of various cutting fluids over five days 

 

 The results show that the biodegradability of cutting fluids is primarily determined by 
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BCF were degraded by 44% and 41%; however, MO is degraded by only 10%. This occurs 

because the GCF and BCF contain readily degradable organic matter, while MO contains 

primarily non-degradable volatile or fixed solids. Substances such as wastewater or chemicals 

with a BOD5/COD ratio of 40% or more are considered to be completely degradable [183]. 

However, substances with values lower than 20% contain a higher amount of un-oxidisable 

organic matter, which may be toxic. BOD5 does not provide complete information about total 

biodegradation. For complete biodegradation information, ultimate BOD (BODu) is 

calculated using the least square method, per Standard Methods 2005 [184]. Thus, BODu and 

COD for GCF, BCF and MO are shown in Table 5.2. 

Table 5.2. Ultimate aerobic biodegradability of various cutting fluids 

Metal 

cutting fluid 

BODu ultimate (g/L) 

(least square method) 

COD 

(g/L) 

BODu/COD Final 

degradation (%) 

GCF 1238.3 1260 0.9827 98.27 

BCF 1392.0 1440 0.9667 96.67 

MO 417.8 2280 0.1832 18.32 

 Over the five-day test period, the degree of degradation may seem low. However, 

Table 5.2 indicates that the GCF and BCF has a higher BODu value, while the MO has a 

higher COD value. Organic matter with a BODu/COD ratio over 0.5 is considered to be 

biodegradable; if the ratio is higher than 0.8, the organic matter is considered to be highly and 

readily biodegradable, as reported in [183]. Cutting fluids containing organic matter and 

exhibiting higher BOD values are easily oxidised by natural bacteria present in the 

atmosphere.  

 MO is not susceptible to high biodegradation. With the passage of time, these fluids 

become much more susceptible to metallic cations, which are harmful to sewage organisms 

and further reduce the efficiency of disposal plants. 

 Ultimate biodegradability tests show that sewage micro-organisms and organisms 

present in natural water bodies possess the capacity to degrade GCF and BCF on their own. 

However, MO was not degraded satisfactorily during the incubation time. Thus, a few 

components of MO may appear in the environment as pollutants. 

 

5.3.2 Thermal stability of the cutting fluids 

Thermal stability of the cutting fluids is determined in terms of the mass loss with respect to 

thermal degradation temperature (T). Figure 5.6 shows the mass loss of the MO, BCF and 
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GCF which have different behaviour in terms of starting the degradation temperature of the 

mass loss. Mass loss of the GCF and BCF started at 161 and 118 ºC respectively, indicating 

their higher thermal stability with respect to MO whose mass loss started at 51 ºC.  

 In the case of GCF, there was no mass loss until 100 ºC. This result indicates the 

absence of water in GCF. Up to 200 ºC mass loss was under 2 % and it increased to 63 ± 3 % 

at 400 ºC. Above 540 ºC, the mass loss rate leveled off, probably because of the previous 

degradation of its components with higher molecular mass. The final mass loss reached 97 ± 

3 %. It is not possible to define whether the components of the GCF volatilized or degraded, 

but both phenomena could have happened. It can also be noted that no residues were 

observed after 580 ºC, indicating there was no significant content of inorganic compounds 

during heating. 

 In the case of BCF, up to 100 ºC no mass loss was observed, which shows the absence 

of water in it. BCF degrades 13.33± 1 % of its mass up to 200 ºC, which is much less than 

MO mass degradation (28.54± 2 %). After 466 ºC, mass almost become constant. It is 

attributed to decompose higher molecular mass components of BCF. Maximum mass loss of 

91.2 ± 2 %) was observed for BCF. Mass loss with temperature is due to the combination of 

both degradation and vitalization.  

 

Figure 5.6. Variation of cutting fluids mass with respect to temperature 

 

 MO is least thermally stable, with mass losses over 10 % before 100 ºC indicating the 
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observed around 90 ± 3 %. The mass loss then levelled off after 460 ºC. The total mass loss at 

the end was around 4 ± 3 %, indicating the presence of inorganic material or formation of 

coke (carbon derived from pyrolysis of organic material). MO had lower thermal stability 

than the other fluids. Therefore, it is not recommended for use at high temperatures. The 

greater thermal resistance of the GCF and BCF should reduce the risk of machine operators 

due to the lesser generation of toxic vapours. 

 

5.3.3 Shear stress and viscosity of the cutting fluids 

 

It is evident that GCF cannot follow the same mechanism for lubrication as MO. Lubrication 

depends on various properties such as viscosity, density, composition, etc. However, cutting 

fluid viscosity is the most important among them. Cutting fluids having higher viscosity are 

believed to have better lubricating properties. 
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Figure 5.7. Effect of shear rate on the shear stress of various cutting fluids at (a) 20 ºC, (b) 50 

ºC, (c) 80 ºC and (d) 100 ºC  

Apparent viscosity can decrease, remain unchanged or increase with respect to shear rate 

for time-dependent fluids. These fluids are known as pseudoplastic (n<1), Newtonian (n=1) 

and dilatant (n>1), respectively.  It is essential to know the behaviour of cutting fluid because 

various metalworking processes involve different operating range of temperature and shear 

rate. 

 Figure 5.7 (a−d) shows the effect of shear rate on the shear stress of GCF, BCF and 

MO at 20 ºC, 50 ºC, 80 ºC and 100 ºC, respectively. Even though the chemical composition 

of GCF, BCF and MO are different, their rheological behaviour is similar.  All cutting fluids 

show near Newtonian behaviour (n = 1) at 20 ºC (Figure 5.7 a) and 50 ºC (Figure 5.7 b). 

Newtonian behaviour can be confirmed by the linear variation of shear stress with shear rate. 
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However, at the higher temperature of 80 ºC (Figure 5.7 c), only GCF shows Newtonian 

behaviour. At the higher shear rate, BCF shows near Newtonian behaviour while MO 

exhibits the dilatant behaviour. With the further increase in temperature at 100 ºC (Figure 5.7 

d) both BCF and MO exhibits dilatant behaviour. Therefore, it can be said that GCF is able to 

maintain Newtonian behaviour at the higher temperature even at the higher shear rate as 

compared to BCF and MO. 
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Figure 5.8. Effect of shear rate on shear viscosity of the mineral oil, bio-cutting fluid and 

green cutting fluid at (a) 20 ºC, (b) 50 ºC, (c) 80 ºC and (d) 100 ºC 

 

 Figure 5.8 (a−d) illustrates the effect of shear rate on viscosities of BCF and MO at 20 

ºC, 50 ºC, 80 ºC and 100 ºC, respectively. At 20 ºC, viscosities of GCF, BCF and MO are 

0.28 Pa.s, 0.12 Pa.s and 0.05 Pa.s, respectively.  However, due to high heat and temperature 

during machining operations, mostly cutting fluids operate much above 20 ºC. Therefore, 

viscosities of GCF, BCF and MO at higher temperature are also reported. At 50 ºC, 

viscosities of GCF, BCF and MO are 0.06 Pa.s, 0.03 Pa.s and 0.015 Pa.s, respectively. 

Furthermore, with increase in temperature, the viscosities of GCF, BCF and MO are 0.020 

Pa.s, 0.011 Pa.s and 0.007 Pa.s, respectively at 80 ºC as well as 0.011 Pa.s, 0.007 Pa.s and 
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reduces. It is attributed to molecules that overcome a threshold energy barrier and occupy the 

adjacent vacant site due to thermal activation. For varying temperature range, GCF has more 

viscosity as compared to both BCF and MO that enables it to lubricate better as compared to 

others. 

5.3.4 Apparent activation energy of the cutting fluids 

The flow of molecules is a thermally activated process. In any liquid, molecules need to 

overcome an energy barrier to flow to the nearby vacant site. With the increase in 

temperature, the number of vacant sites in the liquid as well as molecules thermal energy 

increases. The dependence of the reaction rate on the temperature indicates the apparent 

activation energy. Figure 5.9 shows the variation of viscosities with respect to temperature 

for BCF and MO. Using equation 5.2 and data from Figure 5.9, a relation between ln(μ) 

against T
−1

 is plotted as shown in Figure 5.10. From the slopes of ln(μ) against T
−1

, apparent 

activation energy is calculated and reported in Table 5.3. GCF has high activation energy that 

means GCF is less sensitive and more stable with increasing temperature as compared to BCF 

and MO. 

 

Figure 5.9. Effect of temperature on the viscosity of various cutting fluids  

 

Table 5.3. Apparent activation energies of various cutting fluids  

Cutting fluid Apparent activation energy Ea (kJ/mol) 

Green cutting fluid 33.43  0.6 

Bio-cutting fluid 31.23  0.5 

Mineral oil 28.50  0.8 
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Figure 5.10. Variation of ln(µ) with respect to the variation of temperature for apparent 

activation energies of various cutting fluids 

5.3.5 Anti-corrosion properties of the cutting fluids 

The anti-corrosion properties of cutting fluids were evaluated in accordance with ASTM D 

4627 standard. The rate of corrosion is graded from 1 to 10, where ten is highly corrosive, 

five represent medium corrosion, and one stands for non-corrosive cutting fluids [181]. After 

the corrosion test, rusted filter paper with several concentrations of GCF, BCF and MO is 

shown in Figure 5.11 (a-c). Results show that the amount of rusting reduces with the increase 

in the concentration of cutting fluids. For GCF less rusting was observed as compared to filter 

paper of BCF and MO for all concentrations. Breakeven point of 4, 8 and 9 exhibit by GCF, 

BCF and MO, respectively, where naked eyes observe no further rust. It confirms that the 

GCF has better anti-corrosion properties with respect to BCF and MO-based cutting fluids.   

 Moreover, the chips weight loss was also measured and reported as shown in Figure 

5.12. It is observed that chips weight loss and the rate of corrosion reduces with the increase 

in the concentration of cutting fluids. It is attributed to anti-corrosion properties of cutting 

fluids that slow the reaction of oxygen and iron in its presence. Even though GCF, BCF and 

MO have the different composition, they follow similar behaviour in case of chips weight 

loss after corrosion tests. GCF contains Triethanolamine (TEA) and jaggery which are 

corrosion inhibitors. The inhibition efficiency of TEA is due to the presence of a terminal 

amine with higher electron density that binds more strongly to the metal surface. Moreover, 

jaggery contains 50−60 % sucrose which helps in inhibition. The lone pair of electrons 

present in oxygen helps the sucrose adsorption to the metal surface. 
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Figure 5.11. Rusted filter paper after corrosion test with various concentration of (a) green 

cutting fluid, (b) bio-cutting fluid and (c) mineral oil 
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 Therefore, the vacant adsorption site is filled by sucrose instead of oxygen. Thus, 

GCF shows better anti-corrosion properties. Tested chips and corresponding filter paper with 

0.5 % concentration of BCF and MO are shown in Figure 5.13 (a-c). 

 

Figure 5.12.  Effect of bio-cutting fluid and mineral oil on weight loss of chips due to 

corrosion at varying concentration 

     

Figure 5.13.  Tested chips with 2.5 % concentration of (a) mineral oil, (b) bio-cutting fluid 

and (c) green cutting fluid 

5.3.6 Storage stability of the cutting fluids 

 

In accordance with ASTM D3707 standard, cutting fluids emulsion stability was tested [182]. 

Storage stability of the emulsion was assessed by measuring separated oil and water from 

intact emulsion after tests. Tests were carried out in a thermostatically controlled oven for 48 

h at 85±1°C. After tests, the samples were cooled for one hour at room temperature. 
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Afterwards, separated oil and separated water were measured in the sample. Amount of 

sample evaporated was considered as separated water. Amount of initial sample minus 

measured separated oil and separated water was considered as an intact emulsion after tests.  

 
 

Figure 5.14. Assessment of separated oil from the emulsion after oven test with respect to 

emulsion concentration (1:W represents 1 part of the oil in W part of water) 

 

Figure 5.15. Assessment of separated water from the emulsion after oven test with respect to 

emulsion concentration (1:W represents 1 part of the oil in W part of water) 
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Figure 5.16. Assessment of remaining emulsion after oven test with respect to emulsion 

concentration (1:W represents 1 part of the oil in W part of water) 

 

 Figures (5.14−5.16) illustrates the effect of emulsion concentration on separated oil, 

separated water and remaining emulsions, respectively for GCF, BCF and MO after oven 

tests. The result shows that separation of oil increases with the increase in the concentration 

of water in emulsions (Figure 5.14) for all cutting fluids. However, in the case of GCF, the 

amount of separated oil is less as compared to BCF and MO. Moreover, the amount of 

separated water reduces up to 1:16 emulsion concentration while afterwards, it starts 

increasing for all cutting fluids (Figure 5.15). Similarly, the amount of remaining emulsion 

increases up to 1:16 emulsion concentration while afterwards, it starts increasing for all 

cutting fluids (Figure 5.16). However, in all cases, the amount of separated oil and separated 

water is less for GCF as well as the amount of remaining emulsion is high for GCF as 

compared to BCF and MO. The emulsion type and composition showing the least separation 

(most remaining emulsion) after oven test is considered as the most stable composition. 

Therefore, based on the measured parameters, the storage stability of 1:16 GCF emulsion 

composition is proved to be better among others. 

 

5.4 Findings from the research work 

Environmental friendly green cutting fluid was synthesised. The physical, thermal, 

rheological, biodegradation, anti-corrosion and storage stability properties of GCF, BCF and 

MO are assessed and compared. The salient findings are as follows: 
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 The flash point of GCF is higher as compared to BCF and MO that allows its use for 

high-temperature hard machining. 

 As per Standard methods 2005, ultimate biodegradability of GCF, BCF and MO are 

found to be 98.27%, 96.67% and 18.32%, respectively.  

 GCF exhibits less variation from Newtonian behaviour even at the higher 

temperature. Also, its sensitivity to temperature is lower as compared to BCF and 

MO.  

 GCF showed corrosion breakpoint of 4; whereas BCF and MO exhibit corrosion 

breakpoint of 8 and 9 as per ASTM D 4627 standard. 

 As per ASTM D 3707 standard, GCF shows more remaining emulsion as compared 

to BCF and MO after storage stability test. 
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Chapter 6 

MINIMUM QUANTITY ENVIRONMENTAL FRIENDLY CUTTING 

FLUIDS IN HARD MACHINING 

6.1 Introduction to minimum quantity cutting fluids 

6.2 Experimental details 

6.2.1 Materials 

6.2.2 Selection of optimum cutting fluid emulsion concentration, nozzle standoff distance 

and nozzle spray angle position 

6.2.3 Experimental design 

6.2.4 Machining experiments 

6.3 Results and discussion  

6.3.1 Selection of cutting fluid concentration in the emulsion 

6.3.2 Selection of nozzle standoff distance 

6.3.3 Selection of nozzle spray angular position 

6.3.4 Machining performance 

6.3.4.1 Cutting forces 

6.3.4.2 Feed forces 

6.3.4.3 Tool-chip interface coefficient of friction 

6.3.4.4 Workpiece surface roughness 

6.4 Findings from the research work 

Chapter 6 discusses the development of minimum quantity cutting fluid setup. The MQCF 

input parameters such as emulsion composition, stand-off distance between the nozzle and 

machining zone as well as nozzle spraying angle are optimised experimentally. Afterwards 

using experimental optimised input parameters, hard machining performance of MO, BCF 

and GCF with MQCF technique are compared. 

 

6.1 Introduction to minimum quantity cutting fluids 

Hard machining of difficult-to-cut material generates significant heat, which results in high 

temperatures. In manufacturing processes using conventional fluid application methods, 

15−17% of product cost is associated with cutting fluid cost [99]. Research has shown that 

the costs associated with cutting fluids are frequently higher than those for cutting tools [13]. 

Therefore, the elimination or minimisation of cutting fluids is desirable from both economic 
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and environmental perspectives. Therefore, for these applications, the concept of near-dry 

machining came into existence [100]. 

 Near-dry machining (NDM) or MQL or micro-lubrication, also known as minimum 

quantity cutting fluid (MQCF), is an alternative solution for reducing detrimental 

environmental effects and improving machining performance [101−103]. In MQCF 

applications, a minute amount of cutting fluid is used at a flow rate of 5–600 mL/h. A cutting 

fluid with a high convective heat transfer coefficient is mixed with compressed air to form a 

uniform atomised mist. This generated mist is injected directly into the tool-chip interface in 

the machining region [104, 105]. MQCF reduces occupational hazards, addresses 

environmental issues, and produces economic benefits by reducing cutting fluid costs. MQCF 

is an accepted eco-friendly machining method that can improve workpiece surface finish, and 

reduce tool wear and cutting forces relative to dry machining [106, 107]. 

 MQCF provides several benefits during machining. MQCF techniques have existed 

since the past decade; however, the effectiveness of its input parameters has not been 

discussed. The efficiency of an MQCF system depends upon mist (the mixture of pressurised 

air and cutting fluid) formation and quality, which are controlled by the MQCF input 

parameters, namely, emulsion composition, stand-off distance between the nozzle and 

machining zone, nozzle spraying angle, and air pressure. No clear guidelines have been 

created by researchers for selecting or optimising these parameters. 

 In this Chapter, the MQCF input parameters are experimentally optimised. Hard 

turning experiments are conducted to investigate the relative influences of three different 

cutting fluids using MQCF on cutting force, feed force, coefficient of friction and workpiece 

surface roughness. This Chapter also compares the effectiveness of GCF, BCF and MO using 

MQCF with dry machining (DM). 

6.2 Experimental details 

6.2.1 Materials 

Three cutting fluids were analysed for this study: vegetable-based in-house synthesised GCF, 

commercial BCF and petroleum-based MO. The MO was supplied by Servo Lubricants and 

Greases, Indian Oil Corporation Limited, Bandra (East) Mumbai, India and BCF were 

supplied by CORTEC Corporation, Bangalore, India. Details of workpiece material and 

cutting tool insert are mentioned in Chapter 4. Figure 6.1 shows a workflow diagram for this 

Chapter. 
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Figure 6.1. Schematic representation of proposed work 

6.2.2 Selection of optimum cutting fluid emulsion concentration, nozzle standoff 

distance and nozzle spray angle position 

Cutting fluids are primarily used in machining to reduce generated heat (cooling) and 

friction (lubrication). Water is known to be the best coolant. Thus, emulsions (mixtures of 

cutting fluid and water) with higher water content provide better cooling and partial 

lubrication. However, higher oil content in an emulsion provides better lubrication and 

partial cooling. To obtain better cooling and lubricating performance from a cutting fluid 

emulsion, the optimum quantity of the cutting fluid and water are mixed. 

 

Figure 6.2. Cutting fluid emulsions with varying compositions in test tubes 

 Experiments are carried out in three stages to successively determine the optimum 

emulsion composition, standoff distance, and nozzle position. First, preliminary experiments 

are carried out to estimate the optimum emulsion composition (Figure 6.2). The heat 
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conductivity and specific heat. Therefore, the thermal conductivity and specific heat of all 

cutting fluid emulsions (cutting fluid to water ratio varied from 1:2 to 1:20) are measured 

using the KD2 Pro thermal properties analyser.   

 In an MQCF system, the distance between the machining zone and nozzle position is 

known as the standoff distance. This distance governs mist formation. If the standoff distance 

is too large, MQCF jet flaring may occur. It leads to mist divergence, resulting in the lesser 

force being applied by the cutting fluid emulsion mist in the machining region. Therefore, the 

MQCF mist experiences difficulty penetrating the air boundary layer created by workpiece 

rotation, resulting in reduced effectiveness in cooling and lubrication. In contrast, for smaller 

standoff distances, the MQCF mist may not completely cover the high-temperature 

machining region. Therefore, experimental optimisation of the standoff distance to maximise 

the effectiveness of the MQCF system is carried out. 

 An indigenously developed MQCF system is used to spray the cutting fluid emulsion. 

A Kistler piezoelectric quartz dynamometer is used to measure the force exerted by the 

MQCF spray. The standoff distances are varied from 10 to 100 mm, with an interval of 10 

mm. At each standoff distance, the forces exerted by the MQCF spray are recorded multiple 

times, and the average force values are considered. Apart from the force exerted by spray, it 

is also important that the spray completely cover the high-temperature machining region.  

 `Brinksmeier et al. [184] discuss in detail about types and nozzle positions in grinding 

with MQL technique. The systematic study of various types of cutting fluid and nozzle 

positions in FC and MQL are carried out. Among all, shoe nozzle is best from the useful flow 

rate point of view. 

 Ebbrell et al. [185] conducted surface grinding experiments using different nozzle 

positions and measured the resulting grinding forces. The minimum grinding forces were 

found when the nozzle was placed at an angular position. Therefore, optimising the nozzle 

spray angle position is vital for maximising the effectiveness of the MQCF system and 

minimising machining forces. In the present experimental study, the nozzle spray angle was 

varied from 15º to 90º (at 15º intervals), and the machining forces were measured. 

 

6.2.3 Experimental design 

The experiments were planned and designed in such a way that useful inferences could be 

obtained by performing a minimum number of experiments. The total number of experiments 

in a central composite rotatable design (CCRD) technique = 2
k
 + rotatable + central runs. 

Therefore, for this study, experiments were planned for different variables (k=2): speed and 
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feed. The total number of experiments required to be performed for one type of cutting fluid 

application system is 2
k
 + 2k + 5 (4 + 4 + 5 = 13 (with each technique)). The depth of cut is 

kept constant at 0.5 mm. All experiments are carried out with FC and MQCF using MO and 

BCF cutting fluid emulsions (Total experiments = 13 4= 52 (each experiment repeated 

thrice)). The effects of control variables on the output responses are also determined. The 

CCRD coded values are presented in Table 4.2 (Chapter 4), and the machining control 

parameters are presented in Table 6.1. 

Table 6.1. Machining conditions 

Parameter Values 

Cutting speed 55−125 m/min 

Feed 0.04−0.28 mm/rev 

Depth of cut 0.5 mm 

Environments Dry, MQCF 

Cutting fluid Green cutting fluid, bio-cutting fluid and mineral oil 

Air pressure 5 bar (0.5 MPa) 

 

6.2.4 Machining experiments 

Machining experiments are carried out on a lathe (Make: HMT, Model: NH26) equipped with 

a commercial tool holder PTGNR 2525 M22. The experiments are performed for an MQCF 

spray environment with GCF, BCF and MO. Tests are conducted at optimised machining 

input parameters. For comparison purposes, dry machining experiments are also performed. 

A compressed air pressure of 0.5 MPa (5 bar) and oil flow rate of 35 mL/h are maintained for 

MQCF experiments. Figure 6.3 shows an overview of the MQCF experimental setup. An 

infrared thermography camera (Make: Infratech
®
, Model: Variocam hr-400) measures the 

average cutting temperature of the tool-chip interface. Cutting and feed forces are measured 

using a piezoelectric quartz dynamometer (Make: Kistler
®
, Model: 9272B). The surface 

roughness of the workpiece is measured at five different positions using a contact-type 

surface profilometer (Make: Mahr
®
, Model: FEDERAL), and the average values are plotted. 

The morphology of cutting tool wear regions are examined by an optical microscope (Make: 

Zeiss
®
, Model: AxioCam MRc) and field emission scanning electron microscope (FESEM; 

Make: Zeiss
®
, Model: Sigma). 
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Figure 6.3. (a) Overview of MQCF experiment setup, (b) magnified view of the infrared 

camera, emulsion-air hoses, tooling, etc. and (c) magnified view of the tool-workpiece-

mist interaction 

 

6.3 Results and discussion 

6.3.1 Selection of cutting fluid concentration in the emulsion 

The thermal conductivity and specific heat of various emulsions are measured by the KD2 

Pro thermal properties analyser. Figure 6.4 shows variations in thermal conductivity and 

specific heat with respect to the concentration of cutting fluid in the emulsion. With 

increasing emulsion water content, the thermal conductivity of all cutting fluids increases up 

to the saturation point (0.55   0.03 W/(m ºC)). Thermal conductivity saturation levels for all 

cutting fluids are reached because the thermal conductivity of water falls in the range of 

0.6   0.05 W/(m ºC). For BCF and MO, the saturation point is reached at a 1:8 composition 
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for thermal conductivity; however, for GCF the saturation point is reached at 1:16 

composition (Figure 6.4). 

 

Figure 6.4. Variation in thermal conductivity with varying cutting fluid emulsion 

compositions 

 

Figure 6.5. Variation of volumetric specific heat with varying cutting fluid emulsion 

compositions 

 

 Figure 6.5 shows the specific heat for the varying cutting fluid concentrations in the 

emulsion. It can be observed that with increasing emulsion water content, the specific heat of 
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both cutting fluids continues to increase, up to 1:20. GCF and BCF can extract more heat than 

MO because of its higher specific heat. Therefore, from Figure 6.4 and 6.5, it can be observed 

that emulsion compositions ranging from 1:16 to 1:20 produce better heat extraction. 

However, considering the lubrication properties and storage stability (Chapter 5) of the 

cutting fluid, a 1:16 emulsion composition is selected to attain a better surface finish. 

 

6.3.2 Selection of nozzle standoff distance 

A dynamometer is used to record the forces exerted by MQCF sprays with respect to 

different standoff distances, as shown in Figure 6.6. It is observed that at a distance of 10 

mm, the MQCF system can exert maximum force, whereas force gradually decreases as 

standoff distance increases for both cutting fluids. With increasing standoff distance, the 

cutting fluid mist/spray begins to diverge, and the velocity decreases. Thus, spray exerting 

forces gradually decrease. 

 

Figure 6.6. Variation in the radial force exerted by a spray for varying standoff distances 

 

 In addition to the force exerted by spray, the area covered by the spray is also 

important. The spray should cover the complete machining region, where temperatures are 

high. Figure 6.7 shows an infrared micrograph of the machining region, highlighting the 

length of the high-temperature zone during dry machining (L = 27.15 mm). The shape of the 

high-temperature zone in machining is approximately elliptical. Therefore, in the present 

study, an MQCF nozzle with a rectangular slit (1 5 mm
2
) outlet is selected for generating an 

elliptical mist. The minor axis of the ellipses is considered to cover the machining region with 
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spray in all directions during machining. To select the optimum standoff distance, the minor 

axis lengths covered by the MQCF spray nozzle for both cutting fluids are recorded at 

varying standoff distances, using an indigenously developed experimental setup (Figure 6.8).  

 

Figure 6.7. Infrared micrograph of machining zone with the maximum length of high-

temperature zone 

 

Figure 6.8. (a) Experimental setup for spray area measurement at varying standoff distances 

and (b) area covered by mist using MQCF technique 

 

An MQCF atomised mist is sprayed onto an acrylic sheet that is fixed adequately over 

the dynamometer. Figure 6.9 shows the minor axis lengths covered by the MQCF spray 
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nozzle using both cutting fluids at varying standoff distances. From Figure 6.7, it is evident 

that the minor elliptical axis of the spray should be longer than the minor axis of the 

machining region (27.15 mm). However, from Figure 6.9, it is observed that at a 30 mm 

standoff distance, the minor axis covered by all cutting fluids mist is longer than 27.15 mm. 

Beyond a standoff distance of 30 mm, the exerted spray force gradually decreases. Thus, the 

optimum standoff distance is 30 mm standoff from the perspective of spray exerted force and 

corresponding covered area. Figure 6.10 shows images of the area covered by the MQCF 

spray for both cutting fluids. 

 

Figure 6.9. Minor axis length covered by spray using minimum quantities of both cutting 

fluids 

   

Figure 6.10. Minor axis length (L) covered by MQCF spray nozzle at 10 mm standoff 

distance for (a) mineral oil, (b) bio-cutting fluid and (b) green cutting fluid 
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6.3.3 Selection of nozzle spray angular position 

Nozzle placement must ensure the easy injection of spray into the machining zone through 

the penetration of a stiff peripheral air boundary layer, formed on the rotating workpiece. To 

overcome the influence of surrounding air boundaries on the cutting fluid, researchers have 

suggested that angular nozzle positions are better than horizontal or vertical positions [185].  

 

Figure 6.11. Variation of cutting force with nozzle angular position 

 

 Figure 6.11 shows the cutting forces for MQCF spray machining using both cutting 

fluids (1:16 oil to water emulsion concentration ratio) at a standoff distance of 30 mm. 

Nozzle angular position is varied from 15–90º from the horizontal axis (at 15º intervals). 

Machining experiments are carried out (v = 90 m/min, f = 0.16 mm/rev and d = 0.5 mm) in 

order to evaluate the effect of nozzle angle on cutting forces. Initially, with an increase in 

angle from the horizontal axis, cutting forces are reduced by up to 45º, and begin increasing 

after 45º (Figure 6.11). At a 15º nozzle angle, spray passes directly over the chip, pushing the 

chip towards the cutting tool and resulting in an increase in machining forces (Figure 6.12 a). 

With an increase in nozzle angle position, the MQCF spray can penetrate the stiff peripheral 

air boundary layer formed on the rotating workpiece, which results in the reduction of cutting 

forces until an angle of 45°. With further increases in nozzle angle position, cutting forces 

increases (Figure 6.12 b-e). Figure 6.13 shows a schematic of the MQCF mist and nozzle 

angle position. 
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Figure 6.12. Variation of nozzle angle from horizontal axis (a) 15º, (b) 30º, (c) 45º, (d) 60º 

and (e) 75º 

 

Figure 6.13. Schematic of MQCF mist and nozzle direction 
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6.3.4 Machining performance 

6.3.4.1 Cutting forces 

The experiments are carried out according to the central composite rotatable design (CCRD), 

and the results are analysed using response surface methodology (RSM). Input parameters 

(feed, cutting speed) and output responses (cutting force) for all types of cutting fluids and 

application techniques are presented in Table 6.2. Equation models for cutting force per 

CCRD are given below (Eq. 6.1−6.4). 

2 2= 529.18 1302.57 7.45 2.48 644.81 0.03     c DMF f v vf f v  (6.1) 

2 2= 173.37 2501.81 3.61  4.507 2907.17 0.016c MO f vF vf f v      
  (6.2) 

2 2= 33.88 1415.003 1.27  0.4125 1116.49 0.005c BCF f vF vf f v      
  (6.3) 

2 2= 22.79 1727.219 0.73 3.41 975.044 0.0003c GCF f v vf f vF         (6.4) 

where v, f and Fc represent the cutting speed (m/min), feed (mm/rev) and cutting force (N), 

respectively, and the subscript of Fc denotes machining environment.  

Table 6.2. Complete CCRD table showing input parameters and output responses for hard 

machining using minimum quantity cutting fluid with three cutting fluids and dry machining 

 

 

Exp

. No 

Feed 

(mm/rev) 

Speed 

(m/min) 

Fc-DM 

(N) 

Fc-MO 

(N) 

Fc-BCF 

 (N) 

Fc-GCF 

(N) 

1 0.24 115.00 421.73 339.03 302.30 316.13 

2 0.16 90.00 324.79 282.60 230.56 243.73 

3 0.16 90.00 324.61 280.19 233.78 241.17 

4 0.16 125.00 303.72 257.43 241.40 251.03 

5 0.28 90.00 464.28 377.17 343.15 366.10 

6 0.08 115.00 204.57 172.36 146.80 158.07 

7 0.24 65.00 526.83 359.83 295.30 327.51 

8 0.16 90.00 322.48 282.73 228.94 240.95 

9 0.04 90.00 184.31 94.89 90.01 92.89 

10 0.16 55.00 407.31 257.43 211.80 235.47 

11 0.16 90.00 323.97 280.13 232.43 245.67 

12 0.08 65.00 289.81 157.10 136.50 142.12 

13 0.16 90.00 324.82 281.76 232.79 243.56 
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Table 6.3. ANOVA for cutting force (Fc-BCF) for machining using minimum quantity 

cutting fluid with bio-cutting fluid 

Source F-Value p-value Prob>F Percentage contribution 

Model 7.14 0.0007  

A-Feed 35.42 0.0081 35.80 

B-Speed 15.88 0.0033 16.05 

AB 0.11 0.7411 0.11 

A2 34.24 0.0003 34.61 

B2 13.28 0.0041 13.43 

Lack of Fit 1.07 0.4366  

Table 6.3 shows the ANOVA for cutting force using MQCF and BCF; the feed is 

found to have the highest contribution (70.41%), followed by cutting speed (29.48%). The 

coefficient of determination (R
2
)
 
is found to be 0.9763. All CCRD terms are considered in the 

regression models to improve prediction accuracy. R
2 

values for DM and MQCF using all 

three cutting fluids are also found to be higher than 0.95 for all output responses. This shows 

good agreement between input parameters and output responses. 

 Figure 6.14 (a-b) illustrate cutting force components at different feed as well as 

cutting speeds at a constant cut depth of 0.5 mm. As can be observed from the experimental 

results, the feed has a profound effect on cutting force. As feed increases, the shear angle 

decreases, and chip thickness increases. The increase in chip thickness increases the chip load 

and friction on the tool rake surface. Therefore, the cutting force increases with feed (Figure 

6.14 a).  

 With increasing cutting speed, the tool-workpiece interaction time during machining 

decreases, but the material removal rate (MRR) increases. Therefore, the temperatures in the 

primary and secondary shear zones increase. Because of the good thermal conductivity of the 

workpiece, the probability of preheating adjacent to the machining region increases. Thus, 

thermal softening of the workpiece surface occurs. Rising temperatures in the secondary 

shear zone cause the decrease of flow stress in the workpiece material, thereby reducing 

cutting force with increasing cutting speed (Figure 6.14 b).  

 After the uniform mixing of the cutting fluid and compressed air in MQCF, the 

pressurised mist is forcibly injected into the tool-chip interface. The results show that the 

performance of the MQCF spray is superior to that of DM. As the MQCF method uses a mist, 

micro-cutting fluid droplets have a better chance of reaching between the tool-chip interface. 

An MQCF spray containing cutting fluid can penetrate the sliding zone and probably small 

areas of the sticking zone, because of the high force exerted by the pressurised mist in the 
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tool-chip interface. The penetration force of the MQCF spray is an important parameter 

affecting machining performance. In machining with MQCF, the mist penetration force, 

specific heat carrying capacity of the cutting fluid, and coverage area for the BCF mist is 

higher compared to these properties for the MO and GCF mist. From cutting force results, the 

cutting fluid mist supplied at the tool-chip interface is considered to prevent chip adhesion. 

Thus, an MQCF mist with a BCF emulsion shows the smallest cutting force of all 

investigated systems. 

 

 

Figure 6.14. Variation of cutting force with (a) feed and (b) cutting speed for various 

machining environments 
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6.3.4.2 Feed  forces 

Response surface methodology models for feed force per CCRD are given below (Eq. 

6.5−6.8). 

2 2= 18.61 0.55 0.695637.72 643.79 0.004     f DM f v vf f vF    (6.5) 

2 23.86 357.98 0.625 0.412F = 103.05 0.00 5 3Of M f v vf f v        (6.6) 

2 2F = 27.98 31 0.27 0.655 18.12 0.002095.97f BCF f v vf f v        (6.7) 

2 2= 30.31 0.408 0.307 4.426 0.0031296.28 5f GCF f vF f f v        (6.8) 

 Figure 6.15 (a) shows the variation of feed force with feed for a constant depth of cut 

(0.5 mm) during machining using MQCF with MO, BCF and GCF emulsions as well as dry 

machining. As feed increases, the advancement per revolution by the cutting tool increases, 

i.e. the amount of workpiece material that comes into contact with the cutting tool per unit 

time increases. Therefore, the load on the tool and thus the feed force increase, irrespective of 

the cooling technique.  

 For a constant feed and depth of cut, with increasing cutting speed, feed force reduces 

as MRR increases (Figure 6.15 b). Increases in MRR leads to increases in temperature, 

resulting in the thermal softening of the workpiece and reducing the feed force. 

 Optical micrographs of the cutting tool rake surface after machining using MQCF 

with MO, BCF and GCF emulsions as well as DM are characterised for a cutting speed of 90 

m/min, feed of 0.24 mm/rev, and depth of cut of 0.5 mm, for 15 minutes of machining. 

Figure 6.16 shows the sticking and sliding zone for various machining environment. The 

sticking region exhibits full metal to metal contact, and the overall surface has a similar 

morphology. In contrast, the sliding region exhibits abrasion marks. The sticking and sliding 

regions are separated by an interface, which is highlighted in Figure 6.16 (a-b). The contact 

length was measured and tabulated as presented in Table 6.4. It was observed that the 

sticking and sliding widths for DM were much larger relative to the widths during machining 

using MQCF. 

 In MQCF machining, the BCF emulsion performs better than the MO and GCF 

emulsion; this is confirmed by the least tool-chip contact length (sticking and sliding zone 

widths) among all four types of machining environment. The average tool-chip contact length 

on the cutting tool rake surface with MQCF machining using BCF is 843.47 µm, GCF is 

874.13 µm, MO is 911.35 µm, whereas that length for DM is 1699.78 µm. A shorter tool-

chip contact length results in less contact area, which leads to a reduction in the coefficient of 
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friction. Reductions in coefficient of friction are directly related to lower machining forces 

and surface roughnesses, because of better cooling and lubrication. Thus, MQCF machining 

with BCF performs better relative to other combinations.  

 

  

Figure 6.15. Variation of feed force with (a) feed and (b) cutting speed for various machining 

environments 
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Table 6.4. Sticking and sliding regions for various machining conditions 

Machining condition Sticking region width (µm) Sliding region width (µm) 

DM 217.4 1.4 1482.4 3.1 

MQCF with MO emulsion 179.0 0.4 732.4 1.9 

MQCF with BCF emulsion 162.5 0.6 681.0 1.1 

MQCF with GCF emulsion 169.9 0.8 704.2 1.6 

 

  

 

  

  

Figure 6.16: Sticking and sliding regions of the tool-chip interface during (a) dry machining, 

machining using (b) mineral oil, (c) bio-cutting fluid and (d) green cutting fluid  
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6.3.4.3 Tool-chip interface coefficient of friction 

The average coefficient of friction at the tool-chip interface is calculated by: 

  1tan tan( tan ( / ))f cµ F F    
       (6.9) 

where α is the rake angle, λ is the friction angle, Ff is the feed force, and Fc is the cutting 

force. Figure 6.17 illustrates the average coefficient of friction at the tool-chip interface for 

DM and MQCF (using MO and BCF). The frictional force at the tool-chip interface depends 

on the tool-chip contact length. MQCF spray penetrates the tool-chip interface and reduces 

the contact area by providing both lubrication and cooling, resulting in the reduction of 

friction coefficients.  

 

Figure 6.17. Variation of the coefficient of friction with feed for various machining 

environments 

 For MQCF using a BCF emulsion, a minimum coefficient of friction is observed, 

resulting from the maximum penetration force, higher specific heat, and larger spray 

coverage area. Figure 6.18 shows the tool rake surface morphology after 15 minutes of 

MQCF machining using three cutting fluids and DM (cutting speed = 90 m/min, feed =  0.16 

mm/rev and depth of cut = 0.5 mm).  
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Figure 6.18. Cutting tool rake surface morphology showing tool-chip interface during (a) dry 

machining, machining using (b) mineral oil, (c) bio-cutting fluid and (d) green cutting fluid 
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 In the case DM, more severe crater wear to the cutting tool rake surface is observed 

(Figure 6.18 a). Also, adhered particles and shredding to tool material are also witnessed. 

However, for machining with MQCF, only adhesion and abrasion wear to the tool rake 

surface occurs (Figure 6.18 b-d). It occurs because of the high-pressure MQCF mist, which 

easily flushes away chip debris particles and does not allow the material to stick to the cutting 

tool rake surface. MQCF sprays provide proper cutting tool cooling that reduces adhesion due 

to rising temperatures. It also lubricates the tool-chip interface, thereby avoiding any built-up 

edge formation. 

 Among cutting tool rake surface after machining using MQCF with three different 

cutting fluids, the maximum abrasion wear is observed in the case of MO, which is a 

symptom of high coefficient of friction (Figure 6.18 b). However, less abrasion wear is seen 

with MQCF using BCF and GCF (Figure 6.18 c-d). MQCF machining with BCF and GCF 

also shows lower machining forces and less tool-chip contact length. Reductions in the tool-

chip contact length reduce the tool-chip contact area, which in turn leads to less heat 

generation and lower friction coefficients. 

 Figure 6.19 shows the elemental composition of the adhered material (Area A; 

Figure 6.18 d), which is similar to the composition of the workpiece material. This evidence 

supports the adhesion of workpiece material to the cutting tool rake surface. 

 

. Figure 6.19. Elemental composition of cutting tool rake surface at adhered material location 

(corresponding to Point A; Figure 6.19 d) 

6.3.4.4 Workpiece surface roughness 

The surface roughness of a machined product is an important machinability index. Equation 

models for workpiece surface roughness (per RSM of CCRD) are as follows (Eq. 6.10−6.13): 

 

Elemental composition of Point A 
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2 2=1.3231 4.439 0.00291  0.055 30.39 0.000076     a DM f vfR v f v   (6.10)  

2 2=1.247 3.27 0.0142 0.0078 33.87 0.0000763a MOR f v vf f v        (6.11)  

2 2=1.09 2.402 0.013 0.0032 26.05 0.0000715Ba CFR f v vf f v     
  (6.12)  

2 2=1.22 2.69 0.015 0.0036 29.28 0.00008a GCF f v vf fR v         (6.13) 

 

 
Figure 6.20. Variation of workpiece surface roughness with (a) feed and (b) cutting speed for 

various machining environments 
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 Figure 6.20 (a-b) shows variations in workpiece surface roughness with feed and 

cutting speed. Workpiece surface roughness is observed to increase with increasing feed, 

irrespective of the cutting fluid application technique. In the case of DM, because of tool 

crater wear and high friction at the tool-chip interface, the workpiece has a higher surface 

roughness. Workpiece surface roughness is lower when machined with MQCF, because of 

lower cutting and feed forces. It may cause comparatively less tool chatter, leading to better 

surface finishes, i.e. low surface roughness. From the experimental results, cutting force, feed 

force, coefficients of friction and workpiece surface roughnesses are reduced with MQCF 

(for all three cutting fluids) relative to DM due to cooling and lubrication properties. Among 

three cutting fluids, BCF produces better results than MO and GCF. 

6.4 Findings from the research work 

In this Chapter, an indigenous MQCF setup was developed. MQCF input parameters were 

optimised. Machining experiments were carried out with DM and MQCF using three cutting 

fluids (MO, BCF and GCF). The salient findings are as follows: 

 1:16 emulsion composition was found to be optimum in terms of its better thermal 

conductivity, specific heat as well as its storage stability as per ASTM D 3707 

standard. 

 30 mm MQCF nozzle stand-off distance was found to be optimum by considering 

mist coverage region and cutting forces exerted by mist at tool-chip interface. 

 With 45º nozzle angle, MQCF mist could penetrate better into the air boundary 

periphery that is generated by the rotating workpiece. 

 Relative to DM, machining with MQCF (using all three cutting fluid emulsions) 

produced better results in terms of the cutting force, feed force, coefficient of friction, 

and workpiece surface roughness. 

 The BCF emulsion performed better than MO and GCF, in terms of its higher thermal 

conductivity, high specific heat, and better ability to penetrate the tool-chip interface. 

 Sticking and sliding zones were reduced in the case of MQCF machining. The BCF 

emulsion performed better than the MO and GCF emulsion in this regard. 
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 Chapter 7  

Performance of Molybdenum Disulphide and Calcium Fluoride based 

Nano-Green Cutting Fluids 

7.1 Introduction to nano-cutting fluids 

7.2 Nano-solid lubricant enhanced green cutting fluids 

7.2.1 Preparation of nano-green cutting fluids 

7.2.2 Characterization of nano-green cutting fluids 

7.2.2.1 Dispersion test 

7.2.2.2 Thermal conductivity and specific heat capacity test 

7.2.2.3 Rheological study 

7.2.3 Wetting angle measurements 

7.2.4 Materials and machining experiments 

7.3 Results and discussion  

7.3.1 Dispersion stability of the nano-green cutting fluids 

7.3.2 Thermal conductivity and specific volumetric heat capacity of the nano-green 

cutting fluids 

7.3.3 Viscosity of the nano-green cutting fluids 

7.3.4 Surface wettability by water and cutting fluids 

7.3.5 Machining experiments 

7.3.5.1 Effect of various cutting fluids on cutting force, feed force and coefficient 

of friction 

7.3.5.2 Workpiece surface roughness 

7.4 Findings from the research work 

In Chapter 7, MoS2 and CaF2 based nano-green cutting fluids with varying concentration are 

prepared. The effect of the nano-solid lubricant (MoS2 nanosheet and CaF2 nanoparticles) 

enhanced cutting fluids are studied by conducting absorbance tests, dynamic viscosity tests, 

thermal conductivity tests, volumetric specific heat test and wettability test. Afterwards, hard 

machining experiments are carried out to evaluate the performance of nano-solid lubricant 

enhanced GCF using MQCF technique. 

7.1 Introduction about nano-cutting fluid 

In Chapter 6, minimum quantity cutting fluid (MQCF) machining using BCF showed lower 

cutting force, feed force, tool-chip interface coefficient of friction and workpiece surface 
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roughness as compared to GCF and MO-based cutting fluids during machining of hardened 

AISI H-13 steel. However, due to very high heat generation during hard machining, the 

effectiveness of MQCF and GCF needs further improvement. 

 Solid lubricants such as molybdenum disulphide (MoS2), calcium fluoride (CaF2), 

tungsten disulphide (WS2), etc. are previously used as coating materials or filling micro-

reservoirs for reducing friction between sliding surfaces. Studies also reported the reduction 

of machined surface roughness and cutting forces in the machining tests [186]. Moreover, 

nano-sized solid lubricants have the ability to act as an additive for cutting fluids to reduce 

generated heat further and to improve the effectiveness of MQCF during hard machining. 

Furthermore, nano-sized lubricants can easily penetrate into the machining sliding region, 

and due to the small size, it can try to reach into the sticking region with the help of high 

pressurised aerosol (MQCF). Figure 7.1 illustrates the machining region with sticking and 

sliding zones on the cutting tool rake surface.  

 

Figure 7.1. Overview of machining region showing sticking and sliding zones on the cutting 

tool rake surface 

 Nano-solid lubricants such as MoS2 and CaF2 can enhance thermal conductivity, 

specific heat and lubricating properties of cutting fluid. Also, nano-size solid lubricants are 

economical as compared to metal-based nanoparticles. In this work, the effect of the nano-

solid lubricant (MoS2 nanosheet and CaF2 nanoparticles) enhanced cutting fluids was studied 

by conducting absorbance tests, dynamic viscosity tests, thermal conductivity tests, 
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volumetric specific heat test, wettability test and hard machining tests during turning of 

hardened AISI H-13 steel. First, the absorbance test was conducted to ensure proper 

dispersion of various concentrations of solid lubricants in indigenous formulated green 

cutting fluid (GCF). Second, viscosity, thermal conductivity, and the volumetric specific heat 

of various nano-cutting fluids were measured to determine the optimum concentration of 

solid lubricants in GCF. Third, wetting angle with various cutting fluid on the cutting tool 

surface was measured to check wettability. Afterwards, hard machining experiments were 

carried out to evaluate the performance of nano-solid lubricant enhanced GCF using MQCF 

technique in terms of cutting force, feed force, tool-chip interface coefficient of friction and 

machined workpiece surface roughness. For comparison, machining tests are also carried out 

using GCF, BCF and MO-based cutting fluid. The evaluating responses are cutting force, 

feed force, tool-chip interface coefficient of friction and workpiece surface roughness. 

7.2 Nano-solid lubricant enhanced green cutting fluids 

MoS2 nanosheets and CaF2 nanoparticles, supplied by Loba Chemie, were mixed with GCF 

to develop nano-enhanced cutting fluid. Highly biodegradable eco-friendly vegetable-based 

GCF was developed indigenously (Chapter 5).  

 

Figure 7.2. Surface micrograph of (a) MoS2, (b) CaF2 and transmission electron micrograph 

of (c) MoS2, (d) CaF2 
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 Figure 7.2 illustrates the surface morphology of commercial MoS2 nanosheets and 

CaF2 nanoparticles used in this work. In procured specimen, most of the particles were found 

to be in the agglomerated condition that is a common phenomenon with nanopowders. It is 

due to the high surface tension of nanoparticles. Therefore, high-frequency ultra-sonication is 

required while preparing nano-GCFs. The diameters of MoS2 nanosheets are in the range of 

50−300 nm (Figure 7.2 a). The average particle size of CaF2 is 15−40 nm (Figure 7.2 b). The 

transmission electron micrograph of nano-size MoS2 and CaF2 are shown in Figure 7.2 (c-d).  

 

Figure 7.3. X-ray diffraction pattern of MoS2 and CaF2 solid lubricants 

 Figure 7.3 illustrates the phase composition of commercial MoS2 nanosheets and CaF2 

nanoparticles which were characterised using X-ray diffractometry (XRD, Make: Bruker, 

Model: D8 Advance). The phase analysis of the CaF2 reveals peaks at 28.3º (111), 47.1º 

(220), 55.9º (311) and 68.9º (400). Peaks at similar 2θ were also observed by Toulemonde et 

al. (2012) for the XRD pattern of virgin CaF2 [187]. The phase analysis of the MoS2 reveals 

peaks at 14.35º (002), 32.7º (100), 33.5º (101), 35.85º (102), 39.55º (103), 44.15º (006), 

49.75º (105), 58.35º (110) and 60.45º (112). Peaks at similar 2θ were also observed by Hu et 

al. (2012) [188]. 

7.2.1 Preparation of nano-green cutting fluids 

Green cutting fluid with 1:16 (1 part oil and 16 part water) emulsion composition was 

selected based on the previous results (Chapter 6) due to its superior thermal conductivity and 

specific volumetric heat.  
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Figure 7.4. Schematic of nano-fluids and stabiliser 

 

Figure 7.5. MoS2 nano-fluid with 0.3 % volume fraction after (a) 0h, (b) 1h, (c) 8h, (d) 16h 

and (e) 24h after sonication 
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GCF was observed. The appearance of MoS2 and CaF2 based developed nano-fluid is greyish 

and whitish, respectively. Figure 7.4 illustrates schematic of nano-fluid as well as a stabiliser. 

Figure 7.5 shows MoS2 based developed nano-fluid with 0.3 % volume fraction after 0h (just 

after sonication), 1h, 8h, 16h and 24h after sonication. 

7.2.2 Characterization of nano-green cutting fluids 

7.2.2.1 Dispersion test 

 

Monochromatic light of fixed wavelength absorbance in the UV range with respect to 

reference beam relates the absorbance magnitude. Spectral UV rays absorbance indicates the 

amount of light absorbed by the sample (cutting fluid) of a fixed length. Absorbance is 

directly proportional to the concentration of matter in the sample. In this study, different 

concentrations of nanoparticles in GCF were tested for absorbance to ensure its suspension 

stability. Proper dispersion of nanoparticles in cutting fluid is one of the foremost requisite 

for the development of nano-fluid. Each nano-green cutting fluid (nano-GCF) was tested for 

dispersion of nanoparticles with varying concentration using UV spectroscopy (Make: 

Varian
®
 Model: Cary 50). Initially, 1:250 dilution samples for each nano-GCF was prepared 

and filled in a cuvette to find out the wavelength for dispersion test using UV spectroscopy. 

Further, absorbance at that particular wavelength of UV rays was used for dispersion test of 

nano-fluids to check suspension stability of nanoparticles.  

 

7.2.2.2 Thermal conductivity and specific heat capacity test 

The nano-GCFs heat extraction capacity usually depends upon its thermal conductivity and 

specific heat capacity. Therefore, nano-GCFs were also tested for its thermal conductivity 

and specific heat. KD2 Pro thermal properties analyser was used to determine these 

properties. Analyser works on the principle of the transient line heat source (transient hot 

wire) for measurement of thermal conductivity. The analyser has a needle attached to a heater 

and temperature sensor. The needle was fully immersed in nano-fluid (30 ml, each sample). 

Heater passes the current and the sensor monitor the temperature of nano-fluid through which 

the analyser obtained thermal conductivity as well as specific heat capacity. The thermal 

conductivity of nano-GCF is shown as follow: 

2

2 1 1

ln
4 ( T T )

tq
k

t

   
   

               (7.1)

 

where k represents the thermal conductivity, q represents the heat flux, t1 and t2 represent the 

initial and final temperature. 
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7.2.2.3 Rheological study 

The lubrication property of nano-GCFs depends upon its viscosity. Therefore, shear viscosity 

of nano-fluids as a function of temperature was measured using a rheometer (Make: Anton 

Paar
®
, Model: MCR-101) with coaxial cylindrical tool master (Figure 5.2, Chapter 5). 7 ml 

sample volume was tested for each nano-GCF. Measurements were carried out by the linear 

increase in temperature from 20−100ºC at the constant shear rate of 100 s
-1

. 

 

7.2.3 Wetting angle measurement 

When a droplet of liquid (cutting fluid) resting on the solid surface create an interface, the 

angle between a droplet and the contact surface outline is known as wetting (contact) angle. 

Its wetting angle evaluates the wetting ability of the cutting fluids on the cutting tool surface. 

A liquid droplet with low surface tension on high energy solid forms a spherical shape gives a 

low wetting angle, which is considered to have better wettability. Wetting angle 

measurements were carried out for five different fluids such as water, MO emulsion, GCF 

emulsion, nano-GCF emulsion with 0.3 % concentration of CaF2 (GCF-0.3C) and nano-GCF 

emulsion with 0.3 % concentration of MoS2 (GCF-0.3M) using contact angle goniometer 

(Make: Holmarc
®
, India, Model: HO-IAD-CAM-01B). Cutting fluid droplets of 2 μl volume 

were kept for the residence time of 15 s on the cleaned cutting tool surface, and the contact 

angle was measured from the optical image. 

 

7.2.4 Materials and machining experiments 

Experiments are carried out using the same workpiece and cutting tool materials with same 

experimental setup as shown in Chapter 6. However, machining experiments were performed 

for an MQCF environment with nano-fluids (GCF-0.3C and GCF-0.3M). For comparison, 

experiments were also carried out using GCF, BCF and MO. Machining conditions are 

shown in Table 7.1. 

Table 7.1. Machining conditions 

Input Value 

Cutting speed 90 m/min 

Feed 0.28 mm/rev 

Depth of cut 0.5  mm 

Machining environment MQCF, MQCF with nano fluids 

Cutting fluids MO, BCF, GCF, GCF-0.3C, GCF-0.3M 

Oil flow rate 35 mL/hr 

Air pressure 0.5 MPa (5 bar) 

MQCF nozzle standoff distance 30 mm 

MQCF nozzle angle 45° 
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7.3 Results and discussion 

In this section, dispersion, thermal conductivity, specific heat, viscosity and wettability of 

nano-cutting fluids are discussed. Experimentally optimised MoS2 and CaF2 based nano-

GCFs were selected. Hard machining performance using cutting fluids under MQCF 

environment was carried out during machining of hardened AISI H-13 steel. For comparison, 

experiments were also performed using GCF, BCF and MO. All tests are replicated thrice, 

and average values are discussed.  

 

7.3.1 Dispersion stability of the nano-green cutting fluids 

 

Proper dispersion of nanoparticles in cutting fluids is a challenging task. Nano-scale size of 

particles tends to suspend and agglomerate. Therefore, surfactants are generally used to break 

down the agglomerated particles as well as dispersed it properly by hydrophobic surface 

forces and electrostatic repulsive forces because of the physical adsorption of surfactants in 

nano-fluids [189]. 0.01−0.02 % (by volume) of cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) 

was used as surfactants to achieve uniform dispersion and better stability of nano-fluids 

[190]. Figure 7.6 (a) shows the variation of absorbance with respect to wavelength for nano-

fluids. At 254 nm a sharp peak is observed, which indicates the wavelength for dispersion 

test. Figure 7.6 (b) illustrates the effect of concentration of solid lubricants on absorbance, 

which indicates the dispersion of nanoparticles in GCF for this study. Absorbance for clear-

cutting fluids without any nanoparticles is 0.0852 (Figure 7.6 b). However, with the increase 

in the concentration of nanoparticles the absorbance value also increases until saturation point 

(0.3 %). It indicates the proper dispersion of nanoparticles up to saturation point in the cutting 

fluids. Saturation of absorbance with the increase in nanoparticle concentration possibly has 

two reasons. First is due to the addition of limited surfactant (only 0.01−0.02 %), which is not 

enough for full dispersion of nanoparticles, if present in the higher amount. The quantity of 

surfactant cannot be increased further because it affects properties of nano-GCFs [190]. 

Another reason is due to sedimentation of nanoparticles with the increase in its concentration. 

Sedimentation of nanoparticles was also observed during experimentation for 0.4 % and 0.5 

% concentration of nano-fluids. Therefore, 0.3 % concentration of solid lubricant 

nanoparticles can be successfully dispersed in the GCF. 
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Figure 7.6. Variation of absorbance with (a) wavelength and (b) solid lubricant concentration 

for dispersion stability test 

  

7.3.2 Thermal conductivity and specific volumetric heat capacity of the nano-green 

cutting fluids 

Thermal conductivity and specific volumetric heat of nano-GCFs with varying nanoparticles 

concentration (0.1−0.5 %) were measured. Effect of nanoparticles concentration on thermal 

conductivity and specific volumetric heat of nano-GCFs are illustrated in Figure 7.7 (a-b). It 
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was observed that thermal conductivity and specific volumetric heat of nano-GCFs increases 

with nanoparticles volume fraction till saturation point is reached (0.3%). Afterwards, an 

increase in thermal conductivity, and specific volumetric heat is very less. Increase in thermal 

conductivity of nano-GCF is due to the higher thermal conductivity of present nanoparticles. 

Similar behaviour of thermal conductivity enhancement with the increase of nanoparticles 

concentration in nano-fluids was observed by other researchers [190]. 

 Results also showed that the thermal conductivity and volumetric specific heat of 

MoS2 based nano-fluids are higher as compared to CaF2 based nano-fluids. Two main reasons 

explain this behaviour. First, the thermal conductivity of MoS2 is 34.5 W/mºK [191] that is 

much higher than CaF2 6.04 W/mºK [192]. Secondly, due to the hexagonal shape (nanosheet) 

and larger size of MoS2 as compared to CaF2. Effect of shape of the nanoparticle can be seen 

by Hamilton and Crosser model [193]. The effective thermal conductivity of two-phase 

mixture as per the model is as follows: 

(n 1) (n 1) ( )
/

(n 1) ( )

p f f p

eff f

p f f p

k k k k
k k

k k k k





     
  

     

       (7.2) 

where n is the empirical shape factor given by n = 3/ψ and ψ is the sphericity. For the 

hexagonal (MoS2) and spherical (CaF2) shape particle, ψ is 0.5 and 1, respectively. The shape 

factor (n) is higher for hexagonal (6) particles as compared to spherical particles (3). 

Hamilton and Crosser's model validate that the MoS2 based nano-GCFs have higher thermal 

conductivity as compared to CaF2 based nano-GCFs. From Figure 7.7, 0.3 % concentration of 

MoS2 and CaF2 nanoparticles shows thermal conductivity enhancement of 16.93 % and 6.01 

%, respectively and specific volumetric heat enhancement of 9.67 % and 5.46 %, respectively 

with respect to GCF.  
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Figure 7.7. Effect of concentration of solid lubricants based nano-green cutting fluids on its 

(a) thermal conductivity and (b) specific volumetric heat capacity 

 Nanofluid specific heat can be calculated using the first law of thermodynamics. 
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where 
pnfC is specific heat of nanofluid, C p

is the specific heat,  is the nanoparticles mass 

fraction and 
pbfc  is specific heat of base fluid. Above equation can also be expressed as mass 

in density and volume function of the two-phase mixture is as follows [194]: 

(1 )( C ) ( C )

(1 )

p bf p p

pnf

bf p

C
   

 

 


 
       (7.4) 

where   is volume fraction which depends upon size on nanoparticles,   is density and 

subscripts p, bf and nf represents corresponding to nanoparticles, base fluid and nanofluid. 

From Figure 7.7 (b), it is observed that the volumetric specific heats of GCF-0.3M are higher 

as compared to GCF-0.3C. It is attributed to the larger size of MoS2 as compared to CaF2 as 

well as due to much higher specific heat of MoS2 than CaF2. Specific heat enhancement of 

GCF-0.3M and GCF-0.3C is 9.67 % and 5.46 % higher as compared to GCF. 

7.3.3 Viscosity of the nano-green cutting fluids 

Variation of the dynamic viscosity of nano-GCFs having different nanoparticles 

concentration with varying temperature is illustrated in Figure 7.8 (a-b). With the increase in 

temperature, the dynamic viscosity of nano-GCFs reduces as expected. It is due to thermal 

energy, which moves apart from the molecules of cutting fluids by reducing intermolecular 

forces. However, with the increase in the nanoparticle, the dynamic viscosity of nano-GCFs 

increases till 0.3 % concentration of solid lubricants. This increase in viscosity is due to the 

inclusion of nanoparticles, which offers additional resistance to flow. Therefore, required 

torqued to rotate spindle also increases. Beyond 0.3 % concentration, the reduction in 

viscosity is observed with further increase in solid lubricant. Excess concentration of 

nanoparticles in GCF results in improper dispersion and sedimentation of particles. 

Therefore, with the higher concentration of nanoparticles, viscosity reduces after reaching a 

saturation point. The dynamic viscosity of 0.3 % concentration MoS2 and CaF2 based nano-

GCFs at 20°C increases by 48.27 % and 39.24 %, respectively. MoS2 based nano-GCFs 

shows higher viscosity as compared to CaF2 based nano-GCFs. It is attributed to the larger 

average size of MoS2 nanosheet as compared to CaF2 nanoparticles. A similar trend for the 

viscosity of nano-cutting fluids was observed with increase in particle size of TiO2 by [195]. 

This is due to stronger interactions in-between larger nanoparticles used in this work. 
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Figure 7.8. Effect of concentration of nanoparticles on the dynamic viscosity of nano-green 

cutting fluids with (a) MoS2 and (b) CaF2 

   

7.3.4 Surface wettability by water and cutting fluids 

 

The wettability of cutting fluids on the cutting tool surface is one of the vital factors because 

it has the substantial effect on its lubrication capability. The wettability of the cutting fluids is 

mainly influenced by cutting fluid chemistry with cutting tool surface, which affects 
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interactive surface tension. Figure 7.9 illustrates the wetting angle with various cutting fluids 

on the cutting tool surface.  

 

Figure 7.9. Contact angle between workpiece and droplet of (a) water, (b) mineral oil 

emulsion, (c) bio-cutting fluid emulsion, (d) green cutting fluid emulsion,  (e) nano-green 

cutting fluid with 0.3 % concentration of CaF2 and (f) nano-green cutting fluid with 0.3 % 

concentration of MoS2 

 It was observed that wetting angle with water is highest (64.1°±2º) among all, 

whereas wetting angle decreased with the addition of MO, BCF and GCF in water. Wetting 

angle with MO, BCF and GCF emulsions were 55°±0.9º, 50°±1.2º and 45.2°±2º, 

respectively. Furthermore, with the addition of nano-size solid lubricant in GCF emulsion, 

wetting angle further decreased having 39.3°±0.9º for nano-GCF emulsion with 0.3 % 

concentration of CaF2 nanoparticles and 33.7°±1.8º for nano-GCF emulsion with 0.3 % 

concentration of MoS2 nanosheets. A similar trend for the wettability of nano-cutting fluids 

was observed with increase in the concentration of multi-walled carbon nanotubes [196]. It is 

attributed to the overall lower surface tension of nano-GCFs as compared to GCF, MO and 

water. Therefore, the nano-GCF emulsion with 0.3 % concentration of MoS2 droplet tends to 

spread more that causes better lubrication in-between tool-chip interface as compared to 

others. 

7.3.5 Machining experiments 

7.3.5.1 Effect of various cutting fluid on cutting force, feed force and coefficient of 

friction 

To evaluate the lubricating and cooling properties of the cutting fluids, hard machining 

experiments were carried out, and responses were evaluated concerning cutting forces, feed 

forces, tool-workpiece interface coefficient of friction and workpiece surface roughness.  

Effect of MQCF using different cutting fluids on the cutting forces and feed forces are 

θ = 33.7° (f) θ = 39.3° (e) θ = 45.2° (d) 

θ = 50 ° (c) θ = 55.2° (b) θ = 64.1° 

θ 

(a) 
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illustrated in Figure 7.10 (a-b). Machining using MO has the highest cutting and feed force, 

followed by the GCF and BCF, whereas nano-cutting fluids (GCF-0.3C and GCF0.3M) 

performed best among all. The presence of the nano-size solid lubricant in the cutting fluids 

causes an increase in its viscosity and wettability. 

  

 

Figure 7.10. Effect of various cutting fluids on the (a) cutting force and (b) feed force  
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Figure 7.11. Presence of nanoparticles in-between tool-chip interface (a) mending effect, (b) 

rolling effect, (c) lubricating film and (d) polishing effect 

 In this case, nanoparticles mixed with GCF are forced with MQCF technique in 

between the tool-chip interface, which assists particles to get embedded into the workpiece 

surfaces during machining. Nano-size solid lubricant embedded in-between the tool-chip 

surface compensates for the loss of mass (Figure 7.11 a). This phenomenon is known as 

mending effect [197]. Some nanoparticles show a rolling effect (Figure 7.11 b). However, if 

machining pressure is very high nanoparticles show shearing effect. The particles having a 

rolling effect can role and fill the surface. Furthermore, few nanoparticles are released from 

the nozzle and delivered in-between tool-chip interface without being sheared. These 

nanoparticles fill the workpiece surface cavities that were sheared off by previous 

nanoparticles. Due to this a protective lubricating film (Figure 7.11 c) was formed, and the 

workpiece surface was polished (Figure 7.11 d) [198]. 

 Figure 7.12 (a-e) illustrates the surface morphology of the cutting tool rake surface 

after 900 s of machining with different cutting fluids at the cutting speed of 90 m/min, feed of 

0.28 mm/rev and depth of cut of 0.5 mm. Figure 7.12 (a-c) show the tool-chip contact length 

on the cutting tool rake surface in case of machining using MO, BCF and GCF, respectively. 

Tool-chip contact length is subdivided into two parts, i.e., sticking and sliding zone. Zoom in 

version of Figure 7.12 (a-c) illustrates the interface of sticking and sliding zone. In both 
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cases, severe abrasion marks are observed. In case of machining with MO, length of sticking 

and sliding zone is large as compared to machining with BCF and GCF. Furthermore, tool-

chip contact length reduces when machining with nano-GCFs (Figure 7.12 d-e). Also, 

abrasion marks are not observed when machining with nano-GCFs (Zoomed in Figure 7.12 d-

e). Reduction in tool-chip contact length is attributed to better lubrication and cooling that it 

results in lower machining forces. 
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MO 
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Abrasion marks 
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Figure 7.12. Surface morphology of the cutting tool rake surface after machining with 

MQCF using (a) mineral oil, (b) bio-cutting fluid, (c) green cutting fluid, (d) 0.3 % 

concentration of CaF2 based hybrid nano-green cutting fluid (GCF-0.3C) and (e) 0.3 % 

concentration of MoS2 based hybrid nano-green cutting fluid (GCF-0.3M) 

 Figure 7.13 (a-b) illustrated the surface morphology and corresponding elemental 

micrograph of the cutting tool rake surface after machining with MQCF using GCF and GCF-

0.3C. Area A and B were chosen such that area A lies above sticking zone on the cutting tool 

rake surface, and area B lies above parent cutting tool material. Elemental composition of 

area A shows the presence of iron (Fe) in abundant that confirm the workpiece material 

adhesion on the cutting tool rake surface (elemental micrograph of Figure 7.13 a).  However, 

area B has tungsten (W) in abundant (elemental micrograph of Figure 7.13 b). 

 Consequently, nano-GCFs reduce cutting and feed forces as compared to GCF, BCF 

and MO. Overall due to enhanced viscosity, thermal conductivity, specific heat and 

wettability, nano-GCFs were able to perform better concerning cutting forces and feed forces 

as compared to MO, BCF and GCF. The machining of hardened AISI H-13 steel with GCF-

0.3M reduced the cutting forces by 17 %, 7 %, 13 % and 7 % as compared with MO, BCF, 

GCF and GCF-0.3C, respectively in MQCF machining process. 
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Figure 7.13. Surface morphology and corresponding elemental micrograph of the cutting tool 

rake surface after machining with MQCF using (a) green cutting fluid and (b) 0.3 % 

concentration of CaF2 based hybrid nano-green cutting fluid (GCF-0.3C)  

 The tool-chip interface coefficient of friction was calculated. The coefficient of 

friction (µ) is given as [174]: 

csin os

cos sin

f

f

c

c

F F
µ

F F

 

 





         (7.5) 

where α is the rake angle, µ denotes the coefficient of friction, Ff represents the feed force 

and, Fc is the cutting force. Figure 7.14 shows the effect of MQCF using various cutting 

fluids on the tool-workpiece interface coefficient of friction. It was observed that GCF-0.3M 

performed better as compared to GCF-0.3C in terms of cutting force, feed force and 

coefficient of friction. It is attributed to higher thermal conductivity, specific heat, viscosity 

and wettability of GCF-0.3M as compared to GCF-0.3C and others that lead to better 

lubrication and cooling at the tool-chip interface during machining. Furthermore, MoS2 

nanosheets are porous, and it has a hexagonal shape and larger size in this study. In a specific 

loading range, MoS2 porous nanosheets impart high elasticity that enhances their flexibility 

and enlarges the gap between the tool-chip interfaces that leads to the reduction of the 

coefficient of friction [199]. Moreover, MoS2 nanosheets are more effective because of its 

larger size, which enables it to make higher contact area in between tool-chip interface [200]. 

Also, MoS2 nanosheets are more flexible, which allows it to buckle, bend and even roll freely 
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in between tool-chip interface that affects the coefficient of friction. The machining of 

hardened AISI H-13 steel with GCF-0.3M reduced the tool-chip interface coefficient of 

friction by 11 %, 4 %, 5 % and 2 % as compared with MO, BCF, GCF and GCF-0.3C, 

respectively in MQCF machining process. 

 Figure 7.14. Effect of various cutting fluids on the tool-chip interface coefficient of friction 

 Figure 7.15 (a-b) shows the surface micrograph of the MO and GCF-0.3M tested 

cutting tool rake surface at 110X magnification, respectively after 15 minutes of MQCF 

machining (v = 90 m/min, f = 0.28 mm/rev and d = 0.5mm). Figures 7.15 (c-f) shows energy 

dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) maps of tungsten (W) and iron (Fe) on the MO and 

GCF-0.3M tested cutting tool rake surface, respectively. On the cutting tool rake surface, 

more adhered workpiece material was observed after machining with MO (Figure 7.15 a) as 

compared to GCF-0.3M (Figure 7.15 b). Presence of adhered workpiece material (Fe 

abundant) can be confirmed by an elemental map of the cutting tool rake surface (W 

abundant) as illustrated in Figure 7.15 (c-f). Also, abrasion marks were observed on the 

cutting tool rake surface after machining with MO, which was not seen after machining with 

GCF-0.3M. Reduction in workpiece material adhesion on the rake surface of the cutting tool 

is due to better lubrication, cooling and lesser machining forces. It confirms that GCF-0.3M 

performed better as compared to other cutting fluids used for this study. 
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Figure 7.15. Surface morphology of the cutting tool rake surface after machining with 

MQCF using (a) mineral oil (MO), (b) 0.3 % concentration of MoS2 based hybrid nano-green 

cutting fluid (GCF-0.3M), (c) elemental map of tungsten (W) for tested cutting tool rake 

surface with MO, (d) elemental map of tungsten (W) for tested cutting tool rake surface with 

GCF-0.3M, (e) elemental map of iron (Fe) for tested cutting tool rake surface with MO and 

(f) elemental map of iron (Fe) for tested cutting tool rake surface with GCF-0.3M 

7.3.5.2 Workpiece surface roughness 

Machined product surface roughness is a vital machining parameter. The effect of various 

cutting fluids on the workpiece surface roughness is illustrated in Figure 7.16. The surface 

roughness of the workpiece machined with MQCF using MO was highest among all, 

followed by GCF-0.3C and GCF, respectively. However, workpiece surface roughness was 

least after machining with MQCF using GCF-0.3M as compared to other cutting fluids. It is 

attributed to higher viscosity, thermal conductivity, specific heat and wettability of GCF-

0.3M that leads to better cooling and lubrication in-between tool-chip interface. Furthermore, 

because of the low adhesion of workpiece and tool-chip interface coefficient of friction, 

workpiece surface finish is better (lower surface roughness) when machined with MQCF 

using GCF-0.3M. Figure 7.17 illustrates the 3D and 2D surface profile of the machined 

workpiece, respectively using various cutting fluids. 
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Figure 7.16. Effect of various cutting fluids on the workpiece surface roughness 
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Figure 7.17. 3D and 2D surface profile of machined workpiece after machining with MQCF 

using (a-b) mineral oil, (c-d) bio-cutting fluid, (e-f) green cutting fluid, (g-h) 0.3 % 

concentration of CaF2 based hybrid nano-green cutting fluid and (i-j) 0.3 % concentration of 

MoS2 based hybrid nano-green cutting  fluid 

 

 To correctly understand the surface morphology, obtained machined surface were 

observed under FESEM and EDS. Figure 7.18 (a-e) shows the surface micrograph of the 

machined workpiece with MQCF using MO, BCF, GCF, GCF-0.3C and GCF-0.3M, 

respectively. Figure 7.19 (a-b) shows the elemental composition analysis of point C and D, 

respectively that are highlighted on the surface of Figure 7.18 (d-e). Point C and D are 

selected over the nanoparticles present on the workpiece surface after machining. Deep feed 

marks are observed on the workpiece surface machined with MO, followed by BCF, GCF-
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0.3C and GCF, respectively. However, in the case of machining using GCF-0.3M, mild feed 

marks are observed. CaF2 nanoparticles and MoS2 nanosheets are observed on the machined 

workpiece surface. Elemental composition of point A shows the higher percentage of calcium 

(Ca) and fluoride (F) elements (Figure 7.19 a), whereas point B has more molybdenum (Mo) 

and sulphur (S) elements (Figure 7.19 b). It confirms the presence of CaF2 nanoparticles and 

MoS2 nanosheets on the workpiece surface roughness after machining. In the case of 

machining with GCF-0.3C, it was observed that the workpiece surface roughness was higher 

as compared to workpiece surface machined with GCF (Figure 7.16). It is attributed to the 

smaller size of CaF2 nanoparticles.  

   

      

  

Figure 7.18. Surface morphology of the workpiece after machining with MQCF using (a) 

mineral oil, (b) bio-cutting fluid, (c) green cutting fluid, (d) 0.3 % concentration of CaF2 

based hybrid nano-green cutting fluid (GCF-0.3C) and (e) 0.3 % concentration of MoS2 

based hybrid nano-green cutting fluid (GCF-0.3M) 
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 Smaller nanoparticles can shear off easily by other incoming particles. These 

ploughed-off particles remain in-between tool-chip interface that can cause 3D abrasion 

between tool-chip (Figure 7.18 d) [198]. Therefore, the surface roughness of the workpiece 

machined with GCF is better as compared with workpiece machined with GCF-0.3C. 

However, GCF-0.3M produces best surface finish among all. It is due to the larger size of 

nanoparticles, which are difficult to shear off. The machining of hardened AISI H-13 steel 

with GCF-0.3M improved the workpiece surface finish by 37 %, 22 %, 12 % and 13 % as 

compared with MO, BCF, GCF and GCF-0.3C, respectively in MQCF machining process. 

 

 

Figure 7.19. Elemental composition of (a) point C and (b) point D (Point C and D in Figure 

7.18 d-e) 

7.4 Findings from the research work 

In the present Chapter, MoS2 and CaF2 based nano-GCFs with varying concentration were 

developed and characterised. Concentrations of developed nano-GCFs were optimised on the 

basis of its absorbance, thermal conductivity, specific heat, viscosities and wettability. Hard 

machining experiments were conducted using an in-house fabricated MQCF setup with in-

house developed eco-friendly nano-GCFs, GCF, BCF and MO. The findings are as follows: 

 The thermal conductivity, specific heat and viscosities are higher for MoS2 based 

nano-GCFs as compared to others. 
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 The 0.3 % concentration of CaF2 and MoS2 based eco-friendly nano-GCFs were found 

to have optimised thermal conductivity, specific heat and viscosities.  

 GCF-0.3M had 47 %, 39 %, 33 %, 25% and 14 % better wettability as compared to 

other MO, BCF, GCF and GCF-0.3C, respectively. 

 Eco-friendly nano-GCFs performed better as compared to GCF, BCF and MO 

concerning cutting forces, feed forces, tool-chip interface coefficient of friction and 

workpiece surface roughness. 

 Hard machining performance of MoS2 based nano-GCFs was best among all.  

 GCF-0.3M reduced the tool-chip interface coefficient of friction by 11 %, 4 %, 5 % 

and 2 % as compared with MO, BCF, GCF and GCF-0.3C, respectively. 

 GCF-0.3M improved the workpiece surface finish by 37 %, 22 %, 12 % and 13 % as 

compared with MO, GCF and GCF-0.3C, respectively. 

 Cutting tool wear and adhesion of workpiece material were lower for GCF-

0.3M tested cutting tool rake surface after machining as compared to all others tested 

cutting fluids.  
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Chapter 8 

HARD MACHINING PERFORMANCE WITH HYBRID 

MECHANICAL MICRO-TEXTURED CUTTING TOOLS AND 

MINIMUM QUANTITY NANO-GREEN CUTTING FLUIDS 

8.1 Introduction  

8.2 Experimental details 

8.2.1 Materials and equipment’s 

8.3 Results and discussion  

8.3.1 Cutting forces 

8.3.2 Feed forces 

8.3.3 Tool-chip interface coefficient of friction 

8.3.4 Workpiece surface roughness 

8.3.5 Chip morphology 

8.4 Findings from the research work 

Chapter 8 deals with the hybridisation of four individual sustainable machining processes. 

For hard machining, a combination of the mechanical-micro-textured cutting tool with in-

house fabricated minimum quantity cutting fluid using in-house developed nano-green 

cutting fluid is used. Hard machining experiments are carried out, and the results are 

compared with DM, GCF and Nano-GCF. 

 

8.1 Introduction 

In previous Chapters, the area density of mechanical micro-textures was experimentally 

optimised (10 %), and perpendicular mechanical micro-textured (PDT) cutting tool performs 

best among all textured and untextured cutting tools. Also, 0.3 % MoS2 based nano-GCF 

showed least machining forces, coefficient of friction and workpiece surface roughness. 

Therefore, in this Chapter, to make machining more sustainable, four individual sustainable 

machining techniques are combined. Hard machining experiments were carried out using 

PDT MµT cutting tool with experimentally optimised minimum quantity MoS2 based nano-

GCF which is named as PDT-NGCF. For comparison, experiments were also carried out with 

DM, GCF and NGCF (i.e. GCF-0.3M). 
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8.2 Experimental details 

The experiments were planned and designed using CCRD as explained in Chapter 6. 

Experiments were conducted at the same input process parameters. However, the type of 

cutting tools and machining environment is different.  

 

8.2.1 Materials and equipment 

Experiments are carried out using the same workpiece and cutting tool materials with the 

same experimental setup as explained in Chapter 6. However, machining experiments were 

performed with 10 % area density perpendicular mechanical micro texture cutting tool 

(Figure 1 a) for an MQCF environment using 0.3 % MoS2 based nano-GCF (PDT-NGCF). 

For comparison, experiments were also carried out using an un-textured tool (Figure 1 b) at 

the dry environment (DM), un-textured tool for an MQCF environment using GCF (GCF) 

and with an un-textured tool for an MQCF environment using nano-GCF (NGCF). 

Machining conditions are shown in Table 8.1. Figure 8.2 (a-b) illustrates the green cutting 

fluid and 0.3 % MoS2 based nano-GCF. 

      

Figure 8.1. Rake surface of mechanical micro-textured cutting tools: (a) perpendicular 

textured tool and (b) untextured tool  

 

Table 8.1. Machining conditions and environments  

Input Value 

Cutting speed 55−125 m/min 

Feed 0.04−0.28 mm/rev 

Depth of cut 0.5  mm 

Machining environment Dry, MQCF, MQCF with nano fluids 

Cutting fluids DM, GCF, NGCF, PDT-NGCF 

Oil flow rate 35 mL/hr 

Air pressure 0.5 MPa (5 bar) 

MQCF nozzle standoff distance 30 mm 

MQCF nozzle angle 45° 

PDT 

(a) 

UT 

(b) 
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Figure 8.2. (a) Green cutting fluid and (b) 0.3% MoS2 based nano-green cutting fluid  

 

 

8.3 Results and discussion 

In this section, experimentally obtained results during hard machining in terms of cutting 

force, feed force, coefficient of friction, workpiece surface roughness, tool wear and chip 

morphology are discussed. All tests are replicated thrice, and average values are considered 

for discussion. 
 

8.3.1 Cutting force 

The experiments are carried out according to the central composite rotatable design (CCRD), 

and the results are analysed using response surface methodology (RSM). Input parameters 

(feed, cutting speed) and output responses (cutting force) for all different machining 

environment and types of cutting tools are presented in Table 8.2. Equation models for 

cutting force per CCRD are given as follows (Eq. 8.1−8.4): 

2 2= 529.18 1302.57 7.45  2.48 644.81 0.03c DMF f v vf f v     
  (8.1) 

2 2= 22.79 1727.219 0.73 3.41 975.044 0.0003c GCF f v vf f vF       
 (8.2) 

2 2=51.20 1071.632 1.9375 0.221 891.82 0.0007c NGCF f v vf f vF      
 (8.3)

2 2=41.48 809.139 2.6625 0.0456 552.319 0.0017c PDT NGCF f v vF f f v      
 (8.4)

 
where v, f and Fc represent the cutting speed (m/min), feed (mm/rev) and cutting force (N), 

respectively, and the subscript of Fc denotes machining environment.  

GCF 0.3 % MoS2 

(a) (b) 
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Table 8.2. Complete CCRD table showing input parameters and output responses for hard 

machining for different machining environment with untextured and perpendicular 

mechanical micro-textured cutting tool 
 

Table 8.3. ANOVA for cutting force (Fc-PDT-NGCF) for machining with the perpendicular 

mechanical micro-textured cutting tool using minimum quantity cutting fluid with 0.3 % 

MoS2 based nano-green cutting fluid 

Source F-Value p-value Prob>F Percentage contribution 

Model 11.24 0.0012  

A-Feed 29.38 0.0072 30.10 

B-Speed 19.17 0.0047 19.64 

AB 0.84 0. 8124 0.008 

A2 28.74 0.0032 29.45 

B2 19.45 0.0026 19.93 

Lack of Fit 2.42 0..4721  

 Table 8.3 shows the ANOVA for cutting force for machining using PDT-NGCF. Feed 

is found to have the highest contribution (59.55%), followed by cutting speed (39.57%). The 

coefficient of determination (R
2
)
 
is found to be 0.9512. All CCRD terms are considered in the 

regression models to improve prediction accuracy. R
2 

values for machining at DM, GCF and 

NGCF environments are also found to be higher than 0.95 for all output responses. This 

shows good agreement between input parameters and output responses.  

 Figure 8.3 (a-b) illustrates the variation of cutting force with respect to feed and 

cutting speed, respectively at the constant depth of cut (0.5 mm). Feed and cutting speeds 

Exp. 

No 

Feed 

(mm/rev) 

Speed 

(m/min) 

Fc-DM 

(N) 

Fc-GCF 

(N) 

Fc-NGCF 

(N) 

Fc-PDT-NGCF 

(N) 

1 0.24 115.00 421.73 316.13 292.64 259.42 

2 0.16 90.00 324.79 243.73 212.31 184.06 

3 0.16 90.00 324.61 241.17 213.41 185.25 

4 0.16 125.00 303.72 251.03 223.94 189.37 

5 0.28 90.00 464.28 366.1 316.42 280.49 

6 0.08 115.00 204.57 158.07 131.37 106.67 

7 0.24 65.00 526.83 327.51 276.41 241.9 

8 0.16 90.00 322.48 240.95 216.64 185.64 

9 0.04 90.00 184.31 92.89 85.63 74.64 

10 0.16 55.00 407.31 235.47 205.64 177.51 

11 0.16 90.00 323.97 245.67 212.45 185.36 

12 0.08 65.00 289.81 142.12 130.64 110.45 

13 0.16 90.00 324.82 243.56 212.64 184.42 
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have a profound effect on cutting force. Figure 8.3 (a) illustrates the increase in cutting force 

with increasing feed, which is a well-known phenomenon in machining. It was also observed 

that GCF with MQCF shows the lower cutting forces as compared to DM. Moreover, NGCF 

with PDT cutting fluid shows the lowest cutting force among all (Figure 8. 3 a-b). 

 In this case, nanoparticles mixed with GCF are forced with MQCF technique in 

between the tool-chip interface, which assists particles to get embedded into the workpiece 

surfaces during machining. Nano-size solid lubricant embedded in-between the tool-chip 

surface compensates for the loss of mass. Some nanoparticles shows a rolling effect. 

However, if machining pressure is very high nanoparticles show shearing effect. The particles 

having a rolling effect can role and fill the surface. Furthermore, few nanoparticles are 

released from the nozzle and delivered in-between tool-chip interface without being sheared. 

These nanoparticles fill the workpiece surface cavities that were sheared off by previous 

nanoparticles. Due to this, a protective lubricating film was formed, and the workpiece 

surface was polished. All above reasons cause the reduction in machining forces with NGCF.  

In case of machining with PDT using NGCF, a relative lower cutting force was observed due 

to the ability of micro-channels to carry cutting fluids which has better lubricating and 

cooling properties. 
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Figure 8.3. Variation of cutting force with (a) feed and (b) cutting speed for various cutting 

tools and machining environments 

8.3.2 Feed force 

Response surface methodology models for feed force per CCRD are given below (Eq. 

8.5−8.8): 

2 2= 18.61 0.55 0.695 643.79 0.0063 47.72f DMF f v vf f v     
    

(8.5) 

2 2= 30.31 0.408 0.307 4.426 0.0031296.28 5f GCF f vF f f v     
  

(8.6)
 

2 2= 23.71 0.755 0.257 28.098 0.00173 506.33f NGCF f vF f f v     
  

(8.7)

2 2= 10.88 0.4075 0.4799 104.506 0.280 00 15. 360f PDT NGCF v f fF f v      
 

(8.8) 

where v, f and Ff represent the cutting speed (m/min), feed (mm/rev) and feed force (N), 

respectively, and the subscript of Ff denotes the machining environment.  

 Figure 8.4 (a) shows the variation of feed force with feed for a constant depth of cut 

(0.5 mm) during machining using UT cutting tool with GCF and NGCF emulsions as well as 

dry machining. Also, machining was carried out with PDT cutting tool with NGCF emulsion. 

As feed increases, the advancement per revolution by the cutting tool increases, i.e. the 

amount of workpiece material that comes into contact with the cutting tool per unit time 

increases. Therefore, the load on the tool and thus the feed force increase, irrespective of 

cooling technique. For a constant feed and depth of cut, with increasing cutting speed, feed 
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force reduces as MRR increases (Figure 8.4 b). Increases in MRR leads to increases in 

temperature, resulting in the thermal softening of the workpiece and reducing the feed force. 

 

 

Figure 8.4. Variation of feed force with (a) feed and (b) cutting speed for various cutting 

tools and machining environments 

 Stereoscopic micrographs of the cutting tool rake surface after machining at DM, 

GCF, NGCF and PDT-NGCF environments are characterised for a cutting speed of 90 

m/min, feed of 0.16 mm/rev and depth of cut of 0.5 mm, for 15 minutes of machining. Figure 

8.5 illustrates the sticking and sliding zone for the different cutting tool with various 
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machining environment. The sticking region exhibits full metal to metal contact, and the 

overall surface has a similar morphology. In contrast, the sliding region exhibits abrasion 

marks. The sticking and sliding regions are separated by an interface, which is highlighted in 

Figure 8.5 (a). The contact length was measured and tabulated as presented in Table 8.4. It 

was observed that the sticking and sliding widths for dry machining with DM were much 

larger relative to the widths during machining using various cutting fluids. 

 

Figure 8.5: Sticking and sliding regions of the tool-chip interface during machining at (a) dry 

environment, (b) green cutting fluid environment, (c) nano-green cutting fluid environment 

and (d) perpendicular textured tool with nano-green cutting fluid environment 

 Least tool-chip contact length (sticking and sliding zone widths) among all four types 

of machining environment is observed during machining with the combination of PDT tool 

using NGCF. The average tool-chip contact length on the cutting tool rake surface with 

machining using PDT-NGCF is 371.85 µm, NGCF is 503 µm, GCF is 728.13 µm, whereas 

that length for DM is 1170.15 µm. A shorter tool-chip contact length results in less contact 

area, which leads to a reduction in the coefficient of friction. Reductions in coefficient of 

friction are directly related to lower machining forces and workpiece surface roughnesses. 

Thus, PDT-NGCF performs better relative to other combinations due to the ability of micro-

channels to carry cutting fluids as well as due to better cooling and lubrication properties of 

NGCF. 
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Table 8.4. Sticking and sliding regions for the combination of various cutting tools and 

machining environments (v = 90m/min, f = 0.28 mm/rev and d = 0. 5 mm) 

Cutting tool and machining 

environment 

Sticking region width (µm) Sliding region width (µm) 

UT tool with DM 180.9 1.4 989.2 3.1 

UT tool with GCF emulsion 149.9 0.8 578.2 1.6 

UT tool with NGCF emulsion 118.9 0.4 384.1 0.9 

PDT tool with NGCF emulsion 84.4 0.7 287.4 2.4 
 

 

8.3.3 Tool-chip interface coefficient of friction 

Tool-chip interface COF is calculated using experimental values of cutting and feed forces. 

The COF is given as follows [170]: 

csin os

cos sin

f

f

c

c

F F
µ

F F

 

 






         
(8.9)

 
where Ff is the feed force, Fc is the cutting force, α is the rake angle and µ is the COF. 

 

Figure 8.6. Variation of coefficient of friction with feed (v = 90 m/min, d = 0.5 mm, for 15 

minutes of machining) 

 Figure 8.6 illustrates the average coefficient of friction at the tool-chip interface for 

machining using DM, GCF, NGCF and PDT-NGCF. The frictional force at the tool-chip 

interface depends on the tool-chip contact length. MQCF spray penetrates the tool-chip 

interface and reduces the contact area by providing both lubrication and cooling, resulting in 

the reduction of friction coefficients.  
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Figure 8.7. Cutting tool rake surface morphology showing tool-chip interface during (a) dry 

machining, machining using (b) green cutting fluid, (c) nano-green cutting fluid and (d) 

perpendicular texture cutting tool with nano-green cutting fluid 
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 Moreover, NGCF reduces COF even further due to rolling, mending, lubricating 

and polishing effect as discussed in Chapter 7. PDT-NGCF shows even lower COF due to the 

ability of micro-channels to carry cutting fluids as well as due to better cooling and 

lubrication properties of NGCF.  

 

 

Figure 8.8. Elemental composition of cutting tool rake face at (a) adhered material location 

(corresponding to Point A; Figure 8.7 a) and (b) parent material location (corresponding to 

Point B; Figure 8.7 d)  

 Figure 8.7 (a-d) illustrates the surface morphology of the cutting tool rake surface 

after 15 minutes of machining under various machining environment. In the case DM, more 

severe abrasion marks on the cutting tool rake surface are observed (Figure 8.7 a). Also, 

adhered particles on the cutting tool rake surface are also witnessed. However, for machining 

Elemental composition of 
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Elemental composition of 
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with GCF, adhesion and notch wear are more predominant on the cutting tool rake surface 

(Figure 8.7 b). This occurs because of the high-pressure MQCF mist, which easily flushes 

away chip debris particles and does not allow the material to stick to the cutting tool rake 

surface. MQCF sprays provide proper cutting tool cooling that reduces adhesion due to rising 

temperatures. It also lubricates the tool-chip interface, thereby avoiding any built-up edge 

formation. Similar cutting tool rake surface morphology was observed in case of machining 

using NGCF (Figure 8.7 c).  However, adhesion wear is even less as compared to the former.  

 Among all cutting tool rake surface after machining using MQCF with the 

combination of PDT tool and NGCF, the minimum abrasion wear is observed, which is a 

symptom of lower COF (Figure 8.7 d). MQCF machining with PDT tool using NGCF also 

shows lower machining forces and less tool-chip contact length. Reductions in the tool-chip 

contact length reduce the tool-chip contact area, which in turn leads to less heat generation 

and lower friction coefficients. 

 Figure 8.8 (a) shows the elemental composition of the adhered material (Area A; 

Figure 8.7 a), which is similar to the composition of the workpiece material. However, at 

similar position of the cutting tool when machined using PGT-NGCF, elemental composition 

(Area B; Figure 8.7 d) shows composition similar to the tool material. This evidence supports 

the adhesion of workpiece material to the cutting tool rake surface is high in the case of DM 

as compared to PDT-NGCF. 

8.3.4 Workpiece surface roughness 

The surface roughness of a machined product is an important machinability index. Equation 

models for workpiece surface roughness (per RSM of CCRD) are as follows (Eq. 8.10−8.13): 

2 2=1.3231 4.439 0.00291  0.055 30.39 0.000076     a DM f vfR v f v
  (8.10)

2 2=1.22 2.69 0.015 0.0036 29.28 0.00008a GCF f v vf fR v     
   (8.11) 

2 2=0.70 0.811 0.0036 0.0137 23.29 0.000006a NGCF f v vf f vR      
  (8.12)

 
2 2=0.81 1.499 0.00536 0.0125 28.77 0.000018a PDT NGCF f v vR f f v      

 
(8.13) 

where v, f and Ra represent the cutting speed (m/min), feed (mm/rev) and surface roughness 

(µm), respectively, and the subscript of Ra denotes the machining environment.  
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Figure 8.9. Variation of workpiece surface roughness with (a) feed and (b) cutting speed for 

various machining environments 

 Figure 8.9 (a-b) shows variations in workpiece surface roughness with feed and 

cutting speed. Workpiece surface roughness is observed to increase with increasing feed, 

irrespective of the cutting fluid application technique. In the case of DM, because of tool 

crater wear and high friction at the tool-chip interface, the workpiece has a higher surface 

roughness. Workpiece surface roughness is lower when machined at various cutting fluid 

environments, because of lower cutting and feed forces. This may cause comparatively less 
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tool chatter, leading to better surface finishes, i.e. low surface roughness. From the 

experimental results, cutting force, feed force, coefficients of friction and workpiece surface 

roughnesses are reduced with GCF, NCGF and PDT-NGCF relative to DM due to cooling 

and lubrication properties. Among all machining environments, PDT-NGCF produces better 

results than DM, GCF and NGCF due to the combination of mechanical micro-textures and 

nano-GCF. Individually both have the ability to reduce surface roughness, and their 

combination improves surface finish even better due to ease in the flow of nano-GCF because 

of the presence of the micro-textures on the cutting tool rake surface. 

8.3.5 Chip morphology 

After machining, chips produced from all experiments were collected. Surface micrographs 

of chips were obtained using an optical microscope as well as FESEM, and average chip-

thickness was measured. Experimentally obtained average values of chip thickness for 

various experimental runs are plotted. The average is taken for minimum three readings. Chip 

reduction ratio ( ) is also plotted which is defined as the ratio of average chip thickness to 

uncut chip thickness.  

 The variation of chip thickness and chip reduction ratio ( ) with varying feed at 

constant cutting speed (v = 90 m/min) and depth of cut (d = 0.5 mm) are shown in Figure 

8.10 (a-b). It is observed that chip thickness and chip reduction ratio has a significant effect 

with respect to feed. As the feed increases, chip thickness and chip reduction ratio are also 

increasing trend irrespective of the type of machining environment whereas it is also 

observed that at the constant feed, chip thickness and chip reduction ratio are showing a 

downward trend with the machining with DM, GCF, NGCF and PDT-NGCF. Out of all, 

PDT-NGCF chip thickness was least among all. 

 Collected chip micrographs of machined hardened AISI H-13 tool steel at cutting 

speed v = 90 m/min, depth of cut d = 0.5 mm with two different feed = 0.08 and 0.24 mm /rev 

and four different machining environment are illustrated in Figure 8.11. For the lower feed, 

metallic colour continuous chips were observed. Chip morphologies with different machining 

environment at lower feed are almost similar to the DM cutting tool chips apart from chip 

thickness. 
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Figure 8.10. Effect of feed on (a) chip thickness and (b) chip reduction ratio for different 

machining environment 

 With the increase in feed, dark blue colour continuous chips were formed with DM 

cutting tools. However, metallic colour chips were observed with machining using NGCF and 

PDT-NGCF. With PDT-NGCF machining, chip thickness and chip reduction ratio were 

reduced much more that indicates better machinability of hardened AISI H-13 tool steel.  
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f= 0.08 mm/rev, v = 90 m/min, d = 0.5 mm f = 0.24 mm/rev, v = 90 m/min, d = 0.5 mm 

    

    

 Figure 8.11. Chip morphologies of hardened AISI H-13 tool steel machined at different 

environments (v = 90m/min, d = 0. 5 mm with two different feed f = 0.08 and 0.24 mm/rev)  

DM GCF NGCF PDT-NGCF 

   
 

 

   
 

 

    

Figure 8.12. Surface micrograph of the top surface of chips machined at at (a) dry 

environment, (b) green cutting fluid environment, (c) nano-green cutting fluid environment 

and (d) perpendicular textured tool with nano-green cutting fluid environment (v = 90m/min, 

f = 0.16 mm/rev and d = 0. 5 mm) 
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 Figure 8.12 illustrates the chip surface morphology for DM, GCF, NGCF and PDT-

NGCF machining environments. It was observed that severe chip serrations occur in the top 

(free) surface of the chip, which is caused due to periodic crack propagation and severe 

plastic deformation of chips. Due to the large angle of the cutting tool, high compressive 

stresses are experienced, which results in plasticization. 

 In the case of PDT-NGCF machining environments, the longitudinal strain is low as 

compared to NGCF, GCF and DM. Cut chip thickness is the least for chip during machining 

at PDT-NGCF machining environments as compared to NGCF, GCF and DM. This suggests 

that less chip thickening occurs and redundant plastic deformation work is the least in the 

case of machining at PDT-NGCF environment. It is due to the less friction between tool-chip 

interfaces at PDT-NGCF machining environment, which provide less resistance to flow to 

chip in width direction. 

8.4 Findings from the research work 

In this Chapter, the hybridisation of four individual sustainable machining processes was 

carried out.  For hard machining, a combination of the mechanical-micro-textured cutting tool 

with in-house fabricated minimum quantity cutting fluid using in-house developed nano-

green cutting fluid is used. Hard machining experiments are carried out, and the results are 

compared with DM, GCF and Nano-GCF. The salient findings are as follows: 

 Cutting force, feed force and workpiece surface roughness were reduced in the range 

of 38−59.5 %, 15.9−39.2 % and 15.9−61 %, respectively, as compared to DM with 

UT cutting tools.  

 Amongst all, PDT-NGCF machining environment is best in terms of reducing tool-

chip interface temperature, machining forces and tool-chip interface COF. 

 In the case of machining with PDT-NGCF, at cutting speed of 90 m/min, feed of 0.28 

mm/rev and depth of cut of 0.5 mm, 37.5 % COF was reduced. Also, workpiece 

surface roughness was reduced by 66.5% as compared to DM. 

 In the case of machining with PDT-NGCF, the improvement is attributed to lower 

tool-chip contact length, better thermal conductivity of NGCF, reduced tool-chip 

interface contact length and due to passage provided by micro-textures for ease in 

flow of cutting fluid emulsion.     

 Reduced chip thickness and least redundant plastic deformation work were observed 

in the case of machining at PDT-NGCF environment. 
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CONCLUSION AND SCOPE FOR FUTURE WORK 
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9.1. Summary of the thesis work 

Tribological studies revealed that 10 % area density mechanical micro textured (MµT) pins 

showed lower coefficient of frivtion (COF) and wear among all tested pins (0−14 % area 
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density MµT pins). Afterwards, 10 % area density textures were fabricated on the rake 

surface of HSS cutting tool using Vickers hardness tested. Feasibility studies were carried out 

that confirms the reduction of cutting temperature, machining forces, COF and workpiece 

surface roughness using uncoated and MoS2 coated MµT cutting tool as compared to the 

untextured (UT) cutting tool. The better machining performance of MoS2 coated MµT cutting 

tool is attributed to the reduction of the real contact area, formation of the self-lubricating 

film and entrapment of wear debris inside MµT.  

 Furthermore, in Chapter 4, three different geometric MµT cutting tools were 

fabricated and coated with MoS2. Hard machining performance revealed that uncoated and 

coated perpendicular textured (PDT and PDTM) cutting tools were able to perform better in 

terms of machining forces, COF and workpiece surface roughness. The better machining 

performance of PDTM cutting tool is due to the perpendicular inclination of micro-textures, 

which reduces the maximum real contact length. Table 8.5 tabulates the quantitative 

reduction of machining forces, COF and workpiece surface roughness with various cutting 

tools and machining environment (v = 90m/min, f = 0.28 mm/rev and α = 0. 5 mm). PDT 

cutting tool shows 8.38 % reduction in COF and 10.41 % reduction in workpiece surface 

roughness as compared to UT cutting tool (Table 8.5). 

 In Chapter 5, green cutting fluid (GCF) was synthesised, and its thermal, rheological, 

biodegradation, anti-corrosion as well as storage stability studies were compared with 

commercial mineral oil (MO) and eco-friendly bio-cutting fluid (BCF). Among all three, 

GCF shows better-tested properties with more than 98 % biodegradation. 

 Afterwards, in Chapter 6, minimum quantity cutting fluid (MQCF) experimental setup 

was fabricated, and hard machining was performed with three different cutting fluids. Results 

were also compared with dry machining (DM). It was observed that MQCF machining was 

better than DM. As the MQCF method uses a mist, micro-cutting fluid droplets have a better 

chance of reaching between the tool-chip interface. An MQCF spray containing cutting fluid 

can penetrate the sliding zone and probably small areas of the sticking zone, because of the 

high force exerted by the pressurised mist in the tool-chip interface. Also, BCF and GCF 

shows lower COF as compared to MQCF machining using MO as well as DM. It is attributed 

to better thermal properties and penetrating ability of BCF and GCF mist. MQCF with  GCF 

shows 16.67 % reduction in COF and 37.55 % reduction in workpiece surface roughness as 

compared to DM (Table 9.1).  
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Table 9.1. Quantitative comparison of reduction of machining forces, coefficient of friction 

and workpiece surface roughness with various cutting tools and machining environment (v = 

90 m/min, f = 0.28 mm/rev and α = 0. 5 mm) 

Tool 

type 

Machini

-ng 

environ-

ment 

Cutting 

fluid 

Reduction 

in cutting 

force (%) 

Reduction 

in feed 

force (%) 

Reduction in 

coefficient of 

friction (%) 

Reduction in 

workpiece 

roughness (%) 

UT DM Datum Reference 

PDT DM --------- 4.10 12.07 8.38 10.41 

PDTM DM --------- 8.27 14.53 9.94 14.02 

UT MQCF MO 22.00 17.61 10.71 28.58 

UT MQCF BCF 30.57 27.32 18.47 44.46 

UT MQCF GCF 25.67 20.41 16.67 37.55 

UT MQCF NGCF 35.02 35.59 20.05 55.00 

PDT MQCF NGCF 42.17 39.38 37.52 66.48 

 To further improve the performance of GCF, solid lubricant (CaF2 and MoS2) based 

nanoparticles (0.1 % to 0.5 %) were dispersed in GCF. Their thermal, rheological as well as 

wettability test, were carried out. Machining experiments were conducted, and it was 

revealed that NGCF (GCF-0.3M) with MQCF were able to reduce 20.05 % COF and 55 % 

workpiece surface roughness as compared to DM (Table 8.5). Better performance of nano-

green cutting fluid (NGCF) is attributed to four different mechanisms namely mending effect, 

rolling effect, lubricating film and polishing effect. 

 Finally, in this Chapter, PDT MµT cutting tool was used for hard machining with 

MQCF experimental setup using NGCF. The main aim was to perform hybrid machining to 

enhance overall machining performance. Hybridization of PDT cutting tool with MQCF 

using NGCF was able to reduce 37.52 % COF and 66.48 % workpiece surface roughness. 

Also, cutting and feed forces were reduced by 42.17 % and 39.38 %, respectively as 

compared to dry machining using UT tools. It was attributed due to the combined effect of 

PDT toom, MQCF and NGCF. 

 

9.2. Conclusion 

In the current work, tribological and machining performance of micro-textured cutting tool is 

carried out. Also, environmental friendly GCF is developed. The physical, thermal, 
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rheological, biodegradation, anti-corrosion and storage stability properties of GCF, BCF as 

well as MO are compared. The MQCF experimental setup is developed and hard machining 

experiments are carried out with DM as well as MQCF using three cutting fluids (MO, BCF, 

GCF). Further, nano-GCFs are prepared using varying concentration (0.1%−0.5%, at interval 

of 0.1%) of MoS2 and CaF2. These nano-GCFs are characterised and used during hard 

machining experiments. Later, hard machining experiments are carried out with the 

combination of mechanical-micro-textured cutting tool using in-house fabricated MQCF with 

indigenously developed nano-GCFs. On the basis of work reported (mechanical micro-

textured cutting tool, environmental friendly GCF and nano-GCFs), the following 

conclusions are drawn:- 

9.2.1. Tribological and machining performance of mechanical micro-textured cutting 

tools 

9.2.1.1. Tribological performance of mechanical micro-textured pins 

i. Mechanical texture was fabricated on the sliding surface of plasma nitrided HSS 

cutting tool with a Vickers hardness tester. MoS2 solid lubricant along with graphite-

based grease was filled in the micro-indents.  

ii. The coefficient of friction (COF) between MoS2 filled textured 10 % texture area 

density pin was reduced by 51.37% and 53.33% as compared to UT pins under 19.6 N 

and 49 N loads, respectively. 

iii. MoS2 filling of textured tools reduced the pin surface temperature, wear, weight loss 

of pin and wear rate. 

iv. MoS2 filled pins with 10% texture area density showed the best tribological 

performance amongst all investigated samples. 

v. Surface morphology and elemental mapping analysis confirmed the formation of the 

self-lubricating film between sliding surfaces for MoS2 filled micro-textured pin. 

9.2.1.2. Machining performance of mechanical micro-textured cutting tools 

For preliminary experiments, the Vicker hardness tester was used to fabricate mechanical 

micro-textures (MµT, 10% area density) over the rake face of PN-HSS cutting tools, and 

molybdenum disulphide solid lubricant was coated over mechanical micro-textures. 

Machining tests were performed using un-textured (UT), MµT, and MoS2 coated-MµT (C-

MµT) and the obtained conclusions are detailed as follows: 
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i. Finite element analysis shows that von-Mises stress generation at the cutting edge 

of UT and MµT cutting tool are within safe limits. Also, the presence of the 

mechanical micro-textures on the tool rake surface had very less influence on the 

mechanical strength of the cutting tool. 

ii. Tool-chip interface temperature and COF along with machining forces and tool-

chip interface were reduced significantly for MµT and C-MµT as compared to UT 

cutting tools. 

iii. Workpiece surface roughness reduces with MµT and C-MµT cutting tools as 

compared to UT cutting tool. 

iv. In C-MµT cutting tool, formation of the self-lubricating film during machining 

reduces friction, which is the prime reason for the improvement in its cutting 

performance. 

9.2.1.3. Comparative hard machining performance of various mechanical micro-textured 

tungsten carbide cutting tools 

i. Tool-chip interface temperature, machining forces and tool-chip interface COF are 

reduced significantly for Vickers texture (VT), parallel texture (PT), perpendicular 

texture (PDT), MoS2 coated Vickers texture (VT-M), MoS2 coated parallel texture 

(PT-M) and MoS2 coated perpendicular texture (PDT-M) as compared to UT cutting 

tools. 

ii. The improvements in machining performance of uncoated MµT cutting tools are due 

to reduced contact length and air flow cooling through micro-textures. 

iii. During machining with MoS2 coated MµT cutting tools, the formation of a self-

lubricating film reduces friction and thus enhancing its machining performance. 

iv. Cutting force was reduced in the range of 4.23−10.82 % and 7.31−17.41 %, 

respectively, with PDT and PDT-M as compared to UT cutting tools.  

v. Amongst all, PDT-M cutting tool machining performance is best in terms of reducing 

tool-chip interface temperature, machining forces and tool-chip interface COF. 

vi. Reduced chip thickness and least redundant plastic deformation work were observed 

in the case of machining using PDT-M cutting tool. 

 

9.2.2. Synthesis and characterisation of environmental friendly cutting fluids 

i. Green cutting fluid (GCF) was synthesised using various environmental friendly 

vegetable based oils, emulsifiers and additives. 
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ii. The flash point of GCF is higher as compared to bio-cutting fluid (BCF) and mineral 

oil (MO) that allows its use for high-temperature hard machining. 

iii. As per Standard methods 2005, the ultimate biodegradability of GCF, BCF and MO 

are found to be 98.27%, 96.67% and 18.32%, respectively.  

iv. GCF exhibits less variation from Newtonian behaviour even at the higher 

temperature. Also, its sensitivity to temperature is lower as compared to BCF and 

MO.  

v. GCF showed corrosion breakpoint of 4; whereas BCF and MO exhibit corrosion 

breakpoint of 8 and 9 as per ASTM D 4627 standard. 

vi. As per ASTM D 3707 standard, GCF shows more remaining emulsion as compared to 

BCF and MO after storage stability test. 

 

9.2.3. Hard machining performance of various cutting fluids 

 

9.2.3.1 Comparative performance of various cutting fluids using minimum quantity cutting 

fluids  

i. An indigenous minimum quantity cutting fluid (MQCF) setup was fabricated. 

ii. 1:16 emulsion composition was found to be optimum in terms of its better thermal 

conductivity, volumetric specific heat as well as its storage stability as per ASTM D 

3707 standard. 

iii. Optimum MQCF nozzle stand-off distance was found to be 30 mm by considering 

mist coverage region and cutting forces exerted by mist at tool-chip interface. 

iv. With 45º nozzle angle, MQCF mist could penetrate better into the air boundary 

periphery that is generated by the rotating workpiece. 

v. Relative to DM, machining with MQCF (using all three cutting fluid emulsions) 

produced better results in terms of the cutting force, feed force, coefficient of friction, 

and workpiece surface roughness. 

vi. The BCF emulsion performed better than MO and GCF, in terms of its higher thermal 

conductivity, high specific heat, and reduced tool-chip interface contact length. 

vii. Sticking and sliding zones were reduced in the case of MQCF machining. The BCF 

emulsion performed better than the MO and GCF emulsion in this regard. 

 

9.2.3.2 Performance of MoS2 and CaF2 based minimum quantity nano-green cutting fluids  

 

i. MoS2 and CaF2 based nano-GCFs with varying concentration (0.1%−0.5%, at 

interval of 0.1%) were developed and characterised. 
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ii. The thermal conductivity, specific heat and viscosities are higher for MoS2 based 

eco-friendly nano-cutting fluids as compared to others. 

iii. The 0.3 % concentration of CaF2 and MoS2 based eco-friendly nano-GCFs were 

found to have optimised thermal conductivity, specific heat and viscosities.  

iv. GCF-0.3M had 47 %, 39 %, 33 %, 25% and 14 % better wettability as compared to 

other MO, BCF, GCF and GCF-0.3C, respectively. 

v. Eco-friendly nano-GCFs performed better as compared to GCF, BCF and MO 

concerning cutting forces, feed forces, tool-chip interface coefficient of friction and 

workpiece surface roughness. 

vi. Hard machining performance of MoS2 based nano-GCFs performed better among all.  

vii. GCF-0.3M reduced the tool-chip interface coefficient of friction by 11 %, 4 %, 5 % 

and 2 % as compared with MO, BCF, GCF and GCF-0.3C, respectively. 

viii. GCF-0.3M reduced the workpiece surface roughness by 37 %, 22 %, 12 % and 13 % 

as compared with MO, GCF and GCF-0.3C, respectively. 

ix. Cutting tool wear and adhesion of workpiece material to tool rake surface was lower 

for GCF-0.3M  as compared to all others tested cutting fluids.  

 

9.2.4. Hard machining performance with hybrid mechanical micro-textured cutting 

tools and minimum quantity nano-green cutting fluids 

 

i. Cutting force, feed force and workpiece surface roughness were reduced in the range 

of 38−59.5 %, 15.9−39.2 % and 15.9−61 %, respectively, as compared to DM with 

UT cutting tools.  

ii. Amongst all, PDT-NGCF machining environment is best in terms of reducing tool-

chip interface temperature, machining forces and tool-chip interface COF. 

iii. In the case of machining with PDT-NGCF, at cutting speed of 90 m/min, feed of 0.28 

mm/rev and depth of cut of 0.5 mm, 37.5 % COF was reduced. Also, workpiece 

surface roughness was reduced by 66.5% as compared to DM. 

iv. In the case of machining with PDT-NGCF, the improvement is attributed to lower 

tool-chip contact length, better thermal conductivity of NGCF, reduced tool-chip 

interface contact length and due to passage provided by micro-textures for ease in 

flow of cutting fluid emulsion.     

v. Reduced chip thickness and least redundant plastic deformation work were observed 

in the case of machining at PDT-NGCF environment. 
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9.3. Scope for future work 

There is a lot of scope for further sustainable machining research work as briefly stated in the 

following section. 

9.3.1.  Micro-textured cutting tools 

 Inclined and curvilinear micro-textured cutting inserts performance needs to be explored 

and compared machining performance as well as tool life with existing parallel and 

perpendicular micro-groove textured cutting tools.  

 Comparative study of various solid lubricants such as MoS2, CaF2, WS2, graphite, etc. 

needs to be carried out with combination of mechanical micro-textured cutting tools. 

 Machining performance comparison of mechanical micro-textured cutting tools with laser 

textured, focus ion beam textured as well as micro-EDM textured cutting tools can be 

done to emphasis more on its effect on workpiece surface roughness and tool life.  

 The research can also be focused on bio-mimicking some natural textures on tool rake face 

to make it more hydrophilic and different possibilities of texture patterns can also be 

studied to improve the hydrodynamic lubrications on the cutting tool surface. The texture 

dimension (depth and width) optimization needs to be explored in the future to make the 

machining more environment-friendly while machining difficult to cut materials. 

 

9.3.2. Minimum quantity nano-cutting fluid  

 Chip evacuation ability and initial equipment cost are two significant challenges, which 

will require attention in full MQCF implementations. Tool-chip interface temperature 

studies can also be performed to correlate with machining forces and coefficient of 

friction. 

 In addition, not all cutting fluid compositions are suitable for MQCF. The optimisation of 

cutting fluid compositions requires more detailed investigations. 

 New MQCF setup designs using controlled air-entrapped cutting fluids may have good 

potential in achieving better machining. Investigations into MQCF should also emphasise 

reducing power consumption, enhancing lubrication, and improving cooling capability, in 

order to create a sustainable and clean manufacturing environment. Further investigation 

can also be focused on the application of MQCF with hybrid nanofluids in machining of 

different materials. 

 New GCF with custom ingredients as per requirement of applications can be prepared. 

Refrigeration of cutting fluid while its application can be explored for better cooling.  
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Multiple MQCF jets with varying emulsion concentration at rake surface and flank 

surface can be explored to get better cooling and lubricating properties for lesser tool 

wear and better surface finish.   
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Appendix 

Specification of field emission scanning electron microscope (FESEM) 

Make Zeiss 

Model Sigma 

Chamber 330 mm inner diameter, 270 mm height 

Specimen weight up to 200 g  

Movement X = 125 mm, Y = 125 mm, Z = 50 mm 

Stage 5-axis Motorized Cartesian 

Detector In lens, SE-2, BSD 

Magnification range 100 X to 2000 kX 

 

Specification of optical microscope 

Make Carl Zeiss 

Model Axiotech-100 HD, 3D 

Chamber 330 mm inner diameter, 270 mm height 

Specimen weight up to 200g  

Stage movement 3 axis measuring system, reflect light measuring 

X = 75 mm, Y = 50 mm, Z = 50 mm 

Lens Binocular photo tube 

Magnification range 5 X to 200 X 

Software Axio-Cam and Axiovision 4.8.2 (in built) 

 

Specification of non-contact profilometer 

Make Taylor Hobson 

Model CCI-Lite 

Magnification range 20 X 

Precision  1 megapixel  

Power supply 220 V 

Focal distance 4.7 mm 

Field of view 0.825 mm   0.825 mm 

 

Specification of pin-on-disc tribometer 

Make DUCOM 

Model TR-201 

Sensors Proximity, load cell, LVDT 

Track diameter 10 mm to 100 mm  

Speed 10 to 1000 rpm 

Load 10 N to 100 N 
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Specification of Infrared Camera 

Make Infratech 

Model Variocam-hr 

Time duration 1 s to 7200 s  

Frequency range 1 to 8 Hz 

Emissivity range 0.01 to 1 
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